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and answer "Yes Sir", "No Sir", to each question the Superintendent asks you'.
He stopped and gave a lazy salute.
'Date of binh'?
'Tenth .of May 1924', he replied.
'Tenth of May 1924, SIR', came the loud interjection from
behind him.
The dejected prisoner told the Superintendent that he had
done farm work all of his life. His gnarled hands testified that this
was the truth. He was told to salute again and dismissed.
Just as with the cases which had gone through before him, at
no point was he asked whether he was aware of the work options
available to him, at no point was he questioned about what work
he would have liked to do, or whether he was interested in
vocational training. The committee smiled upon his case and he
was sent to the farm .
Out of Prison
After several years in prison 'George' was released from Long
Bay in November 1978 . As a sweeper in the prison he had earned
only $2.50 a week, all of which was spent in the jail. The day after
his release he collected his $51 special welfare benefit from the
Department of Social Security. This benefit covered his first
week on the outside. After that he would be eligible for unemployment benefits.
He registered at a Commonwealth Employment Sen·ice office
immediately upon release. George was unskilled and therefore
difficult to place. One employer was looking for a storeman.
George admitted his criminal record, only to have the employer
tell him that while he had nothing against employing ex-prisoners
personally, he had a responsibility to ensure that no risks were
seen to be taken with the company's stores. Next time George
concealed his stint in prison , but when he could not pro\·ide an
explanation for the long gap in his employment history, the
employer immediately lost interest.
Meanwhile George was having trouble getting accommodation.
Everyone seemed to require two weeks rent in adnnce or a substantial bond - money he did not have. Finally he was temporarily put up by some friends he had met in jail who had been
released a few months earlier.
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Sixteen days passed and George still did not ha,·e a job, permanent accommodation, or his first unemployment benefit
cheque. He was broke, so he decided to temporarily put off his
genuine intentions of going straight and pull a bust. It was poorly
planned. He broke into a hardware store. found no money, and
was apprehended by a policeman on the way out. George is now
serving a further 12 month sentence.

2

Point and Purpose in a
Criminological Enterprise

This book describes, critically evaluates, and recommends
changes in the direction of work and education in Australian
prisons. The purpose is to examine the effect of imprisonment on
the work lives of men and women after they are released. The
emphasis is therefore more on work than on education. Yet clearly
there can be no balanced evaluation of the role of work in prison
which is divorced from a consideration of vocational education.
Education has an intrinsic value which is independent of its
value for opening up employment opportunities. It is the latter
kind of worth, however, which is the focus of this book.
Doing the spade work for the book has not been the most
exciting research task I have undertaken. The endless tours around
prison workshops were not always voyages of intellectual discovery, but the occasional tedium here was more than compensated for by the many interesting characters I met among the trade
instructors and prisoners. No, the real drudgery was in reading the
international criminological literature on prison industry and
prisoner education. What a dreary collection of oft-repeated tenets
of conventional wisdom, protracted descriptive passages with no
purpose other than to describe, and uncritical evaluations of
programs. There have been a few exceptions which are cited
repeatedly in the pages that follow.
Competent scholars who have a critical edge to their work
tend not to do research on prisons because they assume, with
some justification, that any real critictsm will pre,·e nt the cooperation of prison authorities with their work. No doubt my critics
will ,·iew this work as another contribution to that long tradition
of intellectual barrenness. I have done my best to struggle against
being platitudinous. Whether or not I have succeeded is for the
reader to judge.
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T owards a Different Model for Criminological Research
This book represents the beginning rather than the completi?n
of a criminological enterprise on prisons and work. Most academ1cs
are happy to put the fruits of their research on pap~r a.nd ~ay 'tak.e
it or leave it' to those wit h the power to act on the1r fmd mgs. It IS
of little concern that most of the time the decision maker will
choose to leave it rather than take it. In most cases the people who
matter will not even read the book. The readership will be limited
largely to unfortunate students of the academic who are com pelled to read it, and other academics who are intending to write
something on the same topic which they can, in turn , compel their
students to read.
Researchers at the Australian Institute of Criminology ha,·e no
students. The positive thing about the Australian Institute of
Criminology, however, is its structure. T here is a Research Division,
of which I am a member, and a Training Division. The function of
the Training Division is to bring together criminal justice decision
makers and practitioners from throughout Australia at a seminar
in Canberra to consider new directions for policy in specific areas.
Academics at the Australian Institute of Criminology are therefore
part of a structure which permits a more constructive model for
criminological research than simply v.rriting books and putting
them on library shelves.
The alternative model for criminological research of which this
book is a part has six stages.
Stage 1: Fonnulate tbe problems in consultation witb key
decisi01z makers
In the case of the present research project the opportunity came at a training seminar at the Institute in May
1978 entitled 'Prisoners and Education'. Senior representatives from all State and Territory prisons systems were
present at the seminar. I delivered a paper outlining a tentative formulation of research and policy questions. A
formal group discussion on t he paper and informal
discussions with individuals afterwards led to a degree of
reformulation of the key questions. Having participated
in conceptualising the research questions, seminar participants from all States promised their full cooperation
with the project, and many of them subsequently paved
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the way through d ifficult situations during the data
gathering phase.
Stage 2 : Collect the data
The prisons systems of all Australian States and the
Northern Territory were visited in collecting the data.
Interviews with industry and educational personnel were
conducted in some 30 jails, including the major maximum
security institution in each jurisdiction. In cooperati<;> n
with the Department of Employment and Youth Affa1rs
a survey of the work histories of 303 prisoners subsequent to their release was undertaken .
Stage 3: Publish findi1zgs and suggest policy proposals
Instead of finishing with the usual vague conclusions, this
book ends with a list of specific proposals for the reform
of Australian prisons, and of the sections of the Department of Employment and Yout h Affairs which deal with
the job placement of prisoners .
Stage 4: Couveue a seminar to discuss these policy proposals
It is the seminar to be held in April 1980, not the publication of this book, which is the crucial element of the
social change process. Within the seminar there will be
th ree sub-stages.
(a) Subject the policy proposals of the book to cr it icism
by key decision makers.
(b) Reformulate the policy proposals of the individual
researcher in the light of the collective expertise at
the seminar.
(c) At the conclusion of the seminar ask each delegation
t o indicate which of the reformulated policies they
would be willing to support act ively when they re turn
to their department.
Stage 5: Mouitor tbe success or failure of the seminar participants
in baving the policies implemented
.
The durat ion of t his follow up period will be determmed
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on the basis of how long participants at the seminar think
would be required for given changes to take place.
Stage 6: As c1 future publication, report tbe results of tbis follow
up together with an evaluation of tbe success or failure of
tbe whole actio11 research enterprise
The Pitfalls of Collaborative Reformism
The ob,·ious danger of having criminal justice administrators
participate in the formulation of research problems is that the\·
could attempt to compromise any potential criticism which th.e
research might have in its design. Naturally, all of us are sh\· of
having our empires exposed to critical evaluation . The experience
with this particular research project has been, however, that the
prison administrators who participated in framing the key research
~nd policy questions in no way attempted to steer the program
mto safe waters.
On more politically sensitive topics than those covered in this
book, a compromising of the research becomes more likely. In
such cases the researcher must judge whether the benefits of
framing research and policy questions so that they are most likely
to be acted upon by those with decision making power, outweighs
the cost of having some of the edge taken off the work. The real
danger !s that researchers will make this difficult judgement not on
the. baSIS of which ~tra te~ will n:axi':lise the chances of produ cing
pohcy changes wh1ch will benef1t pnsoners and the public, but on
t~e basis of which option will maintain maximum popularity with
e1ther conser\'ati,·e prison administrators, or academic peers who
equate poli~ical compromise with want of integrity.
In puttm~ forward the collaborative model for criminological
research outlmed abo\'e, I am certainly not suggesting that this is
the only model which is appropriate. There will be occasions when
the only option a:·ailable to the researcher with integrity is to
aband~:m collaboratiOn altogether and engage in a frontal attack on
a part1cu~ar segment of the criminal justice system and the people
who run 1t.
A more fundamental criticism of the reformist model
dc~cribed above is t.hat such reformism helps to patch up and keep
gomg. a system "":htch would be better totally destroyed. I reject
the v1cw that pnsons should be totally abolished. In a society
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organised around principles of communal self help it is possible to
conceive of a world without prisons. Indeed, history provides
many examples of such societies. But in an alienated, mass urban
society where community responsibility for social control has disintegrated, there will always be some people who pose a severe
threat to the safety of citizens and whom no one feels a special
responsibility to watch over . With such people there is little alternative to incarceration.
The point is that such dangerous offenders form a very small
minority of present prison populations in this country. Most
offenders are sent to prison for short term punishment, not for
long term incapacitation. My view is that prison should not be
used as a form of punishment because there is compelling evidence
that the effect of imprisonment is to increase rather than reduce
the prisoner's propensity to crime. To the extent that deterrence
is necessary, non-institutional punishments such as fines, restitution, and community work orders should be employed. For such
a redefinition of the purpose of imprisonment to occur, the law
would have to be reformed so that the courts would be required
to demonstrate that a person was a serious danger to the community before they could sentence him to prison. Proof of guilt
would only justify a non-penal punishment. There would be no
place in prison for property offenders. People could only be sent
to jail on the basis of a demonstrated history of serious violence,
not on the basis of some spurious psychiatric prediction of dangerousness.1
To those who say that reformist criminology is counterproductive, I would reply that the most important reform of all
is to have fewer people sent to prison. We must argue, for example,
that Victoria is no less safe a place than Western Australia or the
Northern Territory as a result of having less than half their imprisonment rates. Probably Victoria is more safe as a result of
ha,·ing fewer people dehumanised and embittered by the experience of imprisonment. The real question is whether reforms to
improve prisons for those who remain inside help to delay public
realisation that imprisonment as a total experience is ineffective
for anything but the incapacitation of highly dangerous offenders.
The argument that reform puts off the day of revolution is naive
in most political contexts. The fact is that many of the revolutionary changes in world history have occurred when things were
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getting better, not worse. They were re\·olu tions of rising expectations. One old-time prison administrator whom I inter\'iewed
adopted this very view:
Once rou start talking about reforming prisons. you start to lift the lid
off things. Give them an inch and they'll take a mile. We don't give
our crims anywhere near the concessions they\·e been given in New
South Wales, and look what's happened there.

The ironical thing is that some people who are critical of the
whole idea of imprisonment can join forces with this man in
arguing either explicitly or tacitly that reform of existing prisons
is not something we need bother about.
The Plan of the Book
Chapter three outlines the theory of legitimate and illegitimate
work which provides a basis for focusing on e\·ents of the type
described in Chapter one. It shows that these events are of considerable significance in understanding crime. The large body of
empirical evidence on the effectiveness of inter\'ention programs
to improve the legitimate work opportunities of prisoners is
reviewed in Chapter four.
Part II of the book describes what is happening in each Australian jurisdiction (excluding the Australian Capital Territory
which has no prison) in the areas of prison industry, education,
trade training, work release, and job placement services for
prisoners.
The present realities of prisons and work in Australia having
been described, Parr III considers policies for the future. Policy
proposals are de\·eloped in the areas of prison industry (Chapter
13), work release (Chapter 14), trade training and education
(Chapter 15), and job placement services for prisoners (Chapter
16). The final chapter considers the special employment problems
of the two groups of prisoners who are respectively the most
disadvantaged and the most neglected - Aborigines and women.
The book concludes with a list of policy proposals which will form
the agenda for the seminar to formulate a National Employment
Strategy for Prisoners.

1. For re\·ic\\ s or the empirical evidence on the difficulties of predicting
dangerousness, see E -~ - Wenk, ].0. Robison and G.W. Smith, 'Can Violence
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be Predicted?', Crime and Delinquency, 18 , 1972 , pp. 39 3-402. J.P. Conrad
and S. Dinitz (eds), In Fear of Eacb Other· Studies of Da,1gerousness in
America (Lexington Books, Lexingto n, Mass., 1977). R. Tomasic, 'The
Dangerousness of Dangerousness', Paper to University of Sydney Institute of
Criminology Seminar on 'The Dangerous Offender - Prediction and Assess·
ment', 20 july, 1977. ] .]. Cocozza and H.J. Steadman, 'Prediction in
Psychiatry: An Example of Misplaced Confidence in Experts', Social
Problems, 25, 3, 1978, pp. 265·276. M.L. Cohen and A.N. Groth, 'The
Clinical Prediction of Dangerousness', Crime and Dcliquency, 24, 1978, pp.
28-39. S. Dinitz and J.P. Conrad, 'Thinking About Dangerous Offenders',
Criminal justice Abstracts, 10, 1978, pp. 99-130. S.E. Schlesinger, 'The
Prediction of Dangerousness in Juveniles: A Replication', Crime a11d
Deliquency, 24, 1978, pp. 40-48.
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Legitimate and Illegitimate Work

The majority of inmates of Australian prisons have been in
jail at least once before. The anecdotes in Chapter one go part of
the way towards explaining this. Prisons are full of people like
George who went out with the best of intentions last time they
were released, but who found themselves in a desperate situation
from which they tried to extricate themselves by applying one of
the few skills they had learnt in prison. Crimes which seem outrageous to us when reported out of context in the newspapers
often seem to the offender to be quite reasonable and even ethical
acts when ,·iewed from the context of his 1 life situation. For
example. Lloyd Davies of the Western Australian Bar Association
told a seminar on unemployment and crime the story of a young
offender who stole the poor box from St Patrick's Church in
Perth . Asked for an explanation, the delinquent replied, 'I'm out
of work, me old man's out of work, what's the bloody poor box
supposed to be for anyway.'
One does not have to rely on anecdotal evidence to sustain the
argument of this chapter. There have been many studies in Great
Britain and America which show with a remarkable degree of
consistency that prisoners who find stable employment upon
release ha,·e about half (and sometimes less than half) the probabilitY of being reconvicted compared with releasees who have a
pattern of unemployment. 2 It may be that one of the reasons
for this is that prisoners who leave jail intending to return to a
career of crime do not bother about seeking legitimate employment, and it might also be that certain prisoners suffer from
personality problems which render them both susceptible to
unemployment and susceptible to crime. It cannot be denied that
these kinds of explanations might be applicable to a considerable
number of individual cases, but it is implausible that the very
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strong statistical relationship between unemployment and reconviction can be totally explained by such extraneous factors especially when one comes across such a large num~~r of prisone~s .who
intend to go straight, have strong personalities, yet rectdtvate
because they fail to earn a living legitima.tely .. Peter Letkemann
has used an appropriate analogy to make thts pomt:
The reasons why miners go back to work followi~g a mi~e disaste~ are
· more intelligible when we listen to how they v1ew the1r alternam·es.
Such an approach may also help us understand whr a pers~>n may return
to crime following lengthy prison sentences. We may s~11l rese~e our
right to make moral judgments, b.ut ,e will not be as hkely to 1m·oke
notions of the bizarre and patholog1cal.

Letkemann has 111ade an impo~tant contribution to the understanding of why criminals recidivat~. He argues that the. exprisoner's choice is not so much a chmce betwe~n wor~ and cnme,
because crime itself is a form of work to whtch notion~ sue~ as
specialisation, professionalism, apprenticeship and work sattsfactt~n
should be applied if we are to u~derstand. why peopl~ opt for tt.
At one level it is clear that ex-pnsoners wtll be more hkely to opt
for illegitimate work when legitimate work. is not available. B~t
even if jobs are ava~lable, beca':lse most ~nsoners have. n? legttimate vocational sk1lls, these JObs are hkely to b~ hm1ted to
unskilled monotonous work with low remuneratton and unattracti\·e' working conditions. In compariso~, ille~tima~e work
might be more renumerat!ve, per~i~ greater JOb sattsfactwn, and
have more attractive workmg cond1t1ons. Of the latter, Polsky has
pointed out that: 'one of the most ge~uinely. appealing things
about crime to career criminals and part-timers ahke - though one
would hardly gather this from criminology texts - .is t~:t for mo.st
crimes the working hours are both short and fl~xtble .. Job s~t1s~
faction in illegitimate work was one of the mterestmg foc1 ot
Letkemann 's research :
The data presented here indicate ... that the crim.inal, like. the conn-nr·
ional worker, is motivated in part br the rewards mherent m craftsm.tn·
. an d assoc1ate
. d status. 5
ship. expertiSe,

This \vas especially applicable to safecrackers .. Let~e~unn ·s
data showed that a purely economic model was msufhc1ent to
account for the safecracker's behaviour . In considerable measure
the re\\·ards of safecracking had to do with satisfactions deri,·ed
from craftsmanship.
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The Reward-Cost Model of Crime
Most of the traditional explanations of crime concei,·e of the
criminal as an irrational character propelled into criminality by
his disorganised personality, poor self concept, distorted \·a lues. or
perhaps his genes. The scientific principle of parsimony requires
such complex explanations, grounded in the perplexing irrationality of people, only if we cannot locate a perfectly rational reason
why they choose to engage in the behaviour. Some criminologists
have begun to realise that there are quite rational reasons for the
lowest strata in society to engage in crime. David Gordon is one of
them :
The 'legitimate' jobs available to many ghetto residents, especially to
yo ung black males, typically pay low wages, offer relati,·ely demeaning
assignments, and carry the constant risk of layoff. In contrast. many
kinds of crime 'available' in the ghetto often bring higher monetary
return, offer even higher social status, and - at least in some cases like
numbers running - sometimes carry relatively low risk of arrest and
punishment.6

Moreover, says Gordon, a rational assessment of the costs of
being arrested must lead the slum dweller to conclude that they
are fairly low, because life can seem almost as dismal outside of
prison as it is inside. He quotes a black hustler from Harlem:
It is not a matter of a guy saying, 'I want to go to jail (or] I am afraid of
jail' . Jail is on the street just like it is on the inside. The same as, like
when you are in jail, they tell you 'Look, if you do something \~Tong you
are going to be put in the hole'. You are still in jail, in the hole or out of
the hole. You are in jail in the street or behind bars. It is the same
thing. 7

The unemployed person, or the person in a low-paying job
with bad working conditions and no job satisfaction , therefore has
less to lose than the person in a good job by risking criminal
behaviour (either against property or against the person ) which
might land him in jail. He also has more to gain by property
crime - $100 is worth more to him than it is to a person on
$20,000 a year. The person who is released from prison with no
legitimate vocational skills therefore has a high reward-cost ratio
favouring a rational choice to engage in further crime. Following
the work of Letkemann, we know that these rewards of crime are
not only relatively high economically, but also comparatively high
in terms of job satisfaction.
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The primary concern of this book is what can be done to
lower the reward-cost ratio for crime for prison rel~asee.s. On t~e
face of it, the solution seems simple enough - tram pnsoners 111
legitimate occupational skills wh~ch. will enable. t~em to g~t a
job which is remunerative and sa~tsf~mg; th~n cnmmal behaviOur
will become a relatively less sansfymg opnon. Although such a
solution is certainly workable, the succeeding ch~pters will re~eal
some of the constraints upon its successful tmplementauon.
The Principle of Lesser Eligibility.
. .
. .
.
Before considering the practical dtff1culues m upgradmg the
vocational prospects of prisoners, some ethical ~bjections .should
be considered. jeremy Bentham was the f1rst to com. the
expression, 'the pri~ci~le of less~r eligibil.ity'. In the pnsons
context, what this prmc1ple means IS that pnso~ers s~ou ld not be
entitle<:\ to any benefits which exceed the benefits e~joye? by the
lowest classes among the free community. Otherwise cnme. ~nd
imprisonment might be seen as more attra~tive ~han a l~w-ab1dt~g
life. Most of the policies and programs whtch w1ll ~e. d.t~cussed m
this book are violations of the principle of lesser ehgtblhty. When
objections were made to ~hes~ policies during my disc~ssion~ with
prison employees, the ~b.Je~~10ns were us~ally a mamfestatton of
the principle of lesser ehg1bthty. One trade mstruc~or, for exa~ple,
objected to prisoners being able to attend full-ume educatiOnal
classes during the day:
They should ha,·e to work during the day, and if .they want to go to
school thev should do it at night. If they were outside a?d they wanted
to impro,·e their education they would have to work dunng the day and
go to night classes. These fellows should be the same.

Similarlv vocational training programs in prison are a ,·iolation
of the prin~iple of lesser eligibility since only a min?r~ty of people
outside are permitted to benefit from manp?~er trammg programs
such as the ~ational Employment and Trammg Scheme (NEAT) .
The payment of award wage~ to P.risoners. who are rel~ased. to
work in pri\'ate industry outside pnson du.nng the day IS a Vl~l
ation of the principle since there are people m the free c?mmumty
who earn less. indeed there are many who do not ha\'e JO~s at ~ll.
Special job placement sen·ices for prison releasees are a v10lauon
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of the principle since such special assistance is not available to
non-pnsoners.
The Principle of Greater Eligibility
This book contends that a principle of greater rather than
lesser eligibility should be applied to the prison population. Take
the example of special job placement services for prison releasees.
When a person is sentenced to a term of imprisonment it is the
de~erm!nati?n of the judge, rightly or wrongly, that this period in
pnson IS a JUSt penalty for the wrong which has been committed.
The offender is pulled out of his job in the free community, if he
has one, and put in jail. If when he is released he cannot obtain
a job which is at least as good as that which he had at the time of
impr.isonment, he will suffer a double penalty which might
contmue for many years after he has completed his term. This is
quite likely to happen because his work skills and work habits
will have deteriorated while he was in prison, and he is now likely
to be discriminated against by employers because he bears the
stigma of the ex-convict and because he has a break in his work
hi~t?ry. ~~. was certainl,Y not the !ntention of the judge in determmmg a JUSt sentence for the cnme that such serious additional
penalties should fall upon the heads of so many among those
whom he or she convicts.
On sim~le grounds.o~ justice and equity in sentencing the state
ha~ a spectal re~pon~1b1hty ~o do everything possible to place
P.nson re.leasees mto ~o~s whtch are as good as those which they
f1~led pnor ~o conv1ct1on. This argument cannot be applied
d1rectly to pnsoners who were unemployed prior to their incarcera~ion. N~verth~less, it wo.uld .clearly be perpetrating a different
kt~d of meqUity to prov1de JOb placement prior to release for
pnsoners who were employed upon conviction but not for those
who were unemployed.
The second argument for the provision of special educational
and manpower. service.s to prisoners is that they represent a section
of th~ popu~anon whtch has been especially disadvantaged in the
benef1ts denved from such services throughout their lives. The
state paid for my full-time education for a continuous period of
20 ye~rs. It would be in?efensible for me, or most of my readers,
to qu1?ble over t~e eqUJty of any amount of expenditure on the
educat1on of a pnson population about 90 per cent of which has
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extracted 10 or fewer years of education from the state. 8
The most troubling aspect of the lesser eligibility principle for
most people is in its application to prisoners depriving free men
and women of employment. This concern is very often expressed
about work release. Certainly if prisoners are released during the
day to work in an unskilled factory job, then someone in the free
community is likely to be deprived of that job, unless it is one of
those jobs with such obnoxious working conditions that no one
will tolerate it for long. To a considerable extent, however,
prisoners can be trained to fill gaps in the labour market where
there are shortages of people with requisite skills. Such gaps
always exist even during periods when unemployment is at its
peak and it is the role of manpower policy to ensure that such
gaps are filled. Training people for jobs in which they cannot be
placed while unemployment is high can still be of national
economic benefit, since a reservoir of trained workers may be
needed to satisfy a labour shortage when the upswing occurs.
Manpower training resources should be deployed where they
can do most good in upgrading the productive capacity of the
national workforce. Prisons are an ideal locus for manpower
investment because prisoners represent one of the most underutilised segments of the workforce. The whole nation loses economically because of their wasted productive capacity. Their
capacity is not only wasted because of their relative idleness while
in prison, but also because they are by and large a human resource
which the state has never bothered to upgrade.
The argument that the fewer than 100 Australian prisoners
on work release cause unemployment is a direct parallel to that
very simplistic mode of economic thinking which warns that
increasing immigration or allowing women to work worsens
unemployment. Such arguments ignore the fact that the increased
production from using more of the nation's reservoir of talent
creates wealth which can be invested to provide even more jobs.
National productivity benefits if, as each job vacancy arises. the
best person available is placed in it, irrespective of that person 's
sex, criminal record, or am· other extraneous factor.
If people are troubled by the possibility of 'criminals' taking
jobs away from 'law abiding citizens' then they really should take
this to its logical conclusion and argue for larger and larger proportions of comicted criminals to be imprisoned for longer and
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longer periods so that more and more job vacancies would be left
to be filled by free citizens. Some scholars have indeed shown that
the judiciary tends to sentence more of their cases to imprisonment during periods when unemployment is high. 9 It is doubtful
whether this represents a conscious policy; but if it does, it is
neither an effective nor humane policy for decreasing unemployment.
Let us not attempt to make prisoners the scapegoats for the
nation's economic problems. They have a right to work and make
a productive contribution to the nation equal to that of any
citizen. Their punishment is confinement, not enforced idleness.
The right to work and join a trade union laid down in Article 2 3
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights makes no exception
for prisoners in its provisions. This is reaffirmed in the United
Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners
and Col Bevan's discussion paper on Minimum Standard Guidelines for Australian Prisons both of which emphasise the importance of prisoners being given the opportunity to engage in constructive work.
Learning Illegitimate Job Skills in Prison
Most of the trade instruction which goes on in prison is not of
the type which would be funded under the NEAT Scheme.
Informal instruction might be conducted on how to plan, keep
cool, and control the situation in an armed robbery; the electrical
workshop can become a venue for tuition on the workings of
alarm systems; and in the prison's welding classes greater interest
can often be shown in how things are cut open rather than how
they are welded together.
In an anonymous letter to Playboy magazine, one remand
prisoner wrote:
. . . our jails are turning out more criminal minds than they are taking in.
During my own confinement, I've already learned how to mix nitroglycerine and how to 'peel' a safe, and I've been given some tips on the
kind of weaponry to be fcrd during an armed robbery - and I haven't
even been sentenced yet.

It would be wrong to suggest that the training in illegitimate
job skills which occurs in prison is in the nature of a highly
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organised teacher-pupil relationship. Many professional criminals
jealously guard the secrets of their trade and the novice must
nurture a relationship of trust for a long period before he can
begin to be regarded as an appr~ntice. ~ost ?f the le.arning is of
an informal nature. The young pnsoner w1ll pnck up his ears when
he hears more experienced offenders speak of the consequences
of mistakes they made when pulling jobs. By tuning in to these
kinds of conversations the young offender learns from the
mistakes of older prisoners. One of the apprentice safecrackers in
Letkemann 's study would informally milk professionals by
referring to a newspaper article about a safecracking job during
conversation. He would try to elicit a response from the professional by louding musing, ' I wonder how he done that?'
One con man who I spoke to learnt how to run mail order
frauds while in prison . The professional con man who taught
my informant never passed on his good ideas to his prison appr~n
tice. The learning experience would proceed by the apprentice
saying 'What do you think of this idea?', and the master would
then outline all of the reasons why it might not work very successfully. Through a process of elimination the apprentice was able to
lea,·e prison with a few schemes which he had good reason to
belie,·e might work. If any of these ideas were really good, the
master, being a less than totally honest man, might well ha,·e
stolen the ideas for himself. Both parties could benefit from the
exchange. The apprentice learns of the pitfalls he must avoid, and
the master might pick up some creative new ideas without ha\·ing
to gi,·e away any of his own.
.
Prison education can often take the form, in etfect, of enrolment in a post-graduate course in crime. The theory might be
taught in prison and contacts developed to whom the apprentice
can go to for more practical instruction upon release. One female
ex-prisoner, for example, told me that she had learnt how to set
herself up in prostitution while in the Brisbane women 's prison .
but she was also given the name of a man to call upon when
released so that she could discover the up to date situation on the
outside.
The motivation of prisoners to learn illegitimate job skills \·ery
often compromises the administration's efforts at imparting legitimate job skills. The following story from one of Letkemann ·s
case studies shows that when prisoners plead with the administ·
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ration for a job in the boot shop it is not always because they ha\·e
their sights set on a career in bootmaking:
·
... the shoe shop was where all the tough convicts were - and thev were
all safecrackers. And some of the best safecrackers in all of Canada "ere
in that shoe shop.
... So I - it took me, let's ~e- it took me about thirteen monrhs to get
mto that shoe shop.·' was m tha_t shoe shop when 1 was eighteen because
I had made up my mmd I was gomg to be in there.
YOU M~VED FROM THE YOUNGER CONVICTS? I did about eight
months m the ho.le, and lost fiv~ months in remission in doing it, because
the warden .was JUSt as determmed as me, that 1 was going to stay in
there. So I fmally won anyway - I got into the shoe shop.

:-.ow, IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MADE ENOUGH TROUBLE FOR
TIIE.M SO :HEY ~IN ALLY GAVE YOU ... Anything, that's right. 1
got mto a httle mmor, you know - did a little hole time during these
two and a half years, but nothing like previous. AND YOU WERE IN
THE SHOE SHOP FOR TWO AND A HALF YEARS. Uh huh. And 1
learned safccrackin~ from A to Z in, here, in theory, in that shoe shop.
There were approximately - oh, I d say fifteen good safecrackers. l l
It is a ubiqui~ous cons?'aint on the effectiveness of all prison
programs that pnsoners will be seen to be doing the right things
for . the wr~ng r~asons. In a commentary on this fundamental
reality. of pnson hfe, Rob Golding, a New South Wales prisoner .12
h~s wrttten a poem about the effectiveness of yoga as a rehabilitative program.
PRISONERS HAVE CLEAN TOES
it is true
many prisoners
practice yoga
it is cynical
to suggest
they do so
in order to
suck their
own toes ...
however
it is true
many prisoners
practice yoga
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In the discussion of prison work in Victoria we shall see that
one of the most innovative and potentially effective prison industries in Australia, the fledgling computing industry at Pentridge ,
was opposed by one uni,·ersi~y comp_uter scie.ntist to the. point
of \\Titing letters to the Premter argutog the nsk of ex-pmoners
turning to computer crime. But this kind of criticism can be
levelled at any and all prison industries. There is always the risk
that prisoners will use skills learnt in prison workshops for illegitimate ends. After all, if we teach illiterate Aboriginal prisoners to
read and write there is always the chance that they will use their
new found skills to forge signatures on dole cheques.
Even the much vaunted benefit from prison work of maintaining the work habit can do as much to improve the efficiency
of illegitimate as legitimate work on release:
Further, such exploitation may demand that the criminal use work habits
strikingly similar to those of the ordinary worker. As was indicated,
criminals themselves recognize the similarity between the rounder and
the square·john with reference to such work-related matters as punctu·
ality. reliability, and doing one's work with care and diligence. Con·
versely, the criminal bui'} were he to apply his style to legitimate work,
would be no less a bum.

The distinction between legitimate and illegitimate job skills
is not cut and dried. All offenders are in a continuous process of
upgrading and neglecting all sorts of skills which could be used
either legitimately or illegitimately. The goal of manpower policy
with respect to prisoners should be to shift the balance of over:
lapping legitimate and illegitimate skills in favour of packages ot
skills which can be applied to landing decent jobs in the legitimate
labour market. When this is achieved there is no longer a need for
the prisoner to use his various skills in an illegitimate way. Shifting
the emphasis onto the teaching of marketable skill packages
obviates so much of the worry about prisoners abusing talents
acquired in jail. The latter concern should be at its greatest when
prisoners are learning bit skills which are not articulated to a
marketable package, and therefore will be unpredictably used
for either good or ill.
I am therefore certainly not suggesting that prison authorities
should never prohibit certain types of skill training because of
their potential for illegitimate use. It was not altogether unreasonable of the New South Wales Royal Commission into Prisons to
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suggest that it was inappropriate that some prisoners had undertaken a course in explosives. On the other hand, if a prisoner had
an aptitude for this kind of work, and if the Commonwealth
Employment Service felt that there was every chance of him
landing a $20,000 a year job as a demolition expert upon release,
then doing a course on explosives might be an excellent idea for
that prisoner.
The Protestant Ethic and All That
To complete this introduction to the problem it is necessary to
examine the philosophical roots of work being regarded as holding
some kind of key to the solution of crime. Work, of course, was
central to the chain-gang, rock-breaking philosophy of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Edmund du Cane, a nineteenth
century chairman of the British Prison Commission encapsulated
the philosophy as 'the punishment of hard, dull, useless, uninteresting labour' . 14 Ironically, such penologists also typically construed the criminal's problem as being one of indolently choosing
the life of crime in preference to the sweat of honest toil.
'Aversion to labor is the cause from which half of the vices of low
li_fe deduce their origin and continuance'. 15 Hawkins has apposaely remarked that: 'Patients undergoing aversive therapy do
not usually become addicted to emetics or electric shocks'. 16
He goes on to quote the way that Thomas Mott Osborne expressed
the paradox:
When men arc_ ~laced at work, usually without consulting their prefer·
cnc~ or capacmcs, are held at work only by dread of punishment, and
rccc1vc no pay · or very inadequate pay ... (they] ... come to associate
work with prison and so desire to escape it altogether .... Any one of us,
after years of that sort of labor and 'discipline' would find burglary a
most refreshing contrast. 17

. It _is something of a radical catchcry to denounce any constdera_tJOn of ~he need for the reform of prison industry as a manifestation of the Protestant work ethic'. The 'Protestant work
ethic', Max Weber notwithstanding, is seen as a bad thing. If by
the 'Protestant work _ethic' is meant the enforcement of meaning·
less drudgery as pu~tsh'?e~t, then, for the reasons so succinctly
expressed by Hawkms , tt ts clearly a bad thing. If, on the other
hand, w~at is m~ant is providing the opportunity for purposeful
work whtch permas a sense of dignity and creativity in the worker,
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d which opens a pathway to a remunerative occ~pational role,
the 'Protestant work ethic' is ~urely som~thmg we should
support. Certainly the latter sounds like somethmg that everyone
from Karl Marx to Lang Hancock would supp~rt.
.
Enforced idleness is an even more oppresstve pu~mhment ~han
enforced drudgery. Ask any prisoner who ~as expenenced _sohtary
confmement. The radical who, probably wtthout ever hav_t~g read
Marx on work , suggests that expanding w~rk opportumttes for
prisoners is imposing the Protestant work ethtc upon them engages
in one of the most shallow types of analyses imaginable. The
problem, as William Faulkner once said, is: 'th~ only thing a rna~
can do for eight hours a day, day after day, ts work. You cant
eat eight hours a day nor drink fo_r eight hours a day nor ma~e
love for eight hours'. All of the pnsoners I have asked have s~td
that they would rather work_ than s~t around in t~e y~rd d?mg
nothing, in most cases even tf ~h~t mvolves the ahen~tmg k~nds
of work which are charactensttc of most Austrahan pnson
industries.
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Empirical Evidence on the
Effectiveness of Vocational Programs

It is now widely accepted by criminologists and prison administrators that rehabilitation within prison is extremely difficult. We
know that sending a person to jail is more likely to increase his
1
propensity to criminality than to rehabilitate him. The now
famous review of evaluation studies of rehabilitative programs by
Lipton, Martinson and Wilks shows that most of the rehabilitation
strate~ies which have been used in prisons demonstrably do not
work. Psychotherapy, counselling, group therapy, and the like do
not work on prisoners because they assume that criminals have
certain identifiable personality problems which can be cured. Yet
the hard research evidence is also clear in showing that there are
not identifiable personality difficulties which enable us to distinguish criminals from non-criminals. 3 In aggregate, people in the
general community would seem to be just as likely as criminals to
be neurotic , paranoid , psychopathic, schizophrenic, extrapunitive,
intrapunitive, and so on. It should not surprise us then that
rehabilitation programs which seek to deal with prisoners at the
le\·el of their 'personality problems' do not have any impact on
recidivism.
But if there are not strong correlations between personality
factors and criminality, we have seen that one relationship which
?oes discriminate convicted criminals from the general community
IS that criminals are less likely to have had steady jobs. The
staggering extent to which this is true was highlighted when the
first report of the South Australian Office of Crime Statistics
<>howed that more than 7 5 per cent of individuals received into
custody under sentence were unemployed during the quarter
ending 31 December , 1978 .~ Universally it is found that a high
proportion of the personal histories of prisoners are characterised
by chronic unemployment .5 Moreover , as shown in Chapter three,
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the releasees who are by far the most likeh· to become recidivists
·
are those who cannot get a job. 6
In addition to the strong correlation between vocational
failure and recidivism, the theory of legitimate and illegitimate
work presented in Chapter three encourages the \·iew that the pro\·ision of \'Ocational opportunities for prisoners would reduce their
ch~n.ces of reci?ivi~n:'· Moreover, Cloward and Ohlin's 7 theory of
leglttmate and lllegltlmate opportunity fosters the conclusion that
pro\·iding good jobs for prisoners would do more to reduce crime
than providing the same good jobs to non-prisoners. This is because
bot~ th·e· blockage of leg_it.imate opportunities and the availability
of illegJttmate opportumttes are necessarv conditions for crimin~l.ity. Most non-priso~ers who have legitimate work opportunt~tes closed to them wtll not have the knowledge, contacts and life
Circumstances ~o be able to exploit illegitimate opportunities. In
contrast, ex-pnsoners who have legitimate work opportunities
clo~ed off to them have ready access to a network of illegitimate
optiOns.
D.emonstrating that there ar.e a number of reasons why
vocattonal programs should work ts a far cry from demonstrating
that th~y actually do reduce recidivism. The purpose of this
chapter IS ~o reyiew ~he empirical evidence on the latter question.
Before proceed1~g wtth the. r.e~iew, howe\·er, it must be pointed
out that reduction of rec1d1v1sm should not be the ultimate
criterion of succ~ss for v~c~tional programs. If access to meaningful work, vocattonal trammg, and job placement services are
deemed to b.e desirabl~ for the general population on grounds
ot~er than cnm~ reductton, .then these same grounds justify their
bem~ made ava1lable to pnsoners. Trade training programs for
unsktlled workers a.re justified !n the interests of increasing
~m~lo~ment and nattonal econom1c growth. just as education has
mtnnstc val.ue for the student in the free community, quite independent of. tts value for getting a job, so prisoner education has
worth for tts .o~? sake !rrespective of its effects on both employn:'ent and. rectdl~tsm. If JOb placement services help the prisoner to
fmd the JOb wh1ch best fulfills his individual interests and which
uses his unique skills and aptitudes to maximum community
advanta~e, th~n no furthe~ justification is necessary. The only
re~son lor askmg t~e qu.es~wn o~ ~hether vocational programs for
pnsoncrs reduce cnme IS m dec1dmg whether there is a rationale
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for ex enditure on such programs in excess of the a.mo~nts which
ldpbe justified on grounds of equity. The question IS whether
~o~ould be desirable for the criminal justice system t~ rede~loy
crime prevention funds which are currently spent on poh.ce, pnson
psychologists , and other uses to th~ employment of pnson trade
instructors, job counsellors and the hke.
. .
.
.
Some readers will find the review of e.mpmca~ evt~ence wht~h
follows depressingly equh·ocal. R~search f~d1~gs m ~hts ar~a, as I!'
u branches of criminology, are nddled With mconststen~tes. -r:h•s
fs largely due to the unreliability of ~he m~asures wh1ch cnminologists are forced to use. My conclusiOn w1ll be, how_e~·er. that
the proportion of findings which support t~e. propos1ttOn that
ocational programs reduce recidivism is suff1c1ent to encourage
;he view that such programs might ~merge as on~ of the few types
of intervention which can have an 1mp~ct on cnme. Let me then
present the evidence, in all its complexity, so th.at. the reader ~~n
make his or her own judgment on whether. thts IS a rea so~a e
conclusion. The evidence on the effects of pnson work, vocatto~al
training, academic education, work :eJease, job placement, P.~etnal
job placement, and financial assistance upon release \\ 1ll be
reviewed separately.
.
.
The Effects of Prison Work
While we will see that there has been cons1der~b~e. e\·aluatwn
of the effect of vocational training program.s on rec1dtv1sm, aln:'ost
no attention has been paid to the quesuo~ of. wh~ther pnson
work irrespecti\·e of am· training component It m1ght mcor~orate.
has a~ effect on crime. ·Pownall has shown that ~ederal pnsoners
in the United States are much more likely to get a JOb upon release
if they worked while they w~re in prison . Howev~r , th1s m~y well
reflect the fact that it is the mdolent or the handtcapped \\ ho are
least likely to get a work assignment in prison.
.
Glaser9 followed up 140 prison rel~asees from Chtcago.
Detroit Cle,·eland and St Louis over a penod of 4.1 months ..\t
the end of this period 24 of the 140 had not yet foun? any pos.trelease emplo,·ment. and two had had no. work asstgnment m
prison owing. to hospitalisation. The remamder, 114 men .. h~d
had b~th work in prison and post-release jobs_. Only 3 3 ~t ~ e
latter conceded that the work they were do_mg was an~ tht!'g
like the jobs they had in prison. Glaser fmds groum s tor
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pessimism in the fact that only 29 per cent of prisoners who
obtained jobs in the first four months after release found prison
work experience useful in those jobs. 10 Such pessimism hardly
seems justified. It seems to me that this kind of moderate to low
le,·el success is the best we can expect of any program working
against the difficult odds of the prison em·ironment. MoreO\·er,
the fact that only 29 per cent used their prison work experience
during the first four months after release does not preclude the
possibility that many more might come to use that experience at
some time in the remaining years of their working (or non-working)
lives.
Government vocational programs in the free community are
funded with the full expectation that many beneficiaries of the
programs, for all sorts of good reasons, will never use what they
ha\'c learned. Indeed how many of us usc in our jobs the algebra
or calculus which we learnt at school. A fundamental principle of
.11/ vocational programs, inside and outside prison, is that it is

justified both economically and socially that they be made available to tbe majority with the full expectation that it will onzy
be ,1 minority who use them to advantage. With respect to prison
work experience we should be surprised that this minority could
be as large as that demonstrated by Glaser gi\'en the appalling
irrelevance of most prison work to what goes on in the real labour
market.
Glaser also found that almost twice as many successful releasees
as parole violators report the use of prison training on post-release
jobs. Asked when and why they changed from an interest in
pursuing crime , roughly a third of the successes mentioned their
improved work habits or skills as a factor in this change. Interestingly, Glaser found that the highest failure rates occurred among
prisoners who had held work positions in prison which incorporated the greatest degrees of influence in the inmate community.
These were prisoners who were personal assistants to officers as
clerks, orderlies, and runners, or were 'front office' clerical
personnel. Glaser suggests that such jobs attract the 'inmate
politicians' - prisoners who use the intelligence gathered on the
job in exchange for influence and material rewards in the inmate
community. Whether the high failure rates on parole of these
prisoners reflect the fact that those who are most committed to
a criminal lifestyle are attracted to such jobs, or whether being in
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. minal contacts and illegitimate opportuni_ties
. . jobs opens up IC~It d upon release, is an interesting question.
which can be exp 01 e
. . .
II
all Glaser interprets hiS fmdmgs as fo ows:
.
Over , . . . \' o am skillS in prison at which ~h.ey ~an fm~ a
For the nunont) . \ h ~son work experience and trammg IS a m~JOr
post•release vocauon, p Th' . ·n with the findings that: (1) pnson

IS ues I
.
h
bili. . e influence
vide a more regular employment expenencc:. t a_n
reha . tanv
work IS able to pro
.
I have had· (2) prior work regulanry IS
most prisoners Will prevlOUS y
cces~ or failure than type of work;
more closely related. to postrelease su. sors are the most rehabilitative
(3} relati?nshiJ?s With wor~n~~~~~t risoners are likely to dev~l~p.
relationshipS wn_h s~aff pers
nable t~ conclude: It is not the trammg
From this dive~lt)' It seems reaso habituation of inmates to regularity in
in vocational Skills, but r~ther' th~
t and the anticriminal personal
constructive and rewardmg. emp oyf!len 'res that are the major conrriinfluences of work supervisors on mma .. ' . 11
butions of work in prison to inmate rehabthumon.
'
.

. ence does not exist to enable a test of Glaser s as_sern_on

thatEi~t the work habit and the benefits arisi~g fro~ expenencm~

the social organisation and interpersonal relattonshtps ?f. the ~~~h
situation which are rehabilitative rather than any trammg w

might accrue.
. .
he main advantage
Most practising prison adm1mstrators see t
.
ff
ison work as resting in its efficacy for preventmg o enc~s
of pr
.
h 1'le the offender is in prison rather than after hiS
from occurnng w
h.
h 'Management'
release. Mark Filan has referred to t IS as t e
rationale for prison industry:
xim 'Satan finds work for idle hands' is possibly a reflection o~
Th
e ma
. h
. ·s true that many managemen
the Prote~tant _Work Et.hlc, owever .'t 'nder·em lo ment of prisoners.
problem~ I~ pnSOnS _ha~J OTif~~~~dt~~ ~Otoriou: s!thurst riot and fire
rison workshop in a previous fire.
Perhaps 1t lS not cotn~l ent~ h
followed the destruct~on
t e P .
ers are not employed are tradSimilarly, remand se~lon.s, where pr~~~a ement perspective recognises
d~mage created by enforced
itional troublespots m pnso~sh. ~he.
also the phys1cal and ps} c 0 oglca1
2
idlenessl

°

Clearly the efficacy of priso_n in~ us try wit~d r~s:~~trt;m:~~
prevention of riots and other dlst~r ances wou
.
difficult to evaluate in any systematic way·
The Effects of V ocation~l Train in~
ushow that
In a multiple regressiOn analySIS, Knox and Stace~
b th
the probability of post-release arrest and return to pnson are o
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!ower for those with more 'months of training or education while
mcarcerared' . Their results, howe\·er. gi\·e no indication of the
stre~grh. of this relationship. The more general problem with such
stud1es IS that th~ ob~erved effects of \·ocational training may be
du~ to the selectton mto the programs of prisoners who are less
sen~usly .committed to crime in the first place. What is needed are
stud1~s With an adequate control group carefully matched with the
expenm~ntal ~oup on key variables. The most comprehensive of
the stud1es Without a ma~ched control gr:oup is Pownall'sH survey
of the employment expenences of all Umted States Federal prison
rcle~sees m June 1964. Pownall found that inmates who had
rece~ved some vocational training in prison were no more likely
to f.md employm:nt than. ~hose who had not unless they had
rece1ved the v~cat10nal trammg for a period of one year or more.
In common with Glaser, Pownall found that less than a third of
t~ose. who received vocational training in prison used it in their
f1rst JOb upon release. Pownall points out, however, that his
surveys were done in the mid 1960s and he notes that in the 1970s
government agencies have relaxed guidelines on the hiring of
ex-offenders.
.The. best known control group study is the Rikers Island
prOJCCt m the New York City j.ail.' 5 One hundred and thirty-seven
16 t? 21 year ol~ males we~e g1ven occupational training, remedial
readmg, counsellmg, exrens1ve JOb placement assistance, and some
cash. upon .release. A marched control group of 127 were gi\·en no
spcc1al .a~slstance. The IB~ Corporation was actively involved in
the trammg program, wh1ch was primarily in the operation of
computer card punch machines.
Af.ter two. years, ~8 per cent of the experimental group had
commmed cnmes wh1ch put them back in jail, compared to 66
per cent of the co~trol ~oup. Forty-eight per cent of the experimentals ended up m wh1te collar jobs compared to 18 per cent of
the controls.
Even though experimentals an? controls were carefully
matched on a large number of soc1al and economic variables
T
16
·
•
aggart
pomts out that there were substantially more drug users
a':long rhc control group, and that this could account for their
h1ghcr reci.divis~. The apparent impact on recidivism of the Rikers
Island. proJeCt IS perhaps surprising since only 29 per cent of the
cxpenmcntal group were employed in jobs e\·en indirectly related
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to their IBM training and only 18 per cent specifically for such
jobs. The program encountered a degree of employer resistance to
having male ex-offenders working beside the women who predominate in the industry.
Another major study of this kind has been undertaken to
evaluate 25 projects (in 30 institutions) funded under the United
States Manpower De\•elopment and Training Act. 17 The post·
release experience of 2,877 enrollees in the MPDA program and
more than 1,000 matched controls were measured three and six
months after release. Enrollees were given trade training mainly
in welding, auto mechanics, and upholstery, and about half of
them were also given special job development and placement
assistance.
The follow up indicated that the employment experience of
the trainees was little or no better than that of the controls.
Trainees were more likely than controls to be employed full time
after three months, but less likely to be employed full time after
six months. While trainees earned somewhat higher wages, they
worked less of the time during the six month follow up and earned
less overall. One possible explanation for this, which will be
discussed in greater detail later in this chapter, is that more highly
trained workers use their greater earning capacity to finance
spending more time in search of a job. Rather than accept the first
job going, the more skilled worker will remain unemployed until a
job which fits his skills can be found.
Even though the impact of the program on employment was
minimal. the recidi\·ism of the trainees was three to five per cent
lower than that of the controls.
Project Develop, a post-release manpower program of the New
York State Division of Parole, has been analysed for its impact on
re~idivism. 1 8 Project De,·elop provided vocational guidance, work
onentation, counselling, education, training, support, placement,
and follow up assistance to young (17 to 23 year old) undereducated and underemployed parolees with above average intelligence.
The recidivism of the 115 parolees who completed the
program was compared with that of a carefully selected control
group . Parole violation or arrest for a new crime witin a two to 10
month period happened with 15 per cent of Project Develop
completers, and with 2 3 per cent of the controls. Only six per cent
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of the experimental group were sent back to jail. compared with
12 per cent of the controls. However, these differences were not
statistically significant, and Taggart 19 points out that if the
control group had been compared with all Project De,·elop
enrollees (including those who dropped out, or were back in jail
before the project was completed) instead of completers, it would
be the control group which performed better.
Another study by Gearhart et a/. 20 in two Washington State
institutions examined the effect of vocational training in office
machine repair, auto mechanics, barbering, body and fender work,
machinist work, carpentry, drafting, dry cleaning, electronics,
shoe building and machine operation. A follow up of three years
showed no significant effect on recidi,·ism in a comparison with
untrained controls. Gearhart did report, howe,·er, that when a
trainee succeeded in finding a job related to his area of training,
his chances of becoming a successful parolee were improved. It is
possible. then, that vocational programs fail because the skills
acquired cannot be applied in the employment market.
Ketterling 21 has conducted the only evaluation of a vocational training program for female offenders. The four month training p~ogram was dominated by activities largely confined to the
tradmonal female role - instruction on personal care and
groor~ing, chi~d care, reading, writing, spelling, business filing,
vocatiOnal guidance, and group counselling. Compared with
controls no significant improvement in either employment or
recidivism resulted.
The Effects of Prison Education
Quite a deal of evaluation research has been undertaken on the
effects on recidivism of academic education which is not directed
at any specific vocational skill. While some of the early studies
produced encouraging findings on the value of academic instruction, more recent studies have been decidedly discouraging.
One of the most thorough studies was conducted by a prisoner
under the pseudonym William F. Lanne on parolees from an
Illinois prison between 1933 and 1939.22 On a three vear follow
up, 16 per cent of 187 parolees who had been enrolled for correspondence school violated parole compared to 31 per cent of 4 ,330
nonstudents. The students, however, differed from the nonstudents
in being younger, more intelligent, more likely to be guilty of
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robbery, and more likely to be first offenders. Lanne therefore
compared the 187 students with 187 nonstudents ~at~hed on
these variables. The matched nonstudents showed a viOlation rate
of 20 per cent compared with 16 per cent for the students.
In another early study of men released from Wisconsin State
Prison between 1936 and 1941 Schnur23 found that inmates who
had been enrolJed in day-school classes showed significantly lower
recidivism than those who had not. The ex po~t facto sampling
and the failure to match the control group with the experimentals,
as done by Lanne, makes this kind of study of dubious value. A
loose attempt at matching has been undertaken by Saden 24 .wh.o in
comparing students and nonstudents among 1,000 Mtchigan
parolees found that 74 per cent of the former and 64 per cent of
the latter were successes on parole. After matching for previous
criminal record it remained the case that among those with
previous criminal records 66 per cent of the students compared
with 55 per cent of the nonstudents were successful on parole.
The above three studies, demonstrating a desirable effect of
prison education on recidivism, were all conducted in the United
States on offenders incarcerated prior to or during World War II.
More recent studies have produced a less optimistic picture. A
Washington study by Coombs25 foun~ that Washi~gton pris~ners
who had experienced a regular pnson academic educatiOnal
program had a higher parole success rate of 64 per cent compa~ed
to 60 per cent for all parolees, but lower success compared wtth
the 68 fer cent success rate for all parolees of similar age.
Kasuda 2 found among Wisconsin prisoners that, within base
expectancy categories, those who had made satisfactory educational progress had lower violation rates. than those who had ~a?e
unsatisfactory progress, but that the d1fference was not statiStiCally significant. A New York State study of 950 young male
offenders found no significant difference between parole successes
and failures in the proportions who increased, decreased, or did
not change their educational standard during incarceration. 27
Perhaps the most depressing finding of all c?~es . fro~1
Glaser's28 influential study, where he found that parttc•pauon m
prison education overall was associated with higher than average
post release failure rates. Education was related to higher succcs~
rates only where it was extensive and occurred in .the cours: ot
prolonged confinement. Glaser concluded that hts data mtght
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ret1ect the counterproductive effects of a small amount of education raising expectations which could not be fulfilled.
Consistent with this interpretation are the findings from the
Seashore and l laberfeld29 evaluation of project :--JewGate and
se\·eral other tertiary prison educational programs. Participation in
the tertiary education programs was not significantly associated
with lower recidivism rates. However, program participants did
ha\·e their occupational aspirations increased by participation in
the program. The two year follow up showed that participants
were not significantly upwardly mobile compared with controls.
A widening of the gap between aspirations and actual achie\·ement may therefore have been the consequence of the program .
It is difficult to locate any methodologically sound post-war
studies of the effect of academic instruction on recidivism which
indicate any degree of success. Som<:: might interpret Kovacs'30
e\·aluation of the New Start project in Denver as providing some
joy. A group of 17-21 year old males underwent a noninstitutional
education program which included vocational training, role
playing, group counselling, theatre and art gallery trips, college
class attendance, and some programed instruction - a primarily
academic program even though there were some vocational
components. A one year follow up showed that the experimentals
were less likely to have been convicted to jail than a matched
control group. However, the difference just failed to be statistically significant at the .05 level. The cost of the program was shown
to be $780 per person less than the cost of maintaining the
offender in Colorado prisons.
In sum, there seems to be insufficient evidence to support the
view that investment in academic education for prisoners is a way
of reducing crime.
The Effects of Work Release
Work release is a program where the prisoner goes out to work
in a normal job outside of prison each day and comes back to the
jail at night and on the weekend. The benefits of work release are
assumed to include the gradual reintegration of the offender into
normal community life, the fostering of work habits in a realistic
work situation, the provision of an opportunity for the prisoner to
earn some savings both to support his family while in jail and to
assist with his economic survival upon release , and the establish-
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ment of contacts with employers who might assist with a postrelease job.
.
On the latter question Bowden31 has shown that only a th1rd
of the 814 work releasees in his study of United States Federal
prisoners were rehired by the work releas~ emplo~er ?n d.ischa~ge
from prison. A further nine per ~ent obtamed the1~ fmt JOb wtth
another employer in an occupatiOn related to the1r work release
experience.
.
Evaluation studies of work release programs are a relatively
recent phenomenon. In their revie~ of correc~ional evaluat~on
studies between 1945 and 1967 L1pton , Martmson and W1lks
reported that: ' no systematic studies have been conducted that
have evaluated the effect of work release on recidivism or
community adjustment once offenders are discharged'. 32 This is
no longer true.
Taggart33 reported that of the 1,5 36 Federal work r~leasees
in the United States in 1967, 77 per cent were not recommitted to
jail, and that this was. a _lower level of_ reci~ivism than among
prisoners generally . SlmJlarly the Cahforma Departm~nt of
Corrections showed the extremely low rate of return to pnson ~f
12.3 per cent among its work releasees.34 In Pennsylvama
Newman and Bialen3S showed that 18 months after release from
Bucks County Prison, eight per cent of the work release inmates
had committed new offences compared with 15 per cent of the
remaining inmates from the same institution . A small study of
work releasees from a Minnesota prison by Dunlavey 36 found that
onlv one out of 36 releasees were returned to prison. Another
sm~ll study without a comparison group by Fine 37 provides the
only evaluation of work release among women offenders. Of 32
work releasees from a State women's prison in the United States
only one returned to jail during a follow up period varying
beh.veen 16 and 26 months. Moreover the sample experienced
onh· three arrests - for the relati\·ely trivial offences of prostitu tion·, amphetemine use, and shoplifting. In contrast, Ad_am~ and
Dellinger38 found that 156 work releasees from th~ D1stnct of
Columbia in 1966 had a higher rate of return to pnson (26 per
cent) than the 15 per cent recidivism rate among the 4 32 offenders released from the prison in the previous year.
All of these studies are methodologically inadequate because
of the probability that prisoners who are selected into the work
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release program are very different from those who are not. The
first methodologically adequate study was conducted by Rudoff39
and his colleagues on work releasees from the Elmwood Rehabilitation Centre, California, in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Rudoff
showed that, compared with a control group, work releasees
remained on the street longer before their first arrest, spent fewer
days incarcerated, and were involved in less serious offences. These
trends were all statistically significant and remained significant
after matching the control group with the work releasees on
selected characteristics so as to control for selection effects.
The next methodologically sound study was conducted by
Jeffery and Woolperr40 who compared 110 Californian work
releasees with a control group of 94 matched for age. race. occupation, marital status, and criminal history. The follow up was over
an impressive four years. Over this period the percentages of work
releasees with no arrests and no convictions (2 3 per cent and 4 3
per cent) were nearly double those for the control group (13 per
cent and 2 3 per cent). It was also found that the impact of work
release participation was greatest in the first two years after release,
declining in the third and fourth years. The overall benefits of
the program were therefore concentrated in the immediate postrelease period when recidivism rates are at their peak.
Perhaps the most important finding of the Jeffery and
Woolpert study was that work release is of most benefit to those
having the greatest risk of failure after release:
Those who fared worst under standard institutionalization showed the
most dramatic improvement in the newer program. The highest risk
inmates were the unskilled, unmarried men under thirty-five years of age
who had three or more prior convictions. Thirty-six per cent of work
furloughees with these traits had no arrests in the four years following
release, compared to 5 per cent of the equivalent members of the control
group. Fifty per cent of these work furloughees had no com'ictions compared to 10 per cent of the1r control counterparts.41

In this study work release was hence maximally effective with
unskilled prisoners whom one would assume to be most likely to
commit offences because of unemployment. Relcasees who would
normally have little difficulty in finding a job benefitted less,
possibly because their criminal activities were related to factors
(for example, personality factors) other than want of employmem.
This finding has potentially important implications for work
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release programs in Australia, which, as we shall see in Chapter 14,
are in the main made available only to model prisoners with excellent employment prospects.
A far less adequate study by Beha42 on a very small sample of
55 work releasees found no overall tendency of work releasees to
have lower recidivism rates than would be predicted by base
expectancies, but that for lower status, younger releasees who
participated in the program recidivism was statistically significantly lower than expected. The latter finding could be interpreted
as consistent with the Jeffery and Woolpert conclusion that work
release is of greatest ,·alue to those with the highest risks of unemployment and recidivism.
Also consistent with this interpretation are the findings of a
study by Witte·H under the somewhat overstated title 'Work
Release in North Carolina: A Program That Works!' The study
showed the impact of work release on criminality during the three
year follow up was far greater for offenders in jail for a felony
than for misdemeanour offenders. Witte's study in fact showed
work releasees were slightly more likely to be rearrested and
convicted during the follow up than the control group. However,
the work releasees were far less likely to have committed serious
offences. They were less likely to return to jail and were only half
as likely to commit a felony during the three year study. For
subjects who did return to jail, work releasees served an average
sentence of five months compared with 13 months for the control
group.
The Witte findings about the efficacy of work release are
robust since their statistical significance remained following a
multiple regression analysis to partial out the variance in
recidivism rates explained by differences in the composition of the
experimental and control groups. Other important findings of the
Witte study were :
Men who had been on work release had more stable job records,
significantly lower unemployment rates, and higher wages over the
three year period than those who had not participated in the program.
Participants felt the opportunity to support their dependents while in
prison was a major benefit of the program.
In spite of the unskilled nature of most work release jobs, 38 per cent
of participants claimed to have acquired new job skills while on the
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Table 1
program. However, only 60 per cenr claimed to have been able to use
such skills in the three years after release.
The program led to a Job at release for 39 per cent of the participants.
~rgelr because of th1s result, releasees on average obtained their first
JOb rw1cc as fast as men who had not been on the program.

The first of an impressive series of e\·aluation studies of the
Massachusetts Department of Corrections' 'day work' and ' home
furlough' programs was published by Le Clair in 1973.-w On a
small sample of 7~ ?~Y work (work release) participants, the one
year f?ll?~ up rectdtvtsm rate of the participants (31 per cent) was
not stgntftcantly lower than the recidivism rate predicted from
base expectancies (38 per cent). The remaining evaluation studies
were of the home furlough progr:am which permits participants
14 days a year home leav~ from pnson, usually taken in periods of
one to three days at a ttme. Even though this is not primarily a
work release program, these studies are worth discussing because
of the q~ality of the evaluations and the fact that home furlough
shares wtth work release the goal of gradual reintegration into the
community through day release.
The first study ~o~nd a ~6 per cent recidivism rate among 610
home furlough parttctpants m 1973 compared with 27 per cent
a.m~n~ a control group. 45 The differences remained statistically
stgntftcant. after controlling for selection effects through base
ex~e~t~nctes. Among the 621 program participants in 1974
rect.dtvtsm r~t<:s were only . half t~o~e. of the control group and
agam . the dtfferences remamed stgntftcant after controlling for
selectt~n effects. 46 A further .study among 499 furlough participan~s. m 197 6 showed a nme per cent recidivism rate for
~artlctpants compared with 25 per cent for non-participants.47 A
ft~al ~rudy showed that home furlough combined with participation m a pre-release program for offenders in their last 18 months
of sentence produced maximum reduction of recidivism.48 The
pre-release p:ogram involved li~ing in small community pre-release
centres and Incorporated vocational development and community
work components. Table 1 shows that releasees between 197 3 and
197 6 who benefitted from ~o:h. home furloughs and the prer;l~a~e program showed a rectdJvJsm rate of only nine per cent.
1 hts .ts very much lower than the recidivism rate of 22.2 per cent
predicted from base expectancies.

Actual Recidivism Rates Compared with Base Expectancy
Rates for Massachusetts Releasees 1973·76*

Category
Pre·release·Furloughs
Non-Pre-release-Furloughs
Pre·release·Non·Furloughs
Non-Pre-release·Non·Furloughs

Number

Expected
Recidivism
Rate

769
1393
115
967

22.2%
25.2%
23.0%
26 .3%

Actual
Recidivism
Rate
9%

17%
26%
29%

• From LeClair (1978) op. cit.

The evidence is extraordinarily impressive, given the more usual
gloomy outcomes of criminological evaluations, that the total
Massachusetts package of graduated reintegration has a substantial impact on recidivism.
To restore a note of pessimism to this review, we now turn to
the only evaluation of work release which has e~~loyed a random
allocation design. The study by Waldo and Chmcos49 was made
possible when the Florida Division of Corrections agr~~d to
random allocation of prisoners qualifying for work release mto a
control group or into the program itself. Waldo and .chiricos
checked that the experimental and control groups whtch were
randomly selected were in fact comparable on a large number of
variables. Their study is consequently superior to all of the foregoing evaluations in terms of tht: way it has dealt with the selection problem. Its other strength is that it uses 18 different measures
of recidi\'ism as dependent variables. The only weakness of the
study is in its comparatively small sample of 188 .w?rk rel~a~e.s
and 9 3 controls. Waldo and Chiricos found no stattmcally stgmftcant reductions in recidivism for work releasees on any of the 18
recidivism measures. In another study Waldo, Chiricos, and
Dobrin50 found on the same sample that during the work release
experience there was no discernible improvement. on a n~mber of
attitudes including levels of perceived opportumty, achtevement
motivation, legal self concept, and self esteem. Nor at the end of
the work release experience were there any differences b~m:e~n
work releasees and controls on these attitudes. The only stgntftcanr difference in attitudes was an unfavourable one. The level of
self esteem e\'idenced by work rcleasees was significantly lower
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at the conclusion of the work release expenence that it had been
before the commencement of work release. Moreover, at the end
of the program, work releasees were significantly lower on self
esteem than controls. Interestingly, the Rudoff study mentioned
above also demonstrated a decline in self esteem among work
rcleasees during the program. In contrast, the Witte study reports
enhanced self esteem as a result of work release. There is clearly a
need for more research to determine the circumstances in which
work experience can deflate or enhance feelings of self worth. One
possibility which must be explored is whether some work release
assignments are to degrading jobs which cannot attract free labour.
Self esteem might not be enhanced by work which has a slave
labour quality about it.
In all, the evaluation studies on the efficacy for crime reduction of work release programs are less discouraging than in most
areas of corrections. It is probably not unreasonable for correctional administrators to grasp at programs such as work release
which produce even mildly encouraging results. After all,
moderate and occasional success is the best we can expect of
attempts to change the habits of a lifetime with programs which
occupy a number of hours a day over a period of a few months.
There are grounds for suspecting that work release might sometimes work. Some of the current programs being evaluated such
as the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration's (LEAA)
Exemplary Project, the Montgomery County Work Release/PreRelease Center, are already producing promising results.si
Australian evaluations of work release fall far short of the
sophistication of the American control group studies. Only
Western Australia and New South Wales have substantial work
release programs . Figures supplied by the Planning and Research
Section of the Western Australian Department of Corrections
show that only 27 per cent of those who had successfully
completed work release during the 197 6-77 financial year had
reoffended by july 1978. The New South Wales Department of
Corrective Services data show that only eight per cent of 376 work
releasees in 1973-74 had their parole revoked.s2 This finding
compared favourably with the general parole revocation rate
of 31 per cent for New South Wales. Undoubtedly , the apparent
success of the Western Australian and New South Wales work
releasees is largely due to the selection for the programs of the
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best beha\·ed prisoners. Nevertheless, such fi~~es are no~ ~seless.
They constitute a necessary but not a suff1c1ent co~d1t1on for
confidence in the efficacy of work release. If the figures had
indicated that work releasees did no better on parole than the
general prison population, then the efficacy of work release
would be utterly disconfirmed.
The Effects of Job Placement
In Chapter 16 we shall see that ~~stralia is fa~ behind. some
other parts of the world in the provlSlon of vocatiOnal guidance
and job placement services for prisoners about to be relea~ed. In
late 1978 in the United States, the LEAA produced a review of
American programs in this area in its National Evaluation Program
Phase 1 Report The Transition from Prison to Employment: An
Assessment of Community-Based Assistance Program_s. 53 The
report is disappointing both in the lack of comprehens1ve~ess of
the review and in the way it points up the poor .quahty ?f
evaluation studies of employment programs. Evaluations of SIX
programs were reviewed:

H.I.R.E. Ex..()ffender Employability Project 54
During a nine month follow up one program's clients evidenced a
recidivism rate of 26 per cent compared to 36 per cent for nonpanicipant releasees.

Project Dcvdop55
.
This comprehensive employment servtces program for young ~ale
parolees resulted in a parole delinquency rate of 15 per ce:"~· .whtle a
comrol group of parolees had a rate of 2 3 per cent. The rectdtvtsm rate
was 12 per cent for participants and six per cent for controls.
Employ-Ex 56
Over a one year period the rearrest rates for persons who entered the
program during the first half of 1975 was a meagre 13 per cent.
Abt Evaluation of Exemplary Employment Project~ 7
.
.-\nother employment services program showed chents to expenence an
e,·en lower recidivism rate of 11 per cent after one year.
·
th Ju d'·~·a1. c·trcut't 58
Community Correctional Services for the Stxteen
During the first six months the rearrest rate for 145 parttctpants was
3A per cent: for placed clients, the rearrest rate was 2 .3 per cent.
Gunderson Evaluation of Five Model Ex..()ffender Programs 59
For a 15 to 18 months follow up, an average of 23 per cent of the
enrolees in five Model Ex·Offender Programs were estimated to have
returned to prison. This contrasted with a projected recidivism rate of
51 per cent for all releasees in the five participating States.
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Gi\·en that most recidi,·ism rates for American prisoners range
between 20 and 30 per cent, the National Evaluation Program
w~uld seem on. the face of it to have turned up compelling
endence that JOb placement services for offenders reduce
recid.i,·ism. To ad? to this pro~ising picture there are the recently
pubhshed evaluatiOns of operation DARE in Chicago.60 This manpower prog~am is primarily concerned with direct job placement.
The ev~lu~~ton by Knox 61 showed beneficiaries of the program to
have stgmf1cantly lower recidivism rates than the general exoffender population. Knox and Stacey62 also conclude that seven
manpo.wer service programs for ex-offenders in Illinois, including
operation DARE, have benefit-cost ratios ranging from 4 :1 to
17 : 1. Calculated benefits included the averted costs to corrections
cour~s. ~aw enforcement, and welfare agencies; averted costs to th~
pubhc tn reduced property crime; and tax contributions and
labour resource contributions to the growth of the national
economy.
It is possible that because these studies do not involve a
random assignment of subjects to experimental and control
groups, they .lead to .conclusions which are altogether too rosy
about the eff1cacy of JOb placement services for the reduction of
recidivism. Indeed even among studies with this nonrandomised
type of design there is some evidence suggesting that job placement pr~~a~s can :ail to have an impact on employment, let
~ion~ rec1dtv1sm . Abt s evaluation of the job placement programs
m pr~sons funded u~der the M.anpower Development and Training
A.ct ~~ the 1960s m t~e Umted States certainly points in this
d1recnon. 63 An evaluation by Borus et al. 64 of the Michigan
Cor:nprehensive Offender Manpower Program (COMP) showed
rhe1r . efforts at providing. Employment Contact Specialists,
,·ocattonal c?unsellm~ and mtroductions to employers for exoffe~der~ faded t_o 1mprove either hours employed or gross
earnmgs m companson to a control group.
T~e control group in the latter study was matched with the
expenmental group for age, sex, education and a number of other
demograp~ ic variables. Nevertheless, studies with experimental
groups wh1ch are self selected cannot control for the most crucial
variable - needing a _job. Even though the control group might be
perfe.ctly dem~graph1cally comparable to the experimental group,
the fact remams that offenders decided to seek the COMP job
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placement services presumably because they needed a job. Equally,
many of the controls may not have sought out the COMP services
because they already had a job to return to. Naturally one would
expect the latter types of prisoners to have a superior employment history subsequent to release than the program participants.
We shall now see that this self selection problem does not
completely disappear even when random assignment to experimental and control groups is facilitated.
SoothilJ6S seems to have been the first researcher to have
published a randomised group design evaluation. Prisoners from
the Wormwood Scrubs and Pentonville prisons in England were
randomly selected into a control group of 324 or a treatment
group who were given the option of employment counselling and
placement services. Only half of the treatment group fully
accepted this opportunity, however. In the course of a year no
significant differences in reconviction or employment emerged
between the treatment and control groups. Nor were there any
significant differences within the treatment group among those
who completely accepted, only partially accepted, and completely
rejected the offer of employment counselling and placement
services. The problem was that those who rejected the program
were shown to be better risks. Some of them, for example, had
already arranged to return to their old job, so they were not
interested in employment assistance. Those who were using the
program might therefore have been doing no better than nonparticipants on release precisely because they were more unemployable to start with. The meaning of the results therefore becomes
very complicated, and conclusions can only be equi,·ocal. The
most optimistic tentative conclusion that Soothill could offer
was: 'When factors such as previous criminality and previous
employment history are taken into account, there is evidence to
suggest that overall the acceptance group performs more favourably than the rejection group'.
The other randomised group experiment to e\·aluate job placement services was conducted as part of the Li\'ing Insurance for
Ex-Offenders (LIFE) project in Baltimore, which is discussed in
greater detail later in this chapter .66 Job placement assistance for
offenders in this study consisted of two persons from the .\1.ary~and State employment service being assigned full time to finding
JOb openings, chauffeuring men to job inter\'iews. helping them
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to fill out applications, and speaking to employers on their behalf.
The men were helped to gain social securitY cards and drivers'
licences and in some instances were ad\·anced. money to buy tools
or work clothes. Within the first Year after release the men
receiving the job placement assistanc~ had a slightly higher arrest
rate than those who had not recei,·ed job placement assistance
(54 per cent for those assisted versus 52 per cent for those not) .
The problem was the same as in the Soothill srudy
only half
of the treatment group chose to use the job assistance service, and
these presumably were those who had the greatest need for it.
More fundamentally, for those who did seek assistance the
employment counsellors had little success at finding them jobs.
After 13 weeks of the srudy those offered the service had a 46 per
cent employment rate compared with 41 per cent among those
not offered the service, but after 26 weeks this moderate success
had been reversed, with more of those who had not been offered
the service being employed (46 per cent) than those who had been
offered the service (44 per cent).
. C:l~arly _job placement programs will not have an impact on
recidlvl~m 1f th~y do not. successfully place prisoners in jobs.
Indee~ .1f they fa1l t.o do th1s they may well be counterproductive
by raismg expectations they cannot fulfil, thereby engendering
dis~ppoi~tmen.t and bitte.rness. Half hearted manpower programs
wh1ch. give pnso~ers ad~1ce without actually finding them jobs,
or which push pnsoners mto the first job that comes along without reg.ard to their interests or aptitudes (thereby briefly
postpomng unemployment until they are sacked or resign) are a
dangerous way of pretending to do something about the crime
problem .
The Effects of Pretrial Job Placement
In the United States there have been several evaluations of job
place.men.t progr~ms before the offenders are actually tried.
Pretnal mterventwn to solve the perceived problems of the
o~fender is used in these programs as an alternative to processing
h1m through the criminal justice system. Even though such
pr?gram~ are not directly relevant to prison releasees, they will be
bnefly d1scussed because they cast some light on the more general
problem of the efficacy of finding legitimate work as an alternative to illegitimate work.
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The Manhattan Court Employment Project pretrial inter,·ention program in New York diverted arrested offenders from the
criminal justice system, and gave them vocational counselling and
job placement. Richert67 has shown that the project succeeded in
placing offenders into higher paying jobs, and that a substantially
lower percentage of participants in the project recidivated
compared with controls. However, since the groups were not
randomly allocated and since controls were not matched with
the experimental group on key characteristics, one does not know
whether this difference was due to the creaming of less intractable offenders into the experimental group.
Another important pretrial intervention program was Project
Crossroads in Washington D.C. In this case the control group was
carefully matched with the experimentals. Through individual
manpower services to lower class arrested offenders, Project
Crossroads both increased the income of offenders and decreased
recidivism rates by 10.4 per cent.68 Although this was not a
dramatic decrease, it was sufficient to induce savings in court
expenses and the cost of crime, which exceeded the cost of
$200 per participant in the program. Indeed Holahan's69 careful
cost-benefit analysis of the project produced a ratio of benefits to
costs of between 1.8 and 2.2.
Two major reviews of pretrial intervention programs have
appeared. One was prepared for the National Science Foundation
by Rovner-Pieczenik.70 Rovner-Pieczenik points out that six of
eight evaluations of pretrial projects from across America claim
substantial reductions in recidivism in comparison with nonparticipants. Most of these claims, however, eminate from comparisons
with more or less noncomparable control groups. Rovner-Pieczenik
is persuaded that a number of the programs were responsible for
both an improvement in employment status and a reduction in
participant recidivism during the period of program participation.
Whether recidivism was significantly reduced in the one or two
years subsequent to program termination is more difficult to
answer, given the inadequate methodologies that have generally
been applied, even though several control group comparisons
certainly point in the direction of a reduction.
The second review of nine pretrial programs prepared for the
U.S. Department of Labor by Abt Associates reached ,·ery similar
conclusions.n Even though rearrest rates were generally lower
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work experience, and marital status, and randomly assigned in
accordance with these characteristics to either the experimental or
control group. The experimentals were paid benefits of $60 a
week for a period of 13 weeks after release.
The results were very encouraging. During the first year after
release the payment group experienced 27 per cent fewer arrests
for theft than the nonpayment group. At the end of the second
year after release the difference in arrest rates was only slightly
less than the first year figures. However, no substantial differences
between experimentals and controls appeared for nonproperty
cnmes.
One of the concerns of the project sponsors was that the
availability of financial aid might foster lack of interest in
working. To minimise the disincentive, it was guaranteed that a
man would not lose his financial aid if he worked. The weekly
amounts were reduced, but payments were extended beyond the
13 weeks until he had received his full $780. The data indicated
that there was in fact no work disincentive. Those receiving the
financial aid experienced similar levels of employment during the
study period.
The other improtant finding of the LIFE project was that
financial aid reduced arrest rates of the least educated prisoners
by an amount five times greater than the reduction for the most
educated prisoners. This would seem to confirm the conclusion
of a number of the studies in this review - the economically based
programs benefit most those with the greatest need.
In spire of its methodological sophistication the LIFE project
was not regarded as sufficient evidence for the U.S. Department
of Labor to introduce unemployment benefits for prison releasees.
It was decided to replicate the experiment in Texas and Georgia
with a larger sample of 3,982, and incorporate a number of
important modifications. These modifications to the design were:

tha.n is normal f.or offenders, only one study was regarded by the
rev1ew~rs as havmg ~n adequate control group. This evaluation of

Oper~tJon de Novo m Minneapolis indicated a moderately favourable 1mpact of the program on recidivism.

The Effects of Financial Assistance Upon Release
The story of George in Chapter one of this book illustrates the
~~y that financial difficulties can lead prison releasees back into
Jall. The two best evaluation studies in this review have been
co.nducted on the question of whether financial assistance to
pnsoners after release reduces recidivism. Because of both the
~ethodological s~pe~ior.ity of these studies and the political
lmportan.ce of the1r fmdmgs, they will be considered in considerable deta1l.
Prisoners in the United States generally come out of jail with
more gate money than Australian prisoners. On the other hand
~!most all American prisoners ~re no~ entitled to unemploymen~
msurance because work expenence m covered jobs held more
than ~2 .to 18 .months previously is not usually counted toward
e~t~bllshmg entttlement to benefits. The purpose of the Baltimore
_L1vm~ ~nsuran~e for Ex-Qffend~rs (LIFE) and Texas and Georgia
rr~nsltlonal :Atd Researc~ ProJect (T ARP) experiments was to
estimate the 1mpact on cnme of paying unemployment benefits at
the normal State level td prison releasees.
Prior to ~he LIFE project there had been only the Californian
s~dy of Remarman and Miller.7 2 These researchers showed that
~nsoners who left jail with $10 or less in their pockets were less
hkely to b~ parole successes than those who went out with more
money. Usmg a rand.om allocation design with 135 experimentals ·i
and 119 co~trols, Re.mar.man and Miller showed that experimentals
who ~ere g1ven spectal fmancial assistance of up to $80 a week for ~.
a maximum of 12 ~eeks were less likely to reoffend after six and .~
1_2 ~_onths. The d1fferences, however, did not reach statistical
stgmf1cance.
The L1 FE project was conducted in Baltimore between 1971
and 1974 on a sample of 432 serious male offenders about to be
releascd. 73 ~irst offenders, offenders who had never committed a
property cnme, and offenders over 45 were excluded from the
study. Random assignment t<:> the payment and nonpayment
groups was employed. Each subject was classified according to age,

~,

1. The study would cover the full range of released offenders (including

females), not just high risk subjects. TARP participants represented
the full range of prisoners released from Georgia and Texas prisons
o,·er a six month period.
2. The financial benefits were to be administered under the 'normal
circumstances' of the State welfare bureaucracy, not by a team of
social scientists. The application of the normal benefit rules meant
that recipients would lose all financial aid if they obtained a job
paying e,·en as little as $60 a week. Finanical aid began to cut out as
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soon as earnings reached S8 in Texas and S15 in Georgia. Ho\\ever,
one special group was set up in which benefits were reduced b,· onlv
25 cents for each dollar earned.
·
·
3. Some T ARP recipients were to receive pa~ ment over a 13 week
period, others over a 26 week period.

hands of the releasees during their periods of extended unemployment. Rossi and his team have summarised succinctly how explaining the conflicting findings of the Ll FE and TARP experiments
turns on the question of unemployment:

fhe findings of the $3.5 million TARP e\·aluation conducted
by Peter Rossi and his team 74 are quire the opposite to those of
the LIFE project. During the postrelease year the TARP payment
group did not show any significant reduction in either property or
nonproperty arrests in comparison with the nonpayment group.
Nor were there any favourable (or unfavourable) trends in arrests
which approached statistical significance.
The other important finding of the T ARP e\·aluation was that
T ARP payment (unlike the LIFE payments) exerted clear and
strong work disincentive effects, with participants in the payment
group clearly working fewer weeks during the year after release.
In addition to the average number of weeks worked, there was a
strong effect on the number of weeks until the first job was
obtained. In Georgia prisoners receiving payment for 26 weeks
took an average of 29 weeks to find their first job; those receiving
payment for 13 weeks took an average of 24 weeks; and those
recei,·ing no payment took an average of 18 weeks. In Texas, the
time taken to find the first job was 17 weeks, 13 weeks, and 9
weeks for the three groups respectively.
Although the average number of weeks worked during the
postrelease year was much lower fo the payment group, the total
amount of money earned throughout the year was as great for the
payment group as for the nonpayment group. This would suggest
that the payment group was using the financial buffer of the
payments to permit a more leisurely job search, so that poorer
jobs were being turned down until a more lucrative job offer
became available. If this is what was happening, it represents
something which is clearly in the national economic interest. The
problem of effective job search rather than hasty entry into jobs
which do not use individual talents to full advantage is a major
preoccupation of manpower economists.
Even though more protracted job search might be in the
national economic interest, it would seem on the basis of the
T ARP data that the interests of crime reduction were not being
serYed since the devil was indeed finding mischief for the idle

The major difference between the outcomes of the two experiments is
that in the Baltimore LIFE experiment payments do not have a work
disincentive effect and did have an arrest disincentive effect. In contrast,
the two T ARP experiments manifested the exact opposite pattern,
experiencing work disincentive effect and no decline in property-related
arrests. In all three experiments, employment reduced the number of
property arrests.

Benefit payment would seem to have had a work disincentive
effect in the T ARP experiment because a full time job meant loss
of the benefit, while there was no work disincentive in the LIFE
experiment because other income did not re~ult in _benefit loss.
In the final section of their report Ross1 and hts colleagues
undertake a series of sophisticated critical path analyses to explore
the interrelationships between TARP payments, employment, and
property arrests. The details of these. analyses will no_t be p~rsued
here. However, through their analysts the authors fmd evtdence
consistent with the view (as well as some that is inconsistent with
it) that TARP payments had both ~ ~irect ~ffect in redu~ing
property crime, and an indirect effect m mcreasmg property crune
through increasing unemployment. Crudely, what thetr 'c~unter
balancing model' says is: (a) unemployment benefits for pnsoners
directly reduce property crime; (b) however, unem~loyment
benefits for prisoners increase unemployment; and (c) mcreased
unemployment increases property crime.
Rossi et a/. feel sufficiently confident about the counterbalancing model to conclude their draft report as follows:
We believe there is suffiently strong evidence to suggest . ~hat
transitional aid payments given to released prisoners under c~:mdmons
that do not e,·oke a work-disincentive effect can reduce the mCJdence
of re-arrests for property-related crimes, especially among those in the
critical middle twenties age group for whom a modest ass1st may be
critical to finding the way to successful adjustment as civilians.

In spite of the superior quality of its methodolo~· in almost
everv way, one problem which the T ARP research destgn _does n~t
adequatlev deal with is that the disincentive effect ot beneftt
payments' on unemployment is almost certainly overstated because
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inevitably some participants who had obtained work would have
concealed this fact from the welfare authorities in order to ensure
the (illegitimat~). conti~uance of t.heir. benefits. Benefit payment
may be less a dtsmcent1ve to workmg ItSelf than a disincentive to
rcp?~ting that. one is ~o~king. This problem does not apply to the
Lit~ E study smce parttctpants were reassured that other earnings
would not reduce their final benefit payment.
Irrespective of how big a problem dishonesty poses for the
TARP study, the more general conclusion from both LIFE and
TARP migh~ still remain intact. This c~>nclusion is that unemployment bcneftts can reduce property cnme so long as the benefits
do not provide a disincentive for employment. The unanswered
question remains: how serious is the latter disincentive effect?
In the face of the fact that work disincentives are a real possibility,
what are needed are programs to financially assist prisoners which
do not incorporate such disincentives.
One such. system of fin.ancial assi~tance is gate money and/or
more attractive remuneration for pnson work so that inmates
leave jail with a greater amount of money in their pockets. There
::ere ~wo important fin~ings of th~ TA.RP. study in this regard.
I he ftrst was that muluple regress1ons mdtcated that in neither
T~:-.as no~ Georgi~ was the amount of gate money received by the
P.nso~er m the shghtest way related to the length of time to the
f1rst JOb or the average number of weeks worked during the year.
In Texas the amount of savings that the prisoner had at home was
also unrelated to the ext~nt of employment o~ release. In Georgia,
ho~ever, there was a shght tendency for pnsoners with a lot of
savmgs at home to work fewer days during the first year after
release .
O~·erall, the disincentive effects demonstrated by the T ARP
e\.pe~u:nent were disincentive~ arising from payments being made
conditiOnal upon work carmngs. They were not disincentives
arising fro~ th~ a~~unt the prisoner· had in his pocket upon
release . Th1s pomt IS Important when considiering the relevance of
these findings for Australian prison policy. Australian prisoners
already accrue unemployment benefits (or their equivalent) from
the d.~Y they are released. Few people would question that such
b~n~fns should be paid. The receipt of such benefits is a matter
ot ngh~, a right justified on grounds of equity. The more general
conclusiOn of the LIFE and TARP studies, however, that
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relieving the financial problems of prisoners can reduce property
crime, would seem to be an important justification for policies
such as the payment of greater amounts of gate money, and higher
wages for prison work. Such policies put money in the pocket of
the released prisoner without discouraging him from finding a job.
Conclusion
All of the studies of vocational programs for prisoners
discussed in this chapter have been evaluated according to the
criterion of reduced recidivism. We must be wary of this slippery
criterion. Official records of rearrest or return to prison are the
best criteria available for the purpose, but they ignore the vast
numbers of crimes which are committed without coming to the
attention of the police. To make things worse, systematic forces
related to the vocational program may affect which crimes are
attended to by the criminal justice system. For example, Seashore
and Haberfeld75 have shown that Project NewGate students were
subjected to greater scrutiny by the police and parole departments
precisely because they were participants in the NewGate program.
Moreover, even if a crime has not been committed, can we
consider a releasee a success if he slides into a life of complete
dereliction or commits suicide simply because he is not rearrested?
To keep our analysis in perspective we must realise that not
only are the data weak, but the programs are also inevitably weak.
No matter how well conceived and empirically grounded a vocational program is, it attempts to change the habits of a lifetime
with a strategy which impinges on the life space of the prisoner for
part of the day over a period of months. Planned interventions are
miniscule forces compared with the pervasive forces at work in the
wider social structure. Hence, when we look at the impact of
invariably weak programs on invariably weak data, we should
never be surprised at how inconsistent the results turn out to be.
I belie\·e this re\·iew should lead to the optimistic conclusion
that vocationally based programs can often have a moderate effect
on crime. Cert~inly there is a higher ratio of encouraging to discouraging evaluati~ns than would be found from a review .of t~e
literature on most interventions which have been tned m
corrections. Some of the most recent studies have produced
reasonably optimistic findings about the efficacy of programs
designed to impro\·e the economic position of prisoners. My
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conclusion reached on the basis of a re\'iew conducted just two
to three years ~g? that :programs for decreasing income inequality
th!ough JOb t~ammg or JOb placement ha\'e had minimal impact on
cnme and_deltnquency' now seems unduly pessimistic_76
Vocational programs can ha\'e an effect on recidivism, but
often they do not. One of the reasons wh\· thev often do not have
an impact on recidivism is that they often do 'not have an impact
on the economic circumstances of prisoners - job placement
programs that don't place prisoners in jobs, educational qualifications ~hich_ mig~t be s~eer~d at by an employer because they
~ere game~ m pn~on, pnson mdustry experience which is nothing
~1ke ~ork 1~ outs1de commercial enterprises, vocational training
m sk1lls wh1ch are no longer used in the outside labour market.
We ~ave seen that if vocational programs are provided which
do not 1mprove the economic circumstances of the prisoner then
they can be counterproductive. They can raise expectations which
they cannot fulfill, becoming a tantalising exercise in disillusionment. The result is an even more disappointed, embittered, or
ang:y human being than existed at the beginning of the program.
fhe fu~damental problem of program planning in this area is
what Martm Rem has called the problem of discontinuityJ7 A
number of component services are required to deal with any cycle
of change. In the case of vocational de\·elopment the relevant
comp?n.ent stages might be recruitment, screening, formal courses
of tra1~mg, on the job training, and job placement. Unless there is
a contmuous flow through all stages, then the program will have
failed.
. Why vocational programs frequently produce no effect, or do
1ll rather t~an good, is clear. The encouraging thing, however, is
that ther~ IS at least some hard evidence to show that it is possible
for vocational programs to reduce crime. The problem is that so
far we hav~ not been \'ery good at using them, and that the people
w_e_ are _rrymg to chan~e have been through such a long process of
d1s1lluswnment and alienation that it is difficult for them to sec
the point, even in a program which offers the most concrete of
economic and work satisfaction benefits.
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Part II

The Australian Situation

5

Northern Territory

At the time of writing there are three adult penal institutions
in the Northern Territory - Alice Springs Gaol, Gunn Point Prison
Farm, and Darwin Gaol at Fannie Bay. The Fannie Bay Gaol will
be replaced in 1979 by the new Darwin Gaol at Berrimah. Both
Darwin and Alice Springs are for maximum and medium security
detention, while Gunn Point is a minimum security institution.
In June 1978 daily average prison populations were 98 for Darwin
Gaol, 40 for Alice Springs, and 32 for Gunn Point. Both Darwin
and Gunn Point have prison populations which are 50 to 60 per
cent Aboriginal, while Alice Springs varies between 70 and 80 per
cent Aboriginal.
The large numbers of Aborigines, many from settlements and
semi-traditional situations, make the problems of vocational
development in Northern Territory prisons qualitatively different
from the problems faced in other States. The absence of a
maximum security juvenile institution in the Northern Territory
also means that juvenile offenders are regularly placed in the adult
institutions. These juvenile offenders mix with a prison population
which is unusual (in Australian terms) for the seriousness of most
of the offences committed by its inmates. The Northern Territory
has rates for homicide, serious assault, and rape which are all
almost fi\·e times as high as in the rest of Australia. 1
i'Jorthern Territory prison releasees step out into the worst
labour market in Australia (a registered unemployment rate of
almost 10 per cent at the time of writing) . At the same time,
the small size of the prison system makes it difficult to pro\·ide
comprehensive vocational development programs which offer a
wide range of options to prisoners.
Vocational de\'elopment in the Darwin Gaol is limited by the
fact that the prison routine permits only two hours in the morning
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an.d two hours in the afternoon for constructive work. Most
pn~one~s are i~ile f<?r mos~ of the day. The only special work
wht~h ~~ provtded. ts t?e mvolvement of nvo prisoners in the
routme JOb ~f cuttmg dt.sused car registration plates in half. Apart
from thts.' pnsoners are mvolved only in routine prison tasks such
~s sweeptng, laundry, c<?okin~, ~t<?reke~ping.' and odd carpentry
~obs .. One teacher provtdes mdiVlduahsed mstruction to three
JUVe~tl~ and three adult Aboriginal offenders from a non air~ondltl~ned. de~ountable classroom within the prison. This
m~tructt on ts ~~mly at the very basic level of imparting literacy
sktlls to ~bongmal offenders. Depending on the kind of work
(or ~ducatton) performed, prisoners are paid at a flat daily rate
varymg betwee~ 10 and 40 cents a day.
T?e new pnson at Berrimah will provide better possibilities for
v~cattonal development. It .is inte~de? that .a.n expanded laundry
wtll operate on a commerctal basts, m addition to providing for
the needs of the prison. There will be an extensive motor vehicle
workshop. Unli.ke the laundry work, the latter involves a particularly ~seful s~tll to the type~ ?f offenders who are most typically
found m. Darwm Gaol. Abongmes who can return to their settleme~ts wtth the new skill of being able to provide basic care and
mamtenance for the fleet of broken down motor cars which are
found on most Aboriginal settlements will be an asset to their
community.
Th~ aim of the motor vehicle maintenance program will not be
to quahfy A~&:ade m~chanics, because most settlement Aborigines
are not p~rttct~ants m the sort of career game that is assisted by
~rade quahficat10ns. Most settlement Aborigines do not have a job
m the fo.rma.l Europe~ se~se of the term. They work to assist the
commu~tty 1~ a se'!'t-subststence way. What the prison can do is
to provtd.e. sktlls whtch .could not readily be imparted from within
the Abongmal communtty, .and ca.r maintenance is a good example
of one .of these. The new pnson wtll also have provision for market
gardenmg, anoth~~ example of work which imparts skills useful to
settlement Abongm~s. !here will also be provision for wood and
~eta! worksho~s, pam~mg, and bookbinding. A certificate course
m co~ke~y wtll . qualify chefs, an occupation with numerous
vacanctes m Darwm.
. Consid~ration will also be given to training in printinl!. an
mdustry wah some demand for labour in Darwin. Even th~ugh
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there might be a short term demand for printing skills in the
Northern Territory, it seems unlikely that such a situation could
be long lived since there is nationally an oversupply of workers
skilled in the printing industry. Careful consideration should be
given to the wisdom of setting up a printing industry because of
an understandable propensity for the P.K.I.U. (Printers union) to
resist measures which might create greater unemployment among
its members, and because printing involves a considerable investment in capital equipment.
The new Berrimah prison incorporates within the complex a
work release unit which will house 10 offenders. It will be interesting to see whether Aboriginal prisoners will be included in the new
work release program. Some Correctional Services Department
officials seem to be of the view that Aborigines would be too risky
a proposition for work release because of their perceived propensity to abscond and mix with traditional Aborigines in far flung
parts of the Territory in such a way that they are diffic~l~ to
recapture. Certainly it can happen that when other Abongmes
who bear certain kinship relationships with the offender, suggest
that he go off with them, the offender might have a kinship obligation to follow the suggestion. It is difficult to say how common
an occurrence this might be.
At the Gunn Point prison farm prisoners, in principle, work
an eight hour day. A number of prisoners are employed in forestry
work. There is also a piggery, vegetable farming, and some poultry
are reared. All of these activities are on a very small scale. While
there is tittle commercial farming of this sort in the Northern
Territory, gardening, animal husbandry and farm machinery
maintenance skills imparted at Gunn Point are likely to be useful
on Aboriginal settlements. Low level skills in welding and working
a wood lathe are also taught at Gunn Point. There is one person
who acts as both teacher and trade instructor. At the time of
writing, one offender was doing an apprenticeship in carpen.try.
The teacher at Gunn Point coordinates access to vanous
courses at the Darwin Community College, the Migrant Education
Centre of the Commonwealth Education Department, and correspondence courses through the Commonwealth Educatio~ Department's Technical Extension Service. The Northern femtory
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife also runs a 12 week co~r~e
on fishing and navigation for Aboriginal communities and thts ts
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being made available to prisoners at Gunn Point. The Correctional
Services Department has also employed part time instructors to
teach physical education, yoga, guitar, and similar recreational
courses.
One of the unfortunate Correctional Services Ordinances in
the Northern Territory insists that any handicrafts or other
products produced by prisoners must remain the property of the
Department. This precludes the possibility of offenders making
some money for themselves by selling their wares and it also
precludes the possibility of prisoners making gifts for members of
their family. There are moves afoot at the moment to review the
polic~ . It is a particularly debilitating one with respect to the
\'OCatlonal development of Aboriginal offenders. One of the most
lucrative job markets available to Aborigines in the Northern
Territory is the production of traditional hand icrafts - bark
paintings, boomerangs, and the like. The development of vocatio~al poten.tial in this area is demotivated by the knowledge that
pnsoners will not be able to benefit in any way from the fruits of
their labour, and by suspicion that prison officers will make
money by selling their handicrafts for personal gain.
At the time I visited the third prison in the Northern Territory
at Alice Springs all available prison labour was being used to build
extensions to the jail buildings. In normal circumstances, however,
the situation is very similar to that at the old Fannie Bay jail ~ost priso.ners are either idle or involved in essential prison tasks
like sweepmg, laundry, or cooking. At the time of writing women
prisoners held in the Northern Territory were being sent to Alice
Springs. One of these was doing a typing course by correspondence. T~aining in domestic skills, including sewing and laundering,
was avatlable to female prisoners.

1. D. Biles, 'Serious Crime Rates', in D. Biles (ed), Crime and justice in
Australia (Australian Institute of Criminology and Sun Books, Canberra,
1977), pp. 13-34.
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Tasmania

There are two prisons in Tasmania - Risdon. and Hayes Pris?n
Farm. During the year ended 30 June 1977 R.tsdon had a datly
average male prison population of 210, plu~ a datly average of f~ur
in the Risdon Women's Prison. Hayes Pnson Farm had a datly
average of 48 males. Tasmania therefore .confronts the same
roblem as the Northern Territory - a pnson syste.m so small
fhat there are difficulties in generating the ec.o~omtes .of scale
necessary to offer a wide range of work a!ld trammg optwns. We
shall see however, that Tasmania has achteved far more than the
Norther~ Territory in struggling against ~h.esc odds. .
.
Female prisoners at Risdo~ par~tctpate .only m domesuc
duties - cooking, sewing, cleamng. Wtt~ a datly average of four
women, only highly individualised .vocauonal pr?gram~ would be
possible within the prison. At the n~e of my ~lSlt to Rtsdon non~
of the female prisoners was enrolled m educational or correspond
ence courses.
Table 6.1 Numbers of Maximum Security Prisoners
at Risdon in each Workshop as of November, 1978
No . of

Prisoners
Woodwork Shop
Laundrv
Tailor Shop
Tinsmith Shop
Kitchen
BakerY
Const~uction Gang
Cleaning, Sweeping
Paint Shop

34

29
20
20

15
14
13
12
8
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The male prison at Risdon has maximum and medium security
sections. The range of work options offered to prisoners in the
maximum security section is shown in Table 6.1.
Prisoners classified into medium securitv are invoded
primarily in outside work. Thirteen medium security prisoners at
the time of my visit to Risdon were in the prison grounds gang
which cared for the 160 acres of prison land. Twelve others were
on a gang which tended the grounds of Government House, the
Botanical Gardens and some aged persons' homes. A number of
prisoners both at medium security in Risdon and on the Hayes
Prison Farm were active part time members of the Rural Fire
Brigades Board.
The greatest impediment to meaningful vocational development of prisoners within the Tasmanian system is the way
prisoners tend to progress from maximum to medium security
at Risdon and then to the Hayes farm. Privileges and conditions
generally in the latter two are much superior to those prevailing in
maximum security at Risdon. Naturally prisoners are keen to leave
maximum security at the first opportunity for reclassification. But
once a prisoner moves into medium security he foregoes the
opportunity to work in the shops attached to maximum security.
One trade instructor told me of the great difficulty he had in
getting the Apprenticeship Commission to agree to the apprenticing of an overaged 23 year old prisoner in the bakery, only
to have the prisoner throw it in when given the opportunity of
medium security. The bakery is the only shop where apprenticeships, two in all, have been undertaken. Quite apart from the
problems of reclassification to medium security or the farm, the
State Apprenticeship Commission has been unwilling to recognise
the other workshops for apprenticeship purposes because of the
limited range of trade skills taught in these shops.
Notwithstanding the reluctance of the Apprenticeship
Commission to grant such recognition, the workshops are
equipped with relatively modern machines when compared with
other prisons. Most machines were replaced when a fire burnt out
the workshop complex in 1967. The woodwork shop has a chain
and chisel mortiser, a 30" sander, 8' belt sander, 18" buzzer, 2'
planer, circular saw, two wood lathes, spindle moulder, band saw,
radial arm docking saw, two grinders, hydraulic press, band saw
sharpener, and horizontal drill. The tinsmith shop has a capacity
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for copper and stainless steel work as well a~ mor~ routine sheet
metal work. The shop contains a vertical rad1al. dnll press, be~ch
press drill, flexible shaft grinder, two other gnnders, o~ycutt~ng
machines, 14" lathe, spraying compressor and gun, 3 curv~ng
rollers, three welders, spot welding machine, 8'. Pan~rak~ bendmg
machine, pipe bender machine, 8' geared electnc gu11lotme, and a
corrugated tank curving machine.
.
.
Unlike the situation in many other Austrahan p~1sons work~rs
in these shops are exposed to a wide range of eqUipment wh1ch
is very much like that used in commercial ~orkshops. The laundry
also has a range of both older manual equ1pment and .more .automated modern equipment, so that prisoners with expenence m t.he
Risdon laundry should be able to go into ~n outsid~ laundry Wit~
any level of plant modernisation. The pamt shop, m contrast, IS
based on outmoded technologies which would r~rely be used
commercially. For example, furnit~re fo~ the p~1son and the
Education Department is usually fi.mshed Simply Wl~h estapo:.. As
the trade instructor concerned pomted out, the pamt shop JUSt
keeps them occupied'.
The prison workshops do not manufacture products for sale
on the open market. Negotiation with ~e Chamber o~ Manufactures and the Trades and Labour Counc1l has resulted m agreement on production for three marke~: (a) governme~t departments, including the prison itself; (b) P!'1vate needs of pnson staff;
and (c) government supported agenc1es, such as aged persons
homes.
k
·
h
Partly because Tasmania provides only small mar ets ~~ eac
of these respects prison wo~kshops ge~erally produce ver) s~all
production runs. The tinsmith shop w1ll one week be produ~mg
first aid boxes for the St. John's Ambulance, the next week 1ron
.
.
garden furniture for an institution .
One week the woodwork shop will be producmg furmture for
the Education Department, the next week cupboards for the new
home of a prison officer. Stop-sta~t producuon runs mean t.her~
is little monitoring of the productive performance of th~ '' orkshops over time. The uneven work t1ow from sue~ production a~so
means that a lot of the time workers are standmg around domg
nothing while at other times they are o.verworked. .
.
. .
A clear exception to this is the ~a1lor shop w~1ch has a sre~d)
flow of production producing clothmg for the pnson popubnon .
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prison maintenance which does not generate cash receipts. Such
figures, nevertheless, are better than nothing. Pricing for most
prison production is based on cost of materials plus 25 per cent
for 'outside ' customers and 10 per cent for the Department. Some
large projects are undertaken on a set quotation and may result in
a higher mark-up than 25 per cent.

The history of production in the tailor shop is interesting. A
number of outcast prisoners are housed in C Division of the
m~ximum. security jail. Among these are what were described by
pnson off1cers as 'sexual deviates and child molestors' as well as
inmates who needed protection from other prisoners for reasons
such as having 'squealed' to the police. The inhabitants of C
Division could not move among the industries during the day lest
they be .attacked by other prisoners, so, being bored without
constructive work, they put a proposal to the administration that
th~y be allowed to take over their own industry. The administration a~ee~ to the!r moving into the tailor shop in late 1977.
Production m ~he ta1lor shop has increased dramatically ever since
the outcast pnson~rs took .It over. Sabotage, rife in other shops,
has no.t occurred. m t~e tatlor shop since this group took over.
There 1~ a l~sson m thts. When prisoners freely ask for and choose
a certam kmd of work we can expect better production from
them .
The tailor shop also produces manpacks (haversacks) for the
State Emergency Services throughout the nation. An incentive
scheme at the rate of 10 cents a manpack has been introduced for
the first time in a Tasmanian prison.
. T~e normal rate of pay for prisoners is 15 cents a day for the
ftrst stx months, 25 cents a day for the second six months, and
~0 cents a day for the remaining period, provided the Supermtendent has approved the rise. Each day the trade instructor
rates each worker in his shop as 'good', 'fair', 'bad', or 'punishm~nt'. If a prisone~ has more than two 'fair' ratings in a week he
wtl.l los~ some of h1s ~ay. For example if a prisoner has five 'fair'
ratmgs m a week he Will lose three days pay. Excessive numbers of
'bad' ratings will result in disciplinary charges.
. ~t. is obvio~sly d.ifficult to obtain an insight into the economic
vtabthty of pnson !ndustry. One ~rud~ way of doing this is to
subtract t~e expenditure on eac~ pnson mdustry from the receipts
for th~t mdustry and then dtnde the excess of receipts over
expen?tt~re by the number of workers in the industry. This gives
a. prof1t ftgure yer worker. Of course this is not a real profit figure
smce a~count ts not taken of the cost of the labour of prison staff
a~d pns~>ncrs, and the cost of prison buildings. Moreover, the
~tgures. tn Table 6.2 can be rr:isle~ding because some prison
mdustncs make a greater contnbutton than others to internal

Table 6.2 Profit (excess of receipts over expenditure)
per Worker for each Industry in Risdon Prison for the
Year Ending 30 June 1977. These Figures Include a
Correction Factor for Stock in Hand at the
Beginning and End of the Year
Profit Per Worker

Bakery
Laundry
Tailor Shop
Tinsmith Shop
Woodwork Shop

$2,705
$1,779
$ 495
$ 145
$
95

While these figures are very crude , and subject to all of the
limitations mentioned above, the extent to which the bakery is
more profitable than other prison industries cannot be entirely
the result of the inaccuracy of the figures. The fact that the
Ridson bakery can provide all of the bread for both prisons in
Tasmania, sell the remainder at half the commercial rate, and still
have an excess of receipts over expenditure of $2,705 per man per
year is testimony to the economic viability of this industry in a
prison setting. This, combined with the fact that the bakery is the
only industry at Risdon which has trained apprentices, must result
in the rating of the bakery as the most successful industry in the
jail. Prison releasees who have training in the bakery even during
a period of high unemployment can expect to benefit from a
market for the skills which they have acquired in prison. As the
Department of Employment and Youth Affairs' Employment
Prospects by Industry and Occupation publication for August
1978 says of employment prospects in the bread making industry :
'Despite increased mechanisation, it is difficult to maintain an
adequate supply of apprentices due to the high turnover rate
associated with the unpopular working hours'.l Provided that
releasees are prepared to put up with the working hours, job
prospects in the industry do exist.

l
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The ab~ve figures also testify to the profitabilitv of the
laun?ry. Th1s performance is impressive since sheets are iaundcred
at f1ve cents each, compared with 25 cents commerciallv; and
blankets are laundered for 20 cents, compared with · $1.80
commercially.
The. pnso.n
:
ad ministration is currently considering an
expansiOn of Its \~orkshops into new areas as more workshop
spa~e bec~mes av~Iiable. A shop to train panel beaters is one
?PtiOn be.mg considered. This seems a good choice since there
IS a .chrome shortage of panel beaters in Tasmania and this shortage IS sure to worsen if the economy picks up.2
. The Hayes farm is one of the most economically successful
pnson farms in Australia. This is probably because the management. of the farm has a financial incentive to be productive.
Receipts from sales of sheep and wool, milk, pigs, cattle, poultry,
horses, and firewood go into a farm account and then can be
~sed f~r further capital investment in the farm. Management can
mvest m new plant, fertiliser and the like as the need arises
~ith.out the frustrating delays and perverse priorities which
mev1tably result from having to go to Treasury. For the year
ended 30 June 1977 the farm produced 528 583 litres of milk
4,575 kilos of wool, 32,956 dozen eggs, and 325.6 tonnes of
vegetables. Th~ farm also runs about 600 pigs. Even after taking
out all expenditure on these industries, including maintenance of
p~ant and b.uildings, running expenses of motor \'chicles, and
01l and motive power, for the year ending 30 June 1977 the
farm expense account was able to contribute $55,042 to consolidated revenue. The profit per worker is thus well over $1,000
per year.
By far. the most profitable primary industry was dairying,
where receipts were $74,421 and expenditure $24,122. Poultry
was the only area where expenditure exceeded receipts.
. The economic success of dairying relates to the fact that this
IS a fully .fledged commercial venture, with produce being sold at
com~erc1al. ra~es .. Vegetables, in contrast, are sold mainly to
ch.antable msmut1ons at approximately half the normal retail
pncc.
Potte~ is a ma)or hobby activity at the Hayes Prison Farm. A
co~merc1al operation for the mining of potters' clay is presently
bemg set up. Pottery can be sold commercially, with half the
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proceeds going to the prisoner, and half to the hobbies fund. One
prisoner has accumulated $5 ,000 over five years through pottery
sales. Consequently, the Con troller of Prisons has limited the
maximum which a prisoner can earn in one year to $750, a move
which hardly seems calculated to reward such extraordinary
diligence.
Pottery is not the only hobby activity with a vocational
component. Silkscreen printing is a popular hobby at Risdon.
There is considerable scope for money making after release,
through running a screen printing operation from one's home. The
screen printing class was run by the paint shop trade instructor
who contrasted the lethargy of his paint shop workers with the
enthusiasm in the screen printing class. His explanation for the
differences was that while prisoners were assigned to the paint
shop, they freely chose to participate in the screen printing hobby
group.
All prisoners at Risdon and most at Hayes are interviewed by a
Commonwealth Employment Service officer two to three weeks
before release. No work release program operates in the Tasmanian
prisons system. This is difficult to understand since Risdon Gaol is
geographically well located for work release and problems of
contraband coming into the prison are minimised by the existence
of a separate medium security section within the complex.
One teacher is responsible for education at both prisons in
:ras~ania. Risdon prison has an excellent library, largely because
It IS a fully fledged branch of the State Library. A census
conducted on 21 June 1977 showed that 21 per cent of the
inmate population at Risdon were actively undertaking some form
of ~tudy. In November 1978 three prisoners were undertaking
tertiary courses, five were doing Higher School Certificate subjects,
and. seven were doing Qualifying Certificate subjects (the adult
eqmvalent to fourth year). Three prisoners were doing basic maths
and six basic reading. In addition, a wide variety of correspondence courses were being undertaken by prisoners, mainly through
the College of External Studies Adelaide, and Technical Extension
Services Perth (see Table 6.3).
Table 6.3 includes prisoners who were actually studying at the
time of my visit to Tasmania or who had satisfactorily completed
the course and were still in prison. The Education Officer, Mr
Frank Perry, left out of the survey any prisoners whom he felt
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Table 6.3

7

Correspondence Courses being taken by Inmates
of Tasmanian Prisons in November 1978

No. of
Prisoners
.\1oror Maintenance
Showcard and Ticket Writing
Introduction to Drawing
Farm Book-Keeping (also useful
for small business)
Welding
Preliminary Building Drawing
Coastal Navigation
Farm Business J\lanagement
Basic Engineering Workshop
Practice
Drainlayer Registration
Design I (Art)
Municipal and Landscape
Gardening
Freelance j ournalism
Diesel Mechanics
Anatomy and Physiology

12
6
5
5
5
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
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Prisoners

Food and ~utrition
Theology
Management of Horses
Public Speaking
Trade Calculations
Audio FrequenC}' Amplifiers
Power Supplies
Short Story Writing
Slide Rule
Carpentry
Boiler Attendant
Salesmanship
Agricultural Electricity
Weed Control
Woolclassing
TOTAL

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
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were not making a reasonable attempt to study although enrolled.
The large number of 69 active correspondence enrolments in a
prison population of less than 300 is not necessarily indicative of a
massive educational effort on the part of prisoners. I will have
more to say later about how prisoners often tend to lose motivation soon after enrolling in such courses. Nevertheless, the fact
that such a large number of prisoners in a small prison population
is prepared to even enrol in such a wide variety of courses is
sufficient to damn the arguments of those who would contend
that prisoners have no interest whatever in their vocational
development.

1. Department of Employment and Youth Affairs Manpower Programmes Section, Employment Prospects by l11dustry and Occupation: A
Labour Market Analysis (Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra,
1978) p. 161.
2 . Ibid., p. 178.

Table 7. 1 shows that Yatala, at Adelaide. is the only large
prison within the South Australian system. Historic Adelaide Gaol
is primarily a remand prison.
Table 7.1 Daily Average Prison Population for South
Australian Prisons for the Year Ending 30 June 1977
Yatala
Adelaide
Cadell
Port Augusta
Port Lincoln
Mount Gambier
Women's Rehabilitation Centre
TOTAL

308
197
74

53
30
18

13
693

In comparison with other States, m?re positi,·e st~ps h~,·e been
and are being taken in South Australia to make pnson md_u~try
effective both in terms of its productivity and its \'alue for tram mg.
An explicit policy of the Department of Corre~tio!'al Sen·ices_is to
move towards t he rearrangement of the orgamsauon of all pnso~s
so that inmates work a normal eight hour day. Naturally, there 1s
opposition to such a reform from custodial staff who will ha,·e to
bear the brunt of the extra supervisory responsibilities arising from
longer periods \Vith prisoners out of their cells. Prison indus~~
sales are almost entirelv to State government departments. bemg
made through the St~te Department of Supply. One of the
responsibilit ies of the Industries Manager in the Depart?'ent of
Correctional Senices head office is to solicit contracts trom the
Department of Supply to provide different departments with t_he
products manufactured or grown in the prisons. The lndusmes
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Ma~a_ger

is ad,·is~d on some of the major and more scnsmve
dec1s1~ns by a Pns~:m In?ustries Committee, consisting of representatl\'es from pnvate mdustry, the Public Service Board the
Public Buildings Depart?1ent, the Department of Supply. and the
Dep~rtment of_ Techmcal and Further Education. Incomprehensibly, there ts no trades hall representati,·e on the committee.
Yatala
. Yat~la is und~ubtedly the most productive maximum security
pnson m Al!s~raha, havmg a lower proportion of idle prisoners
than an~· ot 1ts cou~terparts in other States. To keep this in
perspecm·e, however, 1t must be remembered that the level of idleness in e\'en th~ best ?f Au~tralian prisons would compare very
unfavour~bly wtth . pnsons m many other parts of the world.
Yatala w1ll move mto a range of new industries when work
co~menc.es in the immediate future on a new industries complex
wh1ch w1ll fu_rther expand the work opportunities available.
Table 7.2 l_1st_s th~ num~ers of prisoners who were working in
each of the ex1stmg mdustnes at Yatala at the time of my visit on
17 January 1979. Some o~ these industries were clearly overmanned. The laundry certamly could ha,·e operated with fewer
~han the 29 '~·ho were working there, even if it were operating at
1ts full capaetty of 16 tonnes a week. At the time of my visit it
was processing three to four tonnes per week.
Table 7.2

Numbers of Prisoners Working in Industries at
Yatala Prison on 17 j anuary 1979

Laundry
Farm Work
Concrete Products
Locker Shop
Sheetmetal Shop
Tailor Shop
Boot Shop
Engineers Shop
Carpenter Shop
Spraypainting and Automobile Detailing
\lasons

29
21
17
17
14
13
12
11
9
7
2

The concrete products industry is emerging as one of the most
successful at Yatala. Concrete bricks and slabs are the main
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output. The industry, which is very demanding physically, seems
to be popular with those prisoners who are keen to keep physically fit. Establishing the industry has not been without its
difficulties. A nearby concrete products manufacturer complained
to the Ombudsman about the competition he was experiencing
from the prison industry.
For most of the industries at Yatala a degree of progress has
been made towards integrating work in the institution with vocational training. A number of the trade instructors have become
qualified as Technical and Further Education lecturers. Bricklaying courses in the masons shop, boiler attending courses in the
boiler room, welding courses in the metal shops, and automotive
detailing, panel beating and spraypainting courses in the spraypainting shop are taught, and certificates which do not mention
the prison are awarded. The trade instructor in one workshop
might run a course to qualify prisoners as second class welders
(good enough to get a job in a car factory or helping out with
welding on a farm). Some prisoners from his own shop and some
from other workshops will attend the sessions for the course, and
while these are being run another trade instructor will take over
the remaining workers in his shop.
Cadell
The South Australian Criminal Law and Penal Methods
Reform Committee (Mitchell Committee) recommended that the
Cadell prison farm, located on the Murray Ri,·er, be closed down
because of its distance from any urban centre. But the future of
the prison now seems quite secure, partly because it is used for
one of former Premier Dunstan's pet projects, the growing of
exotic fruits for a State owned restaurant.
In Chapter 13 resen·ations will be expressed about the value of
prison farms and it will be suggested that no further prison farms
should be built anywhere in the country. Ne,·errheless, Cadell is an
extraordinary choice to be singled out for closure, because of all
of the inefficient and inhumane prison farms in Australia, it is
undoubtedlv one of the more efficient and humane.
Cadell has already introduced an eight hour working day 8 ~~ to 5 p~ with one hour for lunch. Twenty-eight cells in the
ongmal max1mum security block are having the iron doors
removed to be replaced by normal doors to which prisoners will
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have their own keys. The idea is for them to use their own alarm
clock to get themselves up in the morning. Should they arrive late
for work their pay would be docked.
Five hundred of the 1,639 acres are under irrigation from the
Murray. Grapes are sold to local wineries and canneries; apricots
are both canned by the institution and sold to the Berri Cannery;
apples and pears are grown entirely for consumption within
pnsons; peaches are both processed in the prison for prison use
and sold to commercial canneries; citrus crops are sold entirely
~o ~he _Depart_ment of Supply for the use of various government
mst1tut1ons; p1gs are sold to the market; and vegetables, milk and
~ggs are produced for use throughout the Department of CorrectIOnal Services. The prison is a member of the Cadell Fruit Packers
Association Co-op. This is hardly a source of resentment among
local farmers since the support of the prison is necessary to the
survival of the Co-op.
Negotiations are at a fairly advanced stage for the Cadell
Training Centre to be designated a Community College with the
~epartment of ~urther Education. The nearest community college
IS some 200 kilometres away at Renmark, so that the local
com~unity surroundin~ Cadell is poorly serviced educationally.
The 1dea IS that educational, craft and vocational courses will be
~un in the prison with people from the outside community coming
m to attend courses side by side with prisoners. The proposal
therefore has advantages for both the communtiy and the prison.
Adelaide Gaol
Approximately two thirds of the prisoners at Adelaide are on
re~and. Many of these do not want to work and there is no obligat~on upon th~m to do so. Notwithstanding the nature of the
pn~on population_, there are far too few work opportunities
~va,_labl~ at Adelaide . Most of the work consists of servicing the
InStitution - laundry, cooking, sweeping, boilerhouse, woodwork
and metalwork repairs, and some building work.
The only real industry at Adelaide is the bakery which
pro~uces bread, ~uns, cakes, and pies for several prisons. It is
1romcal that so d1smal a warehouse institution as Adelaide Gaol
sh?uld _have sue~ a ~urposeful industry. Anyone who feels that
pnson_ mdustry IS without value should talk to Joe White, the
trade Instructor at the Adelaide bakery, and the six prisoners who
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work for him. Not all of the men who come into the bakery have
an aptitude and an interest in bakery. But for the considerable
number who do, Joe makes sure that they obtain experience in
the whole range of types of baking. Sometimes this diver~ity of
experience will be e_nsured ~y soliciting jobs to cat~r for parties for
the children of pnson off1cers. On other o~caswns the. bake~
might cooperate with the kitchen to make pasues for the pnsoners
meals.
Every man who is truly interested in bakery and ~ho spends
a reasonable time working at Adelaide comes out With a range
of skills which equip him to work in any country or provincial
city bakery which must pr_o~uce a ~ide ran~e of goods. The baker
trained in the more spec1ahsed city bakenes .cannot match ~he
breadth of experience of one of the bakers tramed by Joe _White.
The union realises this, and Joe has been careful to cultivate a
good relationship with the union. _Cons~quently, the union is
willing to issue a ticket to any of h1s tramees. Joe does not ~e~l
that the responsibility for his prisoners ends when they leav~ jaiL
For every one of his trainees who indicates that he would h~e a
job in the baking trade Joe finds _a job. !hey co~e out of pn~on
into a relatively lucrative, secure JOb which IS vaned and creative.
Women's Rehabilitation Centre
Industry is almost nonexistent at the women's prison in
Adelaide. About half a dozen women do sewing work on prison
uniforms. Some soft toys are produced.
Country Prisons
Ma~ket gardening is the main activity at the Port Augusta, Port
Lincoln and Mount Gambier prisons. Port Augusta also has a
sheetmetal shop which occupies about a dozen prisoners and a
silkscreen printing shop which provides work for an average of
three prisoners.
Payment
South Australian prisoners receive a maximum of $1.30 per
working day plus bonuses for skill, effort or productivity at rates
of up to 10 cents an hour. The minimum rate is 95 cents a day
with no bonuses. Pay rates within this range are determined by the
trade instructor for workers in his workshop. Tobacco must be
purchased out of the prisoner's pay.
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Job Interviews
The Commonwealth Department of Employment and Youth
Affairs has a section called Handicapped Persons and Special
Employment Groups which, among other groups, has a special
responsibility for finding jobs for prison releasees. A Handicapped
Persons and Special Groups counsellor visits Yatala for interviews
with prisoners one afternoon of every week. Probably less than
half of the Yatala releasees are interviewed prior to release. This
person also participates in the prerelease course run for all Yatala
rcleasees by giving a lecture on the job market, possibilities of
training under NEAT, and the like. Adelaide Gaol also gets a more
or less weekly service from the Handicapped Persons and Special
Groups counsellor. The country prisons are serviced to \·arying
degrees by their local CES office. A resident parole officer based
at each of these prisons also takes a large responsibility for the
job placement of releasees.
The easing of prisoners back into the workforce is rendered
more difficult by the fact that South Australia has no work release
program. Legislation is being introduced to State Parliament
during 1979 to permit work release and study release for the first
time. At present prisoners often go out under escort for a job
interview prior to release. If the new legislation is passed, unescorted job hunting will become possible.
Vocational Education
The South Australian prisons system is staffed with three full
time school teachers. These teachers are primarily coordinators
of the activities of part time teachers who come into prisons from
time to time and correspondence courses. The full time teachers
do run some small group tutorials which are designed to supplement the learning which a group of prisoners are undertaking in
common or similar correspondence courses. Included among the
courses run by outside teachers are Migrant English (taught by
the Migrant Education Section of the Department of Further
Education), Aboriginal Education (a course run by the Department of Further Education on traditional Aboriginal culture and
on social education for the survival of Aborigines in Western
cities), and first aid classes (run by the St. John's Ambulance).
Table 7.3 provides a comprehensive list of correspondence
courses being undertaken in South Australian prisons as of Decem-
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Table 7.3 Correspondence Courses Taken by S.A. Prisoners, December 197 7

Subject

Subject

No . of
Prisoners

Auto Mechanics
Mathematics
English
General Mechanics
Motor Mainte nance
Adult Literacy
Agricultural Welding
Short Story Writing
Building Drawing
Building Theory
Pen and Pencil Sketching
Typing
Arithmetic
Bookkeeping
Diesel Mechanics
History (various)
Bricklaying
Chemistry
Boiler Attendant Certificate
Business Management (Farms)
Drain Laying
Economics
Motor Mechanics
Nursery Practice
Pest Control
Showcard and Ticket Writing
Biology
Commerce
French
Fruit and Vine Culture
Ladies Hairdressing
Landscape and Municipal
Gardening
Migrant English
Shorthand
Technical Drawing
Welding
Accounting
Agricultural Botany
Anatomy and Physiology
Anatomy and Physiology of
Farm Animals
Applied Arithmetic

23

16
15
15
15
14
11

9
8
8
8
8

7
7
7
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

No. of
Prisoners

Engineering Drawing
Soil Science
Aircraft Maintenance
Engineering
Auto Data Trades
Auto Electrics
Automatic Transmissions
Beauty Fashions and
Hairstyles
Beef Husbandry
Building Construction
Business and Report Writing
Communication
Design
Diesel Engine Driver's
Certificate
Drawing
Electronic Data Processing
Elements of Supply
Electrical Mechanics
First Aid
Flying
Geography
German
Human Relations
Indonesian
Industrial Studies Certificate
Milk and Cream Grading
Motorcycle Mechanics
Ocean Navigation
Physics
Portrait Pain ting
Sheep Husbandry
Spanish
Statistics
Steam Engine Driver's
Certificate
Supervision Techniques
Viticulture
Water Colour Techniques
Writing for the Media
TOTAL

2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
298
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ber 1977 . Auto mechanics is clearly the most popular course. An
education clerk provides administrative support for the running of
correspondence courses.
At present there is no one who is responsible for placing interested prisoners in apprenticeships. This, along with the absence of
a work release program, is a key area where South Australia has
failed to keep ahead, indeed keep up, with the other Australian
States. The South Australian Apprenticeship Commission is
adamant about the need for apprentices to attend technical
college; so until legislation is passed facilitating study release,
progress cannot be expected in this area.
The other major structural impediment to further progress in
the vocational development of prisoners in South Australia is the
organisation of the Department of Correctional Services itself. I
shall argue later that there is no real incompatibility between
productivity and training in prison industry, and indeed that
the most meaningful form of training takes place in the context
of a productive industry. The coordination of industry and
vocational education is therefore vital. Such coordination is less
likely in a State such as South Australia where we have the
Assistant Director Institutions responsible for industry and the
Assistant Director Treatment Services responsible for education.
In South Australia, Trade Instructors ('Correctional Industry
Officers') belong to a different union from the custodial officers,
so that there is no industrial relations rationale for having both
types of staff answerable to the Assistant Director Institutions.
Prison industry and education might be better coordinated if they
were both placed under the responsibility of a single section of
the administration.

8
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Western Australia has a higher imprisonment rate than any
other State (excluding the Northern Territory ) and consequently
the prisons system is quite large, consisting of 14 institutions
spread across a huge geographical area. Daily a\·erage populations
for each of these institutions for the year ending 30 june 1977 are
listed in Table 8.1. A major new prisons complex consisting of
a medium security unit, a maximum security unit and a remand
centre will be built at Canning Vale in the earl~· 1980s.
Table 8.1 Daily Average Prison Population for Western
Australian Prisons for the Year Ending 30 j une 1977
Fremantle
Wooroloo
Gerald ton
Kamer
Bun bury
Albany
Broome
Kalgoorlie
Roebourne
Bandyup
Wyndham
West Perth Work Release Hostel
Pardelup
Brunswick Junction

TOTAL

444
100
72

64
52
47
41
37
32
31
31
31
28
21
1,031

Organisation of Prison Industry
Western Australia is the only State which does not have a
definite policy of selling prison industry produce only to other
government instrumentalities or government subsidised agencies. 1
Each marketing proposal is considered on its merits. Lobbying
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from trade unions and manufacturers against prison industry does
not seem to have been as intense in Western Australia as in the
eastern States, and the nature of what opposition has existed has
been against prison production of goods produced by free Western
Australians rather than by free Australians as a whole. Unions or
manufacturers would be most unlikely to object to prison manufacture of any product currently imported from the eastern States.
Gi,·en that prison industry operates under somewhat looser
political constraints than in other States, it is not surprising that
Western Australia is the only State in recent times to have experimented with a private firm running an industry on a competitive
commercial basis from within a prison. In the late 1960s there
was no union complaint when the prison authorities accepted a
private offer for the manufacture of plaster mouldings at the
Barton's Mill prison. By 1970 the industry had closed down
because of a number of factors including excessive wastage of
materials by prisoners and the tight competitive situation in this
industry generally. Apart from this isolated example the Western
Australian prison authorities have not taken initiatives to exploit
the relatively permissive marketing environment for prison
products. Production is almost entirely for the use of government
departments, approximately 90 per cent of the value of production being for the Department of Corrections itself.
Table 8.2 shows that primary production ('rations') constitutes the predominant form of work in Western Australian prisons.
The principle types of produce are milk, beef, pork, sheep,
poultry. fruit and vegetables. Cattle , sheep and pigs are butchered
in an abattoir at the Karnet Rehabilitation Centre. The purchase
of a refrigerated truck by the Department of Corrections has made
it possible for the Karnet abattoir to supply most prisons with
most of their meat. Prisoners in the abattoir work hard and receive
worthwhile training in various meat trades.
The value of production figures listed below in Table 8.2 and
provided for all of the remaining States in the chapters that
follow. are not given as an accurate reflection of the 'real' value
of production, but simply to enable a crude perspective on the
relative size of different industries within the system. To attribute
any absolute meaning to the figures is hazardous because of the
inconsistent application of costing procedures in different
industries.

Table 8.2
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Value of Production of Industries in Western Australian
Prisons for Year Ending 30 J une 1977
$

Rations

Tailoring
Metalwork

Bootmaking
Carpentry

Hay
Printing
Bakery

Wool, Hides
Firewood

Laundrr
Cement Products

Fishing

Karnet
Wooroloo
Pardelup
Brunswick Junction
Fremantle
Fremantle
Albany
Wooroloo
Fremantle
Gerald ton
Wooroloo
Fremantle
Albany
Bun bury
Karner
Fremantle
Fremantle
Parde Iup
Wooroloo
Sunbury
Karnet
Karnet
Wooroloo
Brunswick junction
Wooroloo
Parde! up
Karnet
Wooroloo
Fremantle
Broome
Albany
Gerald ton

128,238
97,500
30,742
2,777
56,575
37,490
5,700
4,750
46,167
16,284
10,120
9,738
4,750
2,315
27,000
24,474
7,640
4,312
3,506
2",425
2,012
7,489
4,600
3,000
2,800
1,540
225
5,700
2,100
1,500
1,200
826

Karnet is the largest prison farm in terms of value of production. Nevertheless, the view of a number of the staff of the
prison to whom I spoke was that the 370 hectares of extremely
fertile land was being utilised to only a fraction of its full capacity.
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Frequent turnover of superintendents in recent ,·ears, combined
,,·irh the nonexistence of a farm management officer to coordinate
the primary production of all Western Australian prisons, has
meant ~hat at no stage has a comprehensi,·e plan for the full
produ~tlve use of Karner been de\·eloped. The aim of the departme~r IS to becom~ self su~ficient agriculturally. Such a goal is
~nilkely t? b~ ach1eved ~h1l~ ~o one has a special responsibility
~or coordmatmg and rat10nahsmg the efforts of indi,·idual supermtend~nts who understandably are primarily concerned with the
custod1al functions of their institutions. 2
. A similar problem exists with secondary industrv, most of
\\"h1ch t~kes pla~e at F~e~ant!e. Chasing markets ·for prison
produc~ •.s. a routme ad~mlstratiVe !unction and not the special
re_spons•b•ilty o_f any sem~r. mana~e~1al person. Nor is monitoring
ot the p:oductJ~e and trammg eff!c1ency of prison industry. One
gets the tmpres~IOn that much of the time of prison workshops at
Frc.mantle IS fnttered away on projects to satisfy the whims of
~tatf memb~rs. Considerable. time is devoted to producing items
tor th_e pnvate use of pnson staff (for which they should,
~ccordmg to d~partmental policy, pay) which are justified neither
tn t~rms_ of the1r value for training nor their financial return. These
are me\·tt~blc features of any prison industry characterised by the
absence of a performance emphasis.
The figures in Table 8.2 underestimate the current \'aiue of
production in cement products and fishing, industries which have
expanded considerably since the figures were collected. Both are
emerging as hig~ly succes~ful industries. The concrete paving
~labs ~ian~ at F_r~mantle ts now one of the most productive
m~ustnes m the ;ali_, the pro_duce being sold competitively on the
pm·ate m_arket at pnces con~1derably cheaper than those prevailing
commerc1~lly. As at Yatala m South Australia, this type of work is
popular w1th the prisoners.
The fishi~g industry o~erates from a boat owned by the
G~raldton pnson. It .'s fmancially viable and popular with
p~tsoners, both because It affor~s an opportunity to get away from
·!a'l. and per~aps al_so because It ~as the psychological appeal of
ad\enture,_nsk takmg, and gamblmg on sudden success or failure.
:rhe expenence opens up job opportunities in the local fishing
mdustry, an?. ~h.e wor~ itself permits various complementary
training poss•bliltlcs wh1ch are comparatively easily acquired (for
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example, skipper's tickets, high speed diesel qualifications, coastal
navigation and refrigeration) .
In terms of the amount of work available (though not
necessarily the quality of work) Fremantle is probably in a better
position than most large maximum security prisons in Australia.
The breakdown by activity (or inactivity) of the Fremantle prison
population on the day of my visit, 22 january 1979, is shown in
Table 8.3. My impression was that many of the workshops were
grossly overmanned, so one would be mistaken to assume that the
fact that a certain number of prisoners were located in a particular
shop meant that they were working in that shop .
Table 8.3

Location of Prisoners at Fremantle Prison
on 22 j anuary 1979

Detained (not working)
Remands (not working)
Working Remands
Special Yard (not working)
Segregation (not working)
Hospital
Transfers and Discharged
Bootshop
Metal Shop
Garden Party
Concrete Products
Tailor Shop
Carpenters Shop
Cookhouse
Print Shop
Light Labour (mainlr cleaning)
Public Works (main!}· building maintenance)
Laundry
Assessment (mainly cleaning)
Silk Screening
TOTAL INMATE POPULATION

19 3
52
23
21
15
18
11
28
26
25
23
22
21
18
17
13
9
8
8
1
552

Payment
Payment for prisoners ranges between 84 cents and $1.30 for
every day worked. Trade instructors make a recommendation to
their superintendent as to which of three pay levels each prisoner
in their workshop should receive. Such determinations are usually
based on both skill and effort. The pay scales are indexed to the
Consumer Price Index and adjusted annually. Tobacco is paid for
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out ot: the_ prisoner's pay. There are no piece rate schemes in
operation m any Western Australian prison. Exceptional work
performance can help prisoners to obtain up to se\'en extra da,·s
remiSSIOn of sentence over and abO\·e the normal remissio.n.
The Department's policy on the sale of articles made in prison
by inmates is:
\\'her~ articles are manufactured by the inmate wirh departmental
marenals and during working hours the total proceeds go to the
Department.
2 Where articles are made
bur in _rhe inmace:s own
one rh1rd ro the mmate
Trust Fund (a fund to
rel<.'ase).

by the inmatt- with departmental material
time, the b~eak-up after recoup of cost is
and two th1rds to the Prisoners Industrial
finance amenities and assist prisoners on

3 If made by rhe inmate in his own time and with his own materials he
can retain the article but is nor permitted to sell it through the prison
system.

Female Prisoners
While short term female prisoners are housed at the Roebourne, Wyndham, Broome, Geraldton and Kalgoorlie Regional
Pris_o~s, most females serving a longer term are at the Bandyup
Trammg Centre, an all female prison. There is no industry at
Bandyup. The Department of Corrections does own orchards
outside the prison gates, but these at the time of my ,·isit were
mostly tended by males who tra\·elled from other prisons to
do so.3
The most depressing thing about Bandyup is not so much that
th~re is almost nothing to constructively occupy the women in the
pnson but that the correctional staff seem to be little concerned
~hat this is the situation. An attempt was made to introduce work
m the form of the monotonous task of assembling rubber thongs.
When some women sabotaged some of the thongs this was interpreted by the staff as c?nfirmation of what they knew all along
that the women were Simply not interested in working. The fact
that the work was intrinsically alienating seemed to loom less large
as an explanation for the sabotage.
. Western _A~stra!ia is the only State which has formally rccognls~d. th_e d1fftcult1es of organising prison industries and trauc
trammg m a sm~ll. wo_men's prison by adopting an explicit policy
of work and trammg m the community for female offenders. The
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July 1977 Assessment and Orientation Manual for the Department
of Corrections states:
As it would not be economically feasible or practical to establish a wide
range of options at Bandyup, the Department h~ decided _ro adopt a
policy (in the case of fema_les) based on the w1dest poSSible u~e of
facilities within the commumty rather than attempt to develop su1table
relevant facilities within the prison .. .It would thus be possible .for
suitable inmates to spend the majority of their sentence working,
studying or living in the community. (emphasis in the original).

All female prisoners are given a co~m.unity co~tact ra~ing
(maximum, considerable, limited or mimmal)_ wh1ch. defm~s
exactly the extent of release to the commumt~ which therr
perceived security risk permits. Of ~he 40 women m Ba!ldyup at
the time of my visit, nine were gomg out from the pnson ea~h
day on temporary leave, mainly to undertake ~oluntar;· work m
the community. Voluntary work, such as helpi~g. o~~ m an aged
persons' home, is used as a testing ground for eltg1b1hty for work
release. Two other women had been on temporary leave but .the
privilege had been suspended. There were no women at the time
who were going out from Bandyup on full work release although
two of the inmates had been approved for work release and three
for study release. At the time of my visit five female prisoners
were on work or study release from the Highgate Wo~en's Host~l,
which is geographically separate from Bandyup but IS the admmistrative responsibility of the Bandyup supenntendent.
Work Release
Western Australia had more prisoners on work release (52) in
] anuary 1979 than any other State. All tempora:r leave pro~ams
have been put under considerable pre~ure m recen~ ttn:tes,
however, by unfavourable press concermng the secunty nsks
posed by releasees. This was brought to a head by an armed
robbery committed by two prisoners while on study release to
Murdoch Uni,·ersity. The department has decided not to grant any
further applications for study release. Work release has not been
abolished under this decision, but entry into work release has been
made more difficult.
Work release in Western Asutralia in fact has a low failure rate.
Of the 660 releasees between 1970 and 1973 only nine p~r cent
had their work release cancelled because of some misdem~anour.
Only three per cent of the 660 absconded, and less than on~ per
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cent offended while on work release.~ During the 1977-78
financial ~·ear 16 per cent of work release commencements were
cancelled for some reason. For study lea,·e commencements during
1977-78 the cancellation rate was 18 per cent. When work
releasees from the 1976-77 financial year were followed up until
July 197 8 it was found that only 2 7 per cent of those who had
successfully completed work release had reoffended, while 32 per
cent of those who had participated in work release (without
necessarily completing it) had reoffended. 5
Work release is available from most minimum security prisons
in Western Australia. Most work releasees, however, Ji,·e in the
West Perth, Fremantle and Highgate Work Release Hostels. These
are absolutely minimum security hostels. Inmates are not locked
in at night. The largest is the West Perth Hostel which is an old
convent with a capacity for 36 inmates near the centre of the city.
Because many of the regional prisons are not well equipped for
prison industry, considerable emphasis is placed on unpaid
community work under escort. For example, Table 8.4 lists the
type of community work undertaken by prisoners from the
Kalgoorlie Prison during 1976-77. Community work has great
public relations value for the department in Western Australian
country towns. It is a boon for local community groups to benefit
from a generous supply of labour at no cost, or perhaps at the
price of some Scotch for the prison superintendent.
Table 8.4 Community Projects Undertaken by Inmates of the
Kalgoorlie Prison for the Year Ended 30 June 1977

Typr

Approx.
No. of
Inmate hours

Restoration work
Carnival labour
Litter drives
Pensioner assistance
General labour
Gardening
Gardening
Weeding etc.
General labour, silk screening

780
252
500
500
BOO
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500

Group Benefitting

Catholic Church
Fair Society
Keep Australia Beautiful Committee
Lions International
Tourist Bureau
South Kalgoorlie School
Kalgoorlie Central School
Cemetery Board
Police and Citizens Youth Club

Successful participation in such community projects is in some
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. . for admission to work release. At the
prisons almost a prerequ1Stte essful participation in work ~elease
other en~ of the program, suci~l re uirement for the grantmg of
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0
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t admit into the work release
h D
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.
f
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t e epa m .
h
it thinks are desernng o paro1e.
e
program all pr~s?~~rs w om rk release in Western Australia are
try Below is the policy as stated
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possibly the broadest !n t ~ co~l~sh~ents and Facilities document
in the departmental Pnson sta I
of January 1978.
f T ·
. .
I
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applying for work release e ore
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.
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.
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.
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Prison in Western AustrJ!w } rown
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argued for a tightening up of the criteria of eligibility for work
release and abandonment of the policy of preferential entry into
the work release program for female prisoners.
Parker's report fails to document most of its glib assertions.
Parker baldly asserts that: 'It remains to be demonstrated that
even ordinary work release offers sufficient advantages to justify
its continuation'.' In making this claim no reference is made to
any of the evaluation studies reviewed in Chapter four of this
book. Even more incredible in the light of the considerable
empirical evidence on the cost savings of work release programs is
the statement that: 'what information there is suggests that it is
very expensive to run'.8
Employment Interviews
Western Australia is one of the States where relatively large
numbers of prisoners are allowed to go out job hunting, normally
unescorted, prior to release. This is just as well since Western
Australian prisons receive a very poor employment counselling
service from the Department of Employment and Youth Affairs.
The Handicapped Persons and Special Employment Groups
section of that Department has only one person responsible for
prerelease counselling of prisoners in Western Australia. Only
about a fifth of his time is devoted to prisons, the West Perth
Work Release Hostel , and probation and parole cases. This person
rarely has a caseload exceeding 20 prisoners.
Regional prisons are serviced by their local CES office. In
most cases this is not a regular service. The CES officer only comes
out when he is specially requested by the welfare officer.
The Aboriginal Employment section of the Department of
Employment and Youth Affairs has, with the Department of
Corrections, initiated one very worthwhile program for Aboriginal
prison releasees. There can be no question that Aboriginal
prisoners are severely disadvantaged in obtaining jobs. There are
only a few employers on the work release program, for example,
who are willing to take Aborigines. NEAT scheme funds are used
to support the special program for the employment of Aboriginal
prison releasees in six local government shires. They are employed
on a NEAT subsidy to work in the whole range of local government areas. Training in such skills as the operation of roaumaking
equipment is pro\·ided by the council. Efforts are made to integ-
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. ers fully throughout the normal
rate t h e pnson
·
· workforce
kf rather
It
than having them exist as a separate sectton ot the \\lOr orce.. .
is too early to evaluate the program. The first bar_cdh of 1? ~ar~ct~
ts is et to complete its four month subst y peno . u
of whether or not the council decides to keep
on
hen the subsidy runs out, constructive employment wt . ave
:een achieved for at least a short period'
work
and training gained, and either the break m the wor
tstor~
bridged or in many cases a_ wor~ hist~ry. ~egun by the first pro
tracted full time work expenence m thetr h\ es.

lr~~spectife

s~me

t~f~
e~p~~tence

f C
t'ons
Vocational Education
As in most Australian States, the Depar~m~nt o
orr~~ ~ .
.n Western Australia is not organised to maxtmtse the posstbtht~es
~or the successful mix of productive industry and vocational ~ram
in Industries come under the responsibility of th~ ~ss~stant
Dfr~ctor Establishments, while ed_ucation anrl trade rrammg ~s _the
·b·l·ty of the Assistant Dtrector Treatment and Trammg.
responst t t
.
f h D
e t there is
Within the Education Services Sectton o t e. epart~ n .
a vocational psychologist who is responsible _tor placmg pmo~ers
in apprenticeship trade training. Compar~d wtth other S~ates t er~
has been reasonable success, there bemg 25 apprentices as o
January 1979 (see Table 8.5).
Table 8.5 Western Australian Prisoners l:ndertaking
Apprenticeship Trade Training as of 22 January 1979
Carpentry/Cabinet making
Bootmaking
Motor Mechanics
Boilermaking/W elding
Meat Trades
Sheetmetal
Cooking/Baking
TOTAL

7

5
3

3
3
2
2

25

The possibilitv of a more integrated departmental approach to
industry and trai~ing moved a step closer 1~ late 1978 _we~e~t~~~~
teachers in the prisons changed from bemg emplo~ e
f
Education De anment to employees of the Departme~t ~
Corrections. C~mpared with other States Western Australia has
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relati\·cly generous staffing for prisoner education. There is one
head office Education Officer who works full time on inmate
education and one who works approximately half time on this and
half rime o n staff training. There are two full rime reachers at
Fremantle. one full time teacher at Bunbury and one full rime at
Bandyup. Parr rime teachers are based ar Albany (three full days a
week). Pardelup (two full days a week), Wooroloo (12 hours a
week). Gerald ton (12 hours a week) and Barton 's Mill (12 hours a
week). In addition, many of the prisons have an effective
\'Oiunrary tutor scheme in operation.
The most successful attempt to bridge work and training is
a pilot 12 week welding course being run in conjunction with the
Western Australian Technical Education Services ar Albany Prison.
A welding certificate is awarded at the end of the course. A prison
trade instructor provides group teaching on theory immediately
followed by a couple of hours in the prison's metalwork shop.
Illiterate prisoners have been assisted through agreement by
Technical Education Services to allow prisoners to answer
questions fro m the correspondence part of the course on tape
rather than in writing.
Grear strides forward such as this program have been more
than counterbalanced by the decision to scrap study release to
technical college or tertiary institutions. No matter how effective
vocational programs inside prison become, they can never hope to
compere with the richness and diversity of programs a\'ailable
outside the prison.
1. In some Stares although the general policy is one of sales to govern·
ment agencies only, specific exceptions are made (for example, for sales to
farme rs· cooperatives).
2. As of .\tay 1979 moves were afoot for the Department to appoint a
manager of industries.
3. On seeing a draft of this chapter, the Director of Corrections said that
female prisoners were now (May 1979) increasingly tending the orchards.
4. G.L. Roe, Work R£'/ease in West em Australia.· A Different Approach
(,\la~rer of Social Work Thesis Univeristy of Western Australia, 1975).
5. Figures supplied by the Department of Corrections, Planning and
Research Section.

6. K. Parker, Report on Parole, Prison Accommodation and !.eave from
Prison 111 1\',·sr,•m , lustralia, (no publisher given) Perth, 1979.
7. !hid . p. 68.
8 . llnd p. 68.
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.

· Victoria more than half

1
Al~hough there. are .11 a~~e~p:~o;:ntt~rdge.
Table 9.1 lists the
the pnson populatJO~ ts hfo
ch of the Victorian prisons for the
daily average populatiOns or ea
year ending 30 june 1977 .
T ble 9 1

Daily Average Prison Population for

Vic~orian.Prisons for the Year Ending 30 june 1977
Pentridge
Ararat
Geelong
Castlemaine
Beechworth
Bendigo
Morwell River
Sale
Dhurringile
Won Wron
Fairlea
TOTAL

847

135

96
77
71

66
44
43
38

35
32
1 ,484

.
k · Victoria puts maximum
The organisation of pnson ~?r 10d
· nimum emphasis on
emphasis on industrial prod':lcdttvtty an m~ total disarray in
· ·
p · on 10 ustry was tn
.
vocational t~ammg . ns
h d . ·on was made to appoint a
Victoria unttl 1974 wh;n t e ec~t ent officer. Since that time
business manager and a armh m~n~~smbeen imposed upon prison
a greater performa~~e e':'p aStS.
d to a certain extent
industries. Produ~tiv!ty IS montto~:~e ~neen made, it remains the
targets are set. W~tle tmprovements risoners at Pentridge there are
industries. These figures
case that for a ~~tly a~erage o.ff847 ~
222 work positions tn spect ~c ~r~s~~ figures provided by some
seem so unfavourable compare wtt
e
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other Stares, partly because the Victorian department is honest
enough to refrain from overloading its workshops with large
numbers of nonproductive workers simply to encourage a false
sense of satisfaction rhat everyone has been given a job. The
Victorian policy is to keep idle workers out of workshops because
such idleness undermines the morale and atmosphere of productivity and increases the risk of sabotage.
The emphasis on productivity rather than training is reflected
in the fact that civilian supervisors in the prison industries are
officially designated as 'overseers' rather than 'trade instructors'.
In the late 1950s a number of trade instructor positions had been
created for the running of courses in trades such as bricklaying,
painting and decorating, motor mechanics, and sign writing.
However, in the attempt to rationalise production in 197 4 these
trade instructors were reclassified as overseers. The motor
mechanics instructor, for example, was put onto the supervision
of sheet metal production.
Trade training functions have been taken over in a small way
by Education Department teachers who operate educational
programs which are quite isolated from the industrial production
programs . More on this later.
Manufacturing Industries
Table 9 .2 lists the value of production for each manufacturing
industry between 1975 and 1978. Value of production is the total
value of all sales plus the value of all production for internal
consumption calculated at the rate of the price for external sale.
Table 9.3 lists the number of work positions available in each
prison manufacturing industry for Pentridge alone.
Table 9.2 shows that production in the bakery for 1977-78
was nil. This was because the bakery was closed down by the
Health Department throughout that year. Production at the
bakery recommenced in July 1978. At the time of writing it is
still working at only 50 per cent capacity because there have been
union objections to the Minister over the tendering of the prison
bakery for hospital bread contracts .
Mo\'es have been made to rationalise production in the boot
shop with the assistance of an independent evaluation by the
Collingwood Technical College. Other States could well follow the
example of Victoria in bringing this kind of outside constructive
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Victoria
Table 9.2

Value of Production of Manufacturing Industries
in Victorian Prisons•
\ ',1/uc' 0.1

75-76

Carpentry
Coir Mats
Bootshop
Clothing

Pentridge
Beechworth
Castlemaine
Sale
Pentridge
Geelong
Pentridge
Pentridge

Textiles
Pentridge
Laundry
Bendigo
Sheetmetal
Tubular Steel Furniture Ararat
Pentridge
Printing
Pentridge
Bakery
Pentridge
Brush Shop
Geelong
Mop Shop
Pentridge
Engineers
Pentridge
Number Plates
Dhurringile
Fruit Cannery
Ararat
Silk Screen Printing
Pentridge
Bookbinding

Production
77-78
i6-77

$

$

$

26,000
16,000

36,000
43,000
3,000
3,750
11,000

29,000
37,000
3,500
5,586
12,000

71,000
27,000
21,500
48,000

62,000
44,000

5,200
5,000
5,000
59,000
9,000
13,000
49,000
23,000
23,000
99,000
147,000
41,000
12,710
86,000

32,000
38,000

25,000
36,000
25,000
17,000

93,000
90,000
46,000
24,000
15,000
99,000
20,000
12,500
:-Iii

85,000
Nil
24,000
Nil
22 ,200
117,000
27,000
13 ,000
4,000

• From 1977-78 Annual Report of the Business Manager, MrS. Cowan
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Table 9.3

Victoria

· ·
.m Each
.Number of Work p osmons
Pnson Industry at Pentridge

Carpentry
Bootshop
Tailor Shop
Woollen Mill
Printing
Bakery
Brush Shop
Engineers
Electricians
Number Plates
Laundry
Kitchen

21
18
18

25
19
21

25
14
1

19

25
16

employment levels in the indust ' h
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recent years.
Similarly, inmates workin in
.
have no prospect of bein ablg
the Pen.tndgc woollen mill
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Quite apart from the contg
· · ·
·
.
ractmg JOb op
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ustra 1a the 30
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.
p. entn'dge are hopeless! out
fd '
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for training in plants whh
o date and therefore of limited value
operations have also been t~~ to b.ate tefchnology. The woollen mill
b~ the Melbourne Colle e ~~ Ject? an indepe~dent evaluation
pnmarily for prison cloth .g
Textiles. Production of cloth is
Th'
lng.
IS cloth is then made into
Pentridge and Geelon A .
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the tailor shops at
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Ja are manufactu d 10
· p
.
.
~h1s means that there are no
re
entndge . Clearly
1
mdustry.
emp oyment prospects outside in this
A new industry which h
ridge is bookbinding Th. as ~c~ntly been started up at Pent.
IS wor
mvolves activities such as the
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repair of old books and the binding of old newspapers for public
libraries. Unlike so much prison industry this seems to be relatively satisfying work for the prisoners. Many find it interesting to
glance at the old newspaper stories as they do their work, and the
nature of the work is such that is it easy to take pride in the
finished product. The Department of Employment and Industrial
Relations' Employment Prospects by Industry and Occupation for
August 1978 says that: 'Victoria has a strong demand for tradesmen bookbinders, especially those with hand-binding skills'.2 Of
course there is a big difference between the level of skill likely
to be acquired in the Pentridge bookbindery and that of a tradesman bookbinder. Nevertheless, there is probably some prospect
that bookbinding skills might be used outside with employers such
as libraries.
The Incentive Payment Scheme
In February 1978 an incentive payment scheme was introduced with respect to the production of coir mats, a largely
manual operation, at Castlemaine and Sale prisons. The present
rate of pay in all Victorian prisons is 7 5 cents a day for all types
of prisoners except where part of this pay is deducted as punishment. The incentive payment scheme at Castlemaine and Sale
was that each worker would receive an extra $2 a mat for every
mat over and above the first one produced in a given week. The
scheme was an immediate success (see Figures 9.1 and 9 .2). Under
the incentive payment scheme between 11 February and 21
October 1978, 701 mats were produced at Castlemaine, compared
with 262 mats over the same period in the previous year. This
represented almost a tripling of production. For the same comparison Sale prison showed a production increase from 27 5 mats
to 1,071 mats, almost a four fold increase. As a result of the
increased production in both prisons, the total savings resulting
from the public Works Department not having to pay outside
suppliers for extra mats was $7,039. This by far exceeded the cost
to the State in extra pay to prisoners.
At Sale prison the incentive payment scheme was also introduced in the smaller workshops which produce picnic tables and
signs for national parks. Mr Cowan, the prison industries business
manager, conducted a thorough cost-benefit analysis on the trial
incentive payments scheme at Castlemaine and Sale. At Castle-
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Victoria

maine the net increase in benefi
.
d ts to State fmances after subtracting all costs of ·
$
mcrease remuner t.
.
1,036. At Sale the net benefit t th S a IOn to pnsoners was
Included among the cost o h~ tate was $9,775.
cosr-.benefit analysis were thes c~s:ch w~re subtracted in this
non-mdustry prisoners such
. s of mcreased payments to
kitchen workers. Unle~s their as ammates who. were cleaners or
considerable friction within th p Y had bee~ m:reased as well,
e priSon would mevJtably have been
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Figure 9.2 Coir Mat Production at Sale Prison before and after
the Introduction of the Incentive Pay Scheme
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Figure 9.1 Coir Mat Production at C tl
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generated. As a result of the incentive payment scheme at Sale
coir mat workers were getting an average of over $10 a week in
incentive payments over and above their normal pay of $3.75 (75
cents a day). The payment scheme for non-industry workers was
such that Class I (higher skill and effort) workers were getting
their normal $3.7 5 plus 50 per cent of the average incentive
payments recieved by the industry workers during that week.
Every prisoner therefore benefits from the productivity of the
industry workers.
From all accounts the Community Welfare Services Department has been pleased with the cost savings it has made through
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justified to avert the risks of a backlash.
The advantages of incentive payments are more than monetary.
If prison industry is to keep up the work habits which are
necessary for successful functioning in the work world of the
wider economy , then it must foster a level of sustained effort and
concentration such as is not present in most of the industrial
programs in Australian prisons. Incentive payments do inject,
albeit artificially, the kind of performance emphasis which is
present in most work places, public and private, in the outside
society. Furthermore, one is led to suspect a superior quality of
overseer-prisoner relationship where the prisoner is induced to
work with the offer of payment rather than by the badgering of
the overseer. The experience of the trial incentive payment
programs in Victoria is that overseers no longer had to drag
prisoners away from smoko or back from the toilets. Indeed,
prisoners at Sale were bringing their cup of tea to the work bench
in order to keep production moving. It has also been claimed that
sabotage has been reduced by the introduction of the incentive
payments scheme.
Flushed with its early success, the Community Welfare
Services Department is planning further experiments on incentive
payments in Victorian prisons. I attended a meeting between the
Superintendent and prison industry staff at Pentridge in November
1978 where the decision was made to introduce a group incentive
scheme whereby all workers in a shop get an extra day's pay if a
production target is met, and a further day's pay if an even higher
target is met. In early 1979 number plate production at Pentridge
rose from 4,000 to 8,000 pairs per week with the introduction of
a bonus of one dollar for each extra 1,000 produced. At the time
of writing detailed plans are in hand for the introduction of a fully
fledged group incentive scheme in three other Pentridge industries.
What is clear from the Victorian experiments with incentive
payments is that they have been to the liking of the prisoners.
Interestingly, a survey of the preferences of prisoners from
Fremantle Prison, Western Australia, for different forms of
industry payment tends to confirm this finding. 3 In this survey,
conducted by Foley-Jones and Broadhurst, prisoners' payment
preferences were classified as 'elitist', 'democratic' or 'performance'. Inmates who felt that different jobs should receive different
levels of payment as a function of the degree of skill or expertise
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required were classified as ha,·ing an 'elitist' preference. Those
with a 'democratic' preference considered that in the prison
setting there should be no differentiation in payment either due
to the skill requirements of the job or the amount of effort an
individual puts into his work . Classification as having a 'performance' preference meant that it was felt that payment should
depend on the performance of the prisoner in terms of quality
and quantity of production . The 'performance' orientation was
clearly the most popular, being the preference of 52 per cent of
respondents. Next in popularity was the 'democratic' orientation
(39 per cent) , a nd least popular was the 'elitist' orientation (32
per cent).
Female Prisoners
The reader may have noticed that in the discussion of the
manufacturing industries in Victorian prisons no mention has been
made of manufacturing activities at the Fairlea Women's Prison.
There are none. Fairlea prisoners simply look after themselves.
At the time of my visit to Victoria the work assignments of the
32 prisoners at Fairlea were as follows:
Kitchen
Garden
Sewing Room
Laundry
Wo rk Release
Full Time Education
Full Time Craft
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Table 9.4 Value of_Pro uProducts from Victorian
30 June 197 8 ~f Primd aryCurt'ent Market Prices
Prisons Esnmate at

$

Primary Industries
The Ararat, Beechworth, and Dhurringile prisons are primary
industries prisons, \\'hile Morwell River and Won Wron are forestry
camps. The milk, eggs, ,·egetables, meat, and fruit from the former
four prisons are all used within Community Welfare Services institutions, mainly prisons . At present these products are sold from
one instituion to another with all proceeds going into consolidated
revenue. The prison farm in turn is given monies by Treasury to
pay for its production. Such a system provides no incentive for
productivity and gi,·es farm managers no budgeting autonomy.
Budgeting autonomy for farms is important since it is often
necessary to pay accounts on a seven day basis. Some stock agents

Processed beef @ 7 5c/Kg
Processed mutton @ 70c/Kg
Vegetables@ 55c/Kg
Wool (net proceeds)
Canned fruit@ He/Kg@ Sl 42/Kg
.
Roasting poultry meat
Eggs@ SOc/dozen
Skins@ $1.50 average
Lucerne hay@ $45/tonne
Hides@ SS
/K
Boiling poultry meat@ 88.5c g

116,345
94,385
67,500
40,000
26,400
20,913
13,184
8,892
6,300
5,568
2,607
402,094
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Community Welfare Services Department permits and encourages
prisoners, often unescorted, to attend employment interviews
prior to their release.
The coverage of country prisons by the CES is not as good as
that provided for Pentridge. All CES offices with responsibility for
a prison in Victoria are subject to a departmental rule whereby
an employment counsellor must attend the prison for at least one
half day in each month. This results in most country prisoners
being given an interview prior to release, exceptions being cases
where prisoners are released without warning between monthly
visits.
Vocational Education
Education, both vocational and academic, is the responsibility
of teachers with primary school training who are employed by the
Victorian Education Department, and not by the Community
Welfare Services Department. There are eight full time teachers at
Pentridge, three at Bendigo, three at Geelong, three at Beechworth,
two at Castlemaine, and two at Fairlea. Being beyond the administrative and funding control of the prison administration creates
problems of setting up meaningful links between vocational
training and prison work. The same is true of the two occupational
therapists at Pentridge. Their salaries are paid by the Mental
Hygiene Authority, with that authority and the Community
Welfare Sen-ices Department wrangling over who should pay for
the equipment which they need to be able to operate effectively.
The occupational therapists have become appendages to the prison
without being given a function which is included in overall goals
and strategies.
A number of the teachers in Victorian prisons are moving to
reintroduce practical trade instruction into the prisons. At
Pentridge two instructors were being funded by the Department of
Technical and Further Education to visit Pentridge five afternoons
a week and teach courses such as panel beating, welding, and
motor maintenance. When that prison has an engineer's shop,
howe\'er. it seems wasteful to have the education section running
a course on welding which does not make an explicit link with
what is going on in that workshop. It also seems foolish that it is
teachers, if anyone, who take responsibility for getting prisoners
appro,·ed for apprenticeships when it is the overseers in the
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wo.rkshops w~o have both the knowledge and the equipment to
tra1~ ~pprentl~~s . .There are fewer prisoners per capita either
begmnmg or fm1shmg apprenticeships in Victorian prisons than in
other States.
The education .se~tion at Geelong maximum security prison
has. run a spray pamtmg course with an outside trade instructor.
It IS currently using a trade instructor from the local technical
school to run a telescoped course (in less than three years) for the
Department o.f Labour and I~dustry'~ thr~e year ticket in welding.
Geel~ng has mtroduced an mnovattve hnkage of education and
~ocat1?n whereby. a CES co~nsellor vi.sits the prison weekly and
mterv~~~s the pnsoner to dtscover hts vocational interests and
capabtht1es. He the n tells the educator of the range of skills which
wo~ld need t~ be de\·~loped to exploit the vocational options
a~a1l~ble to ~~~ the pnsoner's ~apa~ilitie.s. Vocational training
:-v1thm. the pnson IS tmportant m Vtctona because it is almost
1mposs1ble for a prisoner to be granted study release or release to
do block apprenticeship training.
. Most of the time of the teachers is taken up with individualISed or small.group. te~ching in academic subjects. Many prisoners
are enro~led m bas1.c. hteracy and numeracy courses. At Pentridge
at th~ time of wmmg 12 were doing tertiary courses, 5 were
studymg for the H .S.C. . and 19 were enrolled in courses at Form
10 level.
Because. the tea cher~ .are attac~ed. to the Education Department there IS no head offtce coordmatwn of their activities from
the S.ocial Welfare Department. The teachers themselves have
or~amsed t? o\·ercon:e this problem by forming a Prison Education .stccnng Com mtttee. Included on the Comminee are representatlv~s from the CES , TAFE, the Council of Adult Education,
the Socta.l Welfar~ Department, and the prison educators themselves. Th1s c~mm~ttee 1s now mee~ing ~onthly and is beginning to
overcom.e a Situation .where the dtrectton of prison education was
only bemg changed m response to crises big enough to prompt
everyone concerned to get together.
Computer Training: A Model Program
To prove th ~ t cooperative efforts to mount meaningful
pro.gran:'s ~r~ po ss1blc . e\·en u.nder the most debilitating structures
wh1ch mh1b1t su ch cooperation, the teachers at Pentridge have
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cooperated with the Business ~anager and the Austr~l~an
Computer Society to mount what .•s perhaps th~ mos: prom1~m.g
and innovative vocational program m an A~strahan pns~n. Th1s IS
a course on computer programming and mamtenance bet~g undertaken by 15 Pentridge prisoners. The computer \~as patd for by
the Department of Technical and Further E?~catlon. Honeyw~ll
has also donated in 1979 $250,000 worth ot tt\·e year old equipment.
. .
Apart from a university ~omputer sc1ent1St ":h~ wrote to the
Premier complaining of the nsk that computer cnmt~als would be
produced by the course, the support of .the :\ustralian Computer
Society has been the lifeblood of the proJeCt. A v~luntary management committee dominated by representatives . from the
commercial computing industry has been set up. The mfluence of
the senior industry people on the com~ittee is bei~g used to
ensure that accreditation for the course wtll be recogmsed .by the
controlling bodies in the industry. Design of the course ts such
that it links up with a continuing course at the Control Data
Corporation which the prisoner could take up upo~ .r~lease.
Different aptitudes will be catered for by the posstbthty of
switching students from computer programing to computer
maintenance streams.
.
The integration between training and prison work. w1ll be
complete when the computing fa.cility is used on a daily work
basis for the maintenance of pnson records and accounts of
various kinds. Moreover, the Business Manager is exploring the
possibility of incorporating computer card punching as one of the
system's productive industries.
· Because outside industry was im·olved in the program from. the
outset, the prospects of commercial resistance to the pnson
industry are minimised, the rele\·ance o~ the program to up ~o date
commercial realities is ensured, and JOb contacts f?r pnson~rs
upon release are established . Because yrison industry hnks u~ w1th
training there will be ample opp?rtumty for ~n t~e JOb expenence.
Since the computing industry IS a b~rgeon~ng JOb m~~ket,. there
is a strong likelihood that skills acqutred m1ght be uuhsed m ~he
workforce. In many ways this is a model program, a model wh1ch
other States might follow .~
1. Department

of

Employment
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Youth
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Manpower
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Programmes Section, ~-mployme.ut Prospects by Industry .md Occup.ltiou 1\
Labour .\l<~rkt•t Analyszs (Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra,
August 1978), p . 175.
2. Ibid , p . 198.
3. C.R. Foley-jones and R.G. Broadhurst, Prisoner IVork .wJ Fdumrioucll
Prt•jert•nccs (Western Australian Department of Corrections Research and
Information Series No. 17, 1977), p. 19.
'
4. Successful computer training programs have been run in the United
States at Leavenworth in Kansas and in Massachusetts prisons. On the latter
s~e, J .N. ~ull, ·~omputer Programming Course Pays Divtdends to
Ex-Offenders, /lmencan journal of Correction , 40, 1978, pp. 10-H.
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Queensland

Most readers will be surprised to learn that Queensland edges
out Victoria as the second largest prisons system in Australia.
Table 10.1 shows that the Queensland daily average prison population for the year ending 30 June 1978 was 1,537, just slightly
higher than the Victorian figure over the same period. Also, Biles
found that as of July 197 6 the number of custodial staff in
Queensland was 731 compared with 713 in Victoria. 1
Table 10.1 Daily Average Prison Population for
Queensland Prisons for the Year Ending 30 june 1978
Boggo Road Male Division
Female Division
Townsville
Waco!
Woodford
Rockhampton Prison
Waco! Security Patients Hospital
Numinbah
Palen Creek
TOTAL

494

29
338

219
171
112
71
54
49
1,537

Table 10.2 shows that Queensland has a range of conventional
prison industries, the only unusual industry being the saddlery
shop at Boggo Road which manufacturers items such as belts for
prison personnel and saddles and holsters for the Queensland
Police. Bread baking and laundry are the largest secondary
industries and dairying and the piggery are the dominant primary
industries. Farming activities are the largest employers of men in
the Queensland prisons system. Most of the manufacturing
industries employ only \·en· small numbers of prisoners, the
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exception being laundry which employs 23 at Rockhampron. 4-0
at Boggo Road, and a remarkable 70 at Towns,·ille (as of :-.1on:mber .1978): The 70 Townsville laundry workers generated annual
recetpts ot $130,437 for the year ending 30 June 19i7 through
sa~e~ ro. insrit~tions such as hospitals. This compares ro rhc S2
mtllton tn recetpts earned by fewer than 200 prisoners at the P.trra~att~ . Linen Ser\'ice. The latter was strongly castigated for irs
mefftctency by the :--lagle Royal Commission into :-\ew South
Wales Prisons. It must be pointed out, howe\·er, that the Parramatta
Linen Service is ~ ,·ery much more highly capitalised operation
th~n the Tow~S\'llle laundry, and that methods for determining
pnces fo r recetpts ,.,.·ould not be strictly comparable between the
two prisons. Queensland prisons charge only 18 cents for the
Table 10.2

Primary Industries

Dairying (milk sales)

166,793
60,301
35 ,926
30,413
10,490
6,857

Piggery

Rockhampton
Waco!
Palen Creek
Numinbah
Townsville

49,406
41,330
22,162
20,321
7,902

Vegetables

Waco!
Townsville
Woodford
Rockhampton
Numinbah

14,861
4,262
3,659
1,746
1,050

Cattle Sales (mainly dairy)

Rockhampton
Numinbah
Waco!
Townsville
Palen Creek
Woodford

6,794
5,616
4,326
2,301
921
487

Dog Sales

Waco!

330

Sawmill

Numinbah

821

Honey

Numinbah

41

Revenue Received from Industries in Queensland
Prisons for Year Ending 30 june 1978

$
Bakery

Waco I
Boggo Road
Rockhampton
Townsville

135,393
52.020
32,526
22,876

Laundry

Townsville
Boggo Road
Rock hampton

130,437
53,091
50,831

Tailor Shop

Boggo Road
Townsville

70,664
56,786

Boot~hop

Boggo Road
Townsville

50,606
349

,\\etal and Tin Shops

Boggo Road
Townsville
Waco!

9,139
5,898
7,198

Carpenters Shop

Boggo Road
Waco!
Townsville

15,220
10,069
4,510

Saddlery Shop

Boggo Road

14,229

Paint Shop

Boggo Road
Waco!

1,780
60
( contd.)

$

Waco!
Rockhampton
Numinbah
Palen Creek
Woodford
Townsville

.\1anufacturing Industries

Brick .'\1aking
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laundering of nurses uniforms (a ser.vice whi~h would cost over a
dollar outside). Factors such as thts make It very hazardous to
attribute any absolute value to the figu res for industry rece~pts.
Most of the prisoners at Boggo Road do not work m a pnson
industry. When I visited Boggo Road on 25 Sept~mber 1978 o.nly
119 inmates had worked in one of the industrtes at some ttme
during the day. The breakdown was as .in Table 10:3.
.
While considerable numbers of pnsoners are m~olved m ~?n
industry work such as cooking, sweeping, ~onsrruc~10n, orgamsmg
stores, and the like, most prisoners are ~ot~g ~othmg. most of the
time. The lack of work at Boggo Road IS stmtlar to, tf not worse
tha:n, the situation at Pentridge, and , as we shall soon see, Long
Bay. The machines used in the tailor, metal and leather shops at
Boggo Road are so outdated that it is doubtful whether many
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Table 10.3 Number of Prisoners Employed in Prison
Industries at Boggo Road Male Prison
on 25 September 1978
Laundr\'
Tailor Shop
Bootshop/ Leather Shop
Metal Shop
Bakery
Carpenters Shop
Saddlery Shop
Paint Shop
Bookbinding
TOTAL

40
29
13
10
10
7

6
3
1

119

work skills are bein.g taught .which could be applied to the more
advanced. t~ch~olog1es used m outside industry. In any case job
op~ortun~tl~S . m. the. manufacture of footwear and clothing arc
rap1dly d1mtn1shmg m the outside labour market because of the
pressure from Asian imports. By and large industries do not seem
to. have been established with an eye to the marketability of job
sk1~ls learnt. In the case of the saddlery shop, for instance, the
rationale seems t.O..~ave been quite the opposite. It was established
beca~se of the d1tf1culty of finding outside people to do the work
reqUired.
. The views on industry at Boggo Road expressed in the foregomg paragr:aph. ~re not shared by the Queensland Prisons Department, and m ta1rness I must present this alternati,•e \'iew. The
department had the following to say:
All ~achmcs usc:d for the purpo~e of Workshop manufacture arc equal
to, 1f n.or better than the machmery currently being used by Private
Ent~rpnse All machines were purchased on the advice of professional
en~1.n~ers m the State Works Department. With reference to the marketabllit} of JOb sk1IIS. r_nost of our workshop trained inmates arc in fact
employed 1n outs1de mdustry as Trades Assistants on their release from
pnson.

A c~nrrast to Boggo Road is the prison at Woodford which
opened m 19 7 3. The metal and carpenters shops and the bakery
there. have be~n equipped with very modern machinery, often
machmery wh1ch IS more up to date than in contemporary
co~merc1al ~,·orkshops. A m?:or \'ehicle repair workshop was only
bemg establtshed when I VISited Woodford in September 1978.
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This seems to have been a wisely chosen prison industry because
in Queensland, as in other States, there is a shortage of skilled and
semi-skilled motor mechanics. Woodford is one of four Queensland prisons which sells its milk to a dairy cooperative. 2 This
constitutes one of the few exceptions to a general departmental
policy of prison industry sales only to other government departments or government supported agencies such as aged persons
homes.
Payment
Most prisoners who work receive seven cents a day, bu~ some
receive less than this. Tobacco is issued to prisoners Without
charge. Gate money is not normally pr~wided, al~hough d~scret
ionary amounts of up to $10 can be giVen to pnsoners With no
money at all. The principle work incentive system in Queensland
prisons is the allocation of 'overtask marks' to workers who
perform at rates well above average. An accumulation of overtask
marks can result in a significant reduction in duration of sentence.
In Queensland, as in the Northern Territory , prisoners cannot
sell for monetary gain art and craft work which they produce.
Even though such items cannot be sold directly, it is possible fo~
prisoners to gi,·e them to relatives, and the relatives can then ?t
course sell them. The Prisoner's Aid Society, a voluntary orgamsation, provides materials for prisoners' art and craft wo_rk and in
return prisoners are expected to hand over some of their wo:k. t?
the societv. Such a system does tend to encourage the IlliCit
buying o( some of the better works by prisons staff for pri,·ate
sale.
Female Prisoners
As in most of the other State systems the 'industrial' acti\·ity
of female prisoners in Queensland is limited to ironing, cooking.
sewing, washing, and the like. Female releasees from Boggo Road
to whom I spoke described chronic boredom as the major psychological problem with which they had to contend in the. prison. At
the time of my ,·isit a social skills course for female pnsoners was
being mooted. and plans are afoot for the building of a new
women's jail.
Sue Cawle\·. who was released in 1979 after spending fi,-e days
in the present women's prison for participating in an unl:l\\1.ul
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procession and disobeying a direction described work in the prison
as follows:
There's nothing to do that's educational or recreational. You apply to
work ~t one of thre~ posts, all of which are conventional women's
domestiC work: gardenmg, laundry or kitchen. There's no opportunity to
learn a trade.

My job was to scrub floors every day for three hours. \' ou just use a
brush and ~ater. It was .always the same floor so there was no need to
use soap as It was never dnty. J

Work Release
Qu~e~sland is the State which pioneered work release in
Australia m Mar~h 1969. Apart from limiting work release generally only to pnsoners in their last two months of sentence
Que~nsl.a~d also has quite unrestrictive guidelines as to who shali
be mehg1ble for work release. As one official departmental
document expressed the policy:
There is no specific. ca~, or group of prisoners, excluded from this
scheme. ~he determm.au~n ~y the Prison authorities is the suitability
of the pnsoner and h1s hkehhood to be a success in the resettlement
programme.
This of cours~ means that the prisoner must be normally industrious
rl·ason.ably rehab~e and not addicted to alcohol. We have found rha;
the pnsoners ad?1cted .to alcohol are poor employment risks at any time.
ll~wever, no pnsoner IS excluded from joining his work mates in a few
dnnks after work, which is a custom in Australia.

Since that was written, the decision to permit consumption of
alcohol has been ~eversed. I~ its selection procedure the Depart~e~t ~laces spe~1al ~mp.has1s on selecting prisoners who give
md1canon of a h1gh l~kehhoo~ of stayin~ o.n with the employer
after. release. T.he r~nonale giVen for this IS the importance of
keepmg good faith with the employer. Departmental officers claim
tha~ some 70 per cent of those who had been on work release up
~nul 1978. had stayed on with the same employer after release. It
IS also .claimed that there has been only a five per cent rate of
revocatiOn of work re~ease for breach of rules or absconding.
. Work releasees receive a full pay packet, join the appropriate
umon , ~nd. have $28 taken out of the pay packet for prison board.
The ~aJonty o~ the pay packet is banked and held in trust for
the pnsoner unnl release.
The work release scheme operates from the Boggo Road ,
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Rockhampton and Townsville prisons. During the first five years
of the scheme the number on work release averaged 18, and during
1975 and 1976 the average dropped to between 10 and 12. Even
so at one point during the 1975-76 financial year the number
re~ched 26. The average number of work releasees during 1977
and 1978, however, has dropped to four. At the end o.f.1978 there
were four work releasees in Brisbane, three in Townsville and none
in Rockhampton.
Some departmental officers attribute much of t~e blame fo~
the almost total falling off of the scheme to the h1gh l~\·els ot
unemployment during 1977 and 1978 and the resultant dtfficulty
in interesting employers in the scheme. We shall see, however, that
the experience of the New South Wales work release .scheme
during the same period was that they were unable to satisfy the
demand of employers for work releasees. The New South Wales
experience shows that there are good reasons why ~ork re.leasees
are attractive propositions for employers even durmg penods of
high unemployment.
.
.
Perhaps the more significant reason for the wtthenng of work
release in Queensland is that the Department has been u!lsuccessful to date in persuading the government to fund a spectal hostel
in Brisbane for work releasees. The Comptroller-General has
pointed to the need for such a hostel in his last four annual
reports. A hopeful note was sou~~~d in the. most recent report
when it was stated that 'the acqUismon of this Hostel has become
a definite possibility:-4 The Department takes .the view that wo~k
release from a special yard at Boggo Road 1s a less than sansfactory arrangement because of the problem of contraband
entering the prison. Having failed so far to p~od the government
into funding the hostel, departmental enthustasm. for the w~ole
idea of work release seems to have waned. Certamly, there IS a
great deal more the Department could do to increase the numbers
of prisoners on work release. The resources of the Commonwealth
Department of Employment and Youth Affairs could be used to
locate employers, rather than relying solely on the contacts of
welfare officers as happens at the moment. There have be:n. cases
where employers have requested work releasee.s from mmtm~m
security rural institutions, but departmental pohcy ?as been qu.tte
rigid in permitting work release only from the maxtmum secunty
prisons in large cities.
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Employment Interviews
It is not only in the area of work release placement that the
Queensland Prisons Department makes minimal use of the
~esources of the Department of Employment and Youth Affairs. It
IS probably true that fewer prisoners in Queensland have the
benefit of an employment interview prior to release than in any
other State except possibly Western Australia. The Handicapped
and Special (,ro~ps _Section of the Department of Employment
and Y~:mth ~ffa1rs m. Queensland is understaffed to the point
where It prov1d~s no_dtrect en:ployment counselling service to any
of Queensland s pnsons. Pnsons are serviced by their local
Commonw~alth ~mployment Service office. Boggo Road, for
ex~mple, IS serv1ced by the Woolloongabba CES office. CES
o~f1cer~ do ~ot call out to the prison on any routine basis, as in
~letona for mstance, but call at the prison for a pre-release interVIe~ only " :hen they are requested to do so by the Welfare
Offtcer. In stx weeks prior to my visit to Queensland there had
been on_ly one request for aCES visit to Boggo Road.
Agam the Queensland Prisons Department view is that the
w~y I ha~·e described the job placement situation is not altogether
fa1r. Thetr reply to the foregoing paragraph is reported below:
Reference is made to the Jack of use of local resources with regards to
emplO} ment after release. Each prison in Queensland has in fact the
se_rvices of the Commonwealth Employment Department, Prisoners
A1~ Department and other local interested agencies who interview
pnsoners one month prior to release with a view to finding suitable
accommodation and employment.
The \"Oluntary agencies also provide clothing for those in need and the
Department is now im·olved with the Prisoner's Aid Society in the
establishment and development of a half-way house, "Sochon" I louse.
Manr other resources, too numerous to mention, are utiliLed br the
Prisons Department.

Vocational Education
The prison industries which I visited in Queensland were
reasonably well staffed with men who seemed to me to be well
qualified a~d highly competent trade instructors. Although all of
the tra?e m.structors at Boggo Road are qualified to take on
appre~ttces, 1t was .~nly the bakers who had two apprentices at
the time of my VISit. There were no prisoners apprenticed at
Rockhampton , Numinbah and Palen Creek prisons. At Woodford
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there were two prisoners doing apprenticeships, there were also
two prisoners doing apprenticeships in Towns,·ille prison and three
at Wacol. Of course in the best of circumstances only a small
minority of prisoners would be interested and able to un~ertake
an apprenticeship in priso~ . Never~heless, the _degr~e of mvolvement of Queensland pnsoners m apprenticeships compares
unfavourably with, say, Western Australia, which from a c~nsider
ably smaller population of prisoners had at the same tune 2 5
undertaking apprenticeship trade training.
. .
The principal impediment to gre~ter apprenttcmg of Que~ns
land prisoners is the central place whtch blo~k rel~ase to techmcal
college takes in the Queen~land apprentlceshtp system. The
possibility of qualifying trade mstructors as techmcal te_a~hers has
been mooted but this could very well encounter opposmon from
the technical teachers union. The other possibility is the use of
correspondence courses as an alternative to block rele~se. T his
alternative is already being used but the num~er o_f ge!lu~ne trade
skills which can be taught by correspondence IS qmte hmtted. The
only adequate alternative is to follow the N~w South Wales
example and permit inmates to go out to tech~1cal_ courses from
the prison provided they are an a~ceptable secun~ nsk.
In terms of academic education, Queensland IS the only State
or Territory in the Commonwealth whose Prisons Depar~ment
does not employ a full time qualified teacher. It was only m the
late 1960s that education was first provided as part of the
rehabilitative program in Queensland prisons. Boggo Road is
moderately well pro\'ided for by six part time teachers. Volu~tary
university tutors also teach five tertiary students. Ed~catwnal
classes are only available in the evenings, so that e~ucauon_ n:tust
compete with television, sp_ort, and oth~r recreational acttvttes.
Coordinat ion of the educational classes ts one of the numerous
responsibilities of the Welfare Officer, who does a remarkable job
in the circumstances. Ine,·itably, however, because full ~tme
educational staff are not anilable, prisoners encounter constderable difficulties in matters such as procuring text books.
Boggo Road is the only prison in Queensland _which is visited
even by part time teachers . Not even t~e large pnso~s of Townsville, Waco! and Rockhampton are serv1ced by educational classes.
When a prisoner is offered the possibility of a transfer from B?ggo
Road to a medium or minimum security institution he must etther
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dropfhis ed~carional course or stay in Boggo Road . Naturally it .
rare or a pnsoner to opt for the latter.
, ts
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The New South Wales prisons system is more than nvice as
large as those of Queensland and Victoria. Table 11 .1 lists the
daily average populations for each of the New South Wales prisons
for the year ending 30 June 1977.
Table 11.1

Daily Average Prison Population for New South Wales Prisons
for the Year Ending 30 June 1977

Long Bay complex of prisons
Parramatta
Goulburn
Cessnock
Maitland
Emu Plains
Milson Island
Cooma
Man nus
Grafton
Mulawa Women's Prison
Glen Innes
Kirk connell
Newnes
Berrima
Oberon

1,097
371
345
276
185
134
113
108
108
82
71
71
68
59
53
52

Bathurst
Narrabri
Katingal
Broken Hill
Work Release I (Silverwater)
Work Release II
Periodic Detention Centres~1alabar

Parramatta
Silverwater
Emu Plains
Newcastle
Bathurst
TOTAL

48
33
23
21
214
16
37
22
21
17
10
9
3,664

In terms of scale, New South Wales undoubtedly has the
largest number of big prison industries of any of the States. No
other State can match, for example, the $13.7 million capital
investment in the Linen Service at Parramatta jail. Of course it is
only to be expected that a large prisons system should be better
able to diversify into a wide variety of large scale industries. The
Nagle Royal Commission into New South Wales Prisons was in
1
fact highly critical of the availability of work within the system·.
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During 1976, the daily prison population in N.S.W. was 3,688,
comprising 3,252 sentenced and 436 unsentenced prisoners. Yet only
I, 788 prisoners were 'employed', according to the Department's Annual
Report for 1975-76. In 1974-75, according to the assessment of the
Commissioner, approximately forty·five per cent of convicted prisoners
were employed 'in a gainful, useful sense'. That estimate included those
employed in building , maintenance, and afforestation camps.
According to the 1975-76 report of the Department, this proportion
had increased to fifty·rhree per cent. Given the fact that forestry
activities employ ninety-one per cent of the prison population at
Cooma,2 ninety-one per cent at Kirkconnell, eighty per cent at Newnes
and eighty-one per cent at Oberon, this points to a low rare of employment in some large maximum security institutions, such as Long Bay,
where the proportion of prisoners employed for the same period roralled
thirty-five per cent. This is hardly satisfactory.

Because of irs size and diversity, for the New South Wales
prisons system the crucial problem of discontinuity of vocational
development is slightly Jess serious. The reader will recall that in
Tasmania, for example, when a prisoner is reclassified from
maximum to medium or minimum security he loses access to the
industrial and vocational opportunities located in maximum
security. In New South Wales, inmates are classified A, B, or Ccrudely, maximum, medium and minimum security. Some
industrial and vocational activities are available at all three levels,
though there are onlr seven workshops in A classification areas.
It is sometimes possible for a prisoner to be reclassified from A
to B and then from B to C while being able to maintain his
\'Ocational acti\-ity . \\'hile this happens in practice only rarely in
]\lew South Wales. it is at least possible. This contrasts with the
situation in the smaller States where the problem of discontinuity
could not be soh-ed no matter how determined were the efforts of
the administration. In ~ew South Wales work release and study
release to technical colleges are other options available to facilitate
\'OCational continuity during a prison term.
~ew South \\'ales has shown a lead to other States in intro·
ducing a Programs Re\·iew Committee in each prison. Each of
these committees has representati\·es from the industrial, custodial,
programs, psychological and probation and parole sections of the
Department. Indi\"idual cases are reviewed at meetings which occur
at least once a month . Prisoners can apply to the committee for a
change of work, to take up an apprenticeship, and the like. These
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too was singled out fo: sp.ecial criticism by Mr Justice Nagle,
largely for the huge capitalmvestment of $13.7 million to service
a workforce of only 130 prisoners at the time of the
Commission. 4 The service, which is located within the walls of
Parramatta prison, launders linen primarily from major state and
Table 11.2

Cabinet Making

Goulbu rn
Cessnock

Motor and Mechanical Repairs•

Long Bay
Kirkconnell
~\ilson Island
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$
83,386
52,603

Newnes
Cessnock
Oberon
Narrabri

41,500
16,104
l·UOO
12,000
8,104
6,549
6,104
700

Bookbinding

Long Bay
Cessnock

48,816
26,659

Leather and Canvas

Maitland

71,185

f-orestry

Mann us
Kirkconnell
Oberon
Newnes
Glen Innes

19,356
16,000
7,366
7,25 3
6,626

Sawmilling

Glen Innes

34,533

Packing•

Long Bay

26,000

Sign writing

Berrima

19,763

Cardboard Articles

Grafton

18,000

Upholstery

Maitland

6,558

Value of PToduction of Industries in New South Wales
Prisons for Year Ending 30 June 1978

~\annus

$
Cooma
~
Parramatta
Goulburn

2,207,991

Parramatta Linen Service

Parramatta

1,997,688

Laundries•

Long Bay
Goulburn
Maitland
Cooma
Mann us
Glen Innes
Newnes
Grafton
Berrima
Oberon

381,207
64,100
23,400
19,100
16,750
16,540
14,100
10,000
9,300
4,383

Emu Plains
Mann us
Grafton•
Goulburn
Cooma
Glen Innes
Narrabri*
Oberon
Berrima
Broken Hill

286,000
78,393
16,200
8,418
6,535
1,997
1,800
1,340
390
198

Light Engineering

Cessnock
Silverwater
Long Bay

181,939
142,722
62,933

Bakeries

Long Bay
Parramatta
Goulburn

199,558
118,152
40,114

Printing

Long Bay
Parramatta
Cessnock

231,131
23,200
5,034

The most glaring difference is char Orange cost one-third of Parramatta
capital, yet produces about one-third more each week, using a little over
one half of the staff. 5

(contd.)

One of the major obstacles to the operation of the Parramatta

Textile Conversion

Farming

• These value of production figures are notional only and highly suspect.
They simply reflect an opinion on the part of the institutional personnel.

psychiatric hospitals. It was designed for a maximum capacity of
160 tonnes of laundry per week, with a break even point of 105
tonnes. As of November 1978 the service was running at a
considerable loss, handling 75 tonnes per week. But in April1979
a two-shift scheme was introduced and production reached 105
tonnes for the first time.
Mr Justice Nagle compared the production and cost figures for
the Parramatta Linen Service with those from the Health
Commission's Central Western Linen Service at Orange:
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Linen Service at full capacity has been mounting union oroblems
over the use of. non-union .labour on such a large scale. The failure
of the ventur~ IS a. lesson 1~ the .risks of large scale capital investment. at o~e time m .one pr.tson mdustry. Predicting the success of
a p~1s~n mdustry ts an mherently more risky business than
predtctmg the s~ccess of a normal commercial venture using free
labour. There IS a good case for incrementalism, and for a
pr:ference of labour intensive over capital intensive operations.
Wtth the Parram.atta Li~en Service the New South Wales Depart·
~ent of Corrective Servtces put too many of its investment eggs
m o~e basket , and embarked on a venture in a wav which
perrrut.ted no ~scape route should the industry prove uns~ccessful
m a pnson setnng.
Tab.le 11.2 sho~s .that the other large industry is textile
conversw~s - the tatlormg of all manner of garments, pillow cases,
and the hke for use entirely by government departments. This
employs 75 men at Goulburn, 34 at Cooma, and 22 women at
Parramatta.
One. of the more impressive smaller industries is the Silver~va.ter Ltgh~ E!'gineering ~acility (SLEF). The unique characterIStiCS of thts t~dusny anse. ~rom t~: fact that it was designed
as .a prerelease mdusmal trammg faciltty for prisoners Jjkely to be
gomg on work release. Prisoners work a full day from 8 am to
4 ~m, every ef~ort is made to keep the workshop rules the same
as m a comme~tcal shop, and workers are generally away from the
constant survetllance ?f. custodial staff while they are working.
The ~ttemp~ to maximise the correspondence with a civilian
workmg ennron"':lent does have some concomitant disadvantages.
For exa~ple: soctal workers are not free to pull an inmate off the
productwn. !me w~enever it suits the"':l. SLEF has been highly
successful m .t endenng for ~overnm~n~ hght engineering jobs such
as ste~l furn1ture for hospitals. Wtthm the first 18 months of
oper~tlon the total cost of establishing the facility had been
recO\ ered by sales. It often happens that employers will contact
the Department to request SLE F trained workers as work releasees.
Payment
. The r~munerati?n received by New South Wales prisoners is
h1ghly \·ana?le. All mmates must receive at least $1.50 a week. For
even the shghtest amount of work (for example, sweeping) the
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prisoner will receive $2.50 a we:k. To~acco is. suppli~d to
prisoners in addition to this pay. Pnsoners m many m~ustnes ar~
earning much more than $2.50. For example, at the time of m~
\'isit to New South Wales in December 1978 workers at the Parra·
marta Linen Service and the Silverwater Light Engineering Facility
. .
.
.
were earning a flat rate of $12 per week.
The Department has approved the pnnc1pl~ of mcenuve
payments up to a maximum of $18 a week prov1ded that th~se
pa)·ments are costed into the selling price of products. Incentive
payments have already ~een introd.uced into a nu~ber of
industries, especially textile conversiOn, and . production .has
generally increased subsequent to the .change m remuner~uon.
ln a number of industries overseers spltt up the money avatlable
for the payment of workers accor~ing to their judgement of the
quantity and quality of the productiOn of each worker.
Gate money (gratuity) is calculated at the rate of 30 cents for
each week of incarceration.
Prisoners have a commercial outlet for the sale of arts and
crafts in the form of the 'Ball and Chain' shop at the Rocks. The
inmate sets a maximum and minimum price for his work and
recei,·es 70 per cent of the selling price.
Marketing of Industry Produce .
. .
Following the recommendatiOns of the ~oyal Cor:nm1~S1on, the
Minister has set up an Industrial ConsultatiVe Council, wtth re~re·
sentatives from both unions and employers, to try to fmd
compromises between the inter~sts o~ pris.on ind.ustry and the
interests of free labour and cap1tal. Pnson mdusmes have struck
more intransigence from trade unio!'s in New South _Wale~ than
in perhaps any other State. ProductiOn ~as been _restncted m the
prison bakeries and in the Parramatta Lmen Servtce, to ~a.me but
two examples, as a result of opposition voiced to the _Mm1ster by
the relevant unions. The Trades and Labour Counctl has made
deputations to both the Nagle Royal Commission and the Pre~i~r
arguing that prison industry should not be allowed to operate tf tt
is taking jobs away from free workers.
At present, prison products are sol~ only to g~vernment or
semi-government authorities. But Mr Justtce :-.Jagle's ':'ew was tha~:
'Where possible, the prison industry should be orgams~~ for proftt
by means of sales to the community .'6 llc was cnncal of the
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Depart~ent of .corr~ctive Servic~s for not working hard enough
at sortmg out 1ts d1fferences With the trade union movement:
. . . the Con:m.iss.ion consid~rs t.h~t industrial problems mar be avoided
or at least ~1nJm1sed by mamtammg a strong link with the trade union
movement m all the stages of the industrial enterprise from planning
through to the ultimate sale of the product.
There . has been successful co-operation with the unions in England and
there IS no good reason why there should not be similar co-operation
here. 7

.
IS

Whet~er or not the Commission's view is realistic on this point
a questiOn we shall reconsider in Chapter 12.

Female Prisoners
. It ~hould be clear by now that one of the great constants of
pnson mdu.stry in Australia is ~hat it is rar.e f.or work opportunities
to be prov1ded for female pnsoners. Thts 1s true in New South
Wales also, as the Royal Commission pointed out:
Even more dramatic is the fact that, on the figures provided in the
report , only seven per cent of female prisoners are engaged in an}' form
of industrial activity. 8

The Department points out that this figure has been subsequently increased with 30 per cent of the female prisoners at
Mulawa Women 's P~ison now bein~ gainfully employed . Other
States have the parttal excuse for failure to provide work opportunities that there are only small numbers of female prisoners so
that there a~e problems of scale in mounting any meaningful
program. Th1s excuse cannot be applied to New South Wales
where the Mulawa Women's Prison had 129 inmates at the time
of my visit in December 1978. The situation has improved subsequent to the Royal Commission, since by April 1979 there were
45 wo.men travelling to Parramatta each day to work primarily in
the tatlor shop attached to the Parramatta Linen Service. Another
step forward was that a cottage was being built at Silverwater to
house female work releasees. On the debit side, however, a small
computer card punching industry has been abandoned partly
because of difficulties in obtaining a continuous flow of work and
failure to train the women to a level of speed and accuracv where
they could compete with outside contractors.
'
New_ South .wales fe~~le prisoners do have access to a greater
range ot vocatiOnal trammg programs than are generally a\·ail-
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able to their counterparts in most other States. A remedial
teacher ,·isits Mulawa three mornings a week, a secretarial course
is run through the Meadowbank Technical College. se,·er~l ~,·om~n
were enrolled in advanced cookery classes ;tnd were Sttnng tor
exams in this subject; and, through TAFE, classes in fashion and
design (largely dressmaking), art, ami hair car~ :tre being ru~ .at
Mulawa. It is notable, of course, that such trammg opportunmes
as are available are very much within the traditional female role.
Work Release
There are two work release programs in New South \\'ales.
On Work Release I prisoners go out from the Sih-erwater work
release centre, where they are confined at night, to work in a wide
variety of commercial enterprises during the day. On Work Release
II participants come in to work at the Parramatta Linen Sen·ice
during the day and go home to their families at nig~t.
.
At the time of writing both programs are bemg cut back m
response to community concern over a few serious offences which
have been committed by prisoners on work release. New South
Wales did have far and away the biggest work release program in
the country. But numbers on Work Release I have been cut from
a peak of 110 participants at one time to 36 .at the time o~ writing.
According to new guidelines which the Department has latd dow~,
no prisoner with any history of violent, sexual or drug offences ts
to be allowed out on work release.
The ease with which the Minister has backed down to this
community concern is perhaps indicative that the work release
program is valued less as a means to rehabilitation than as a public
relations device to show that the Department is capable of introducing innovative programs. Where criteria for selection into work
release are as stringent as they are in l':cw South Wales, the only
participants are model prisoners who almost certainly will never
recidivate irrespective of whether they go on work releas~ or not.
More difficult cases, who might benefit from the expenence of
work release, are not given a chance. It is to be hoped that the
Minister for Services at some time in the future might muster the
political will to explain to the people of New South Wales that
it is often in society's interest to take a short term risk with a
prisoner in order to enhance the prospects of the long term
benefit from his breaking out of the cycle of unemployment,
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poverty and crime.
The experience of the people who run work release in New
South Wales is that employers are keen to obtain the services of
work releasees. One of the main reasons for this is that with a
prisoner who has, say, six months of his sentence to serve, the
employer has a good guarantee that he will not leave soon after his
training period. Employers who want work releasees are often
turned away. Placement into jobs is made by a Commonwealth
Employment Service officer who comes out to Silverwater, as well
as by the personal contacts of Department of Corrective Services
officers.
Work releasees are paid a full wage. Thirty-one dollars a week
is taken out of this for food and board. Money may also be taken
out for the support of dependants and the payment of debts.
There have not been union objections to the Work Release I
pr~gram because, where appropriate, participants join the relevant
umon.
Work releasees are encouraged to break out of the institutional
mentality by organising their own lives as much as possible. They
must buy their own alarm clock, for example, to get themselves to
work on time. Inmates of Work Release I have the opportunity of
getting leave every fourth weekend provided their behaviour is
regarded as good.
Employment Interviews
The Handicapped Persons and Special Groups section of the
Department of Employment and Youth Affairs has one officer
who spends most of his time conducting interviews and arranging
job placements for work releasees from Silverwater. Another
special employment counsellor spends all of his time between the
Long Bay prisons. Parramatta Prison , and Probation and Parole
referrals. These are the only two people who are working approximately full time on job placement for the more than 20,000
prisoners who are released from New South Wales jails each year.
Given this situation, it was unreasonable for Mr Justice Nagle to
castigate the Department of Corrective Services for having 'no
departmental plan for the attendance of Commonwealth Employment Ser\'ice officers at gaols'. 9 Such plans could be drawn up,
but the real crunch is whether the Department of Employment
and Youth Affairs could find the resources to implement them.
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Country and provincial city prisons are pro~ided with a se.rYice
from their local CES office which is highly vanable. Some pnsons
might be visited once a fortnight by a CES officer, others hardly
at all.
It is possible for prisoners to b~ gra~ted temporary abse.n~e
from jail to attend an employment mtervtew, a~d from some Jatls
(for example , Silverwater) this is a regular pra~ttce. However, the
Prison Officers' Union has a policy of opposmg such te.mporary
absences from maximum security institutions unless the mmate ts
accompanied by more than one prison officer. This effecti\·ely
stops job hunting for prisoners about to be released from most
New South Wales prisons.
Vocational Education
Education in general was the subject of considerable criticism
in the Report of the Royal Commissi?n into .New. South Wales
Prisons. The Royal Commissioner pomted wtth dtsapproval to
the fact that according to the Department's 1975-76 Annu~l
Report only 20 per cent of the prison population was enrolled m
any kind of educational course. In fa~t the number of en~olments
is a crude indicator of the educatiOnal resources available . to
prisoners, one easily subje.ct to artificial inflation by encouragmg
indiscriminate enrolment m correspondence courses. The actual
number of prisoners enrolled in courses in New South Wales has
ranged between 20 per cent and 36 per cent according to the time
the count was taken.
The Royal Commission castigated som~ .superintende~ts, in
particular those of Bathu~s~ .and Grafton. Jatls, for. drop~m~ .or
preventing educational acttvtttes from takmg place m the~r Jatls.
The Royal Commission rightly rec?mme.nd~~ tha~ Supenntendents should never withdraw educational pnvtleges as a form of
punishment. Subsequent to the Royal Comm~ssion t~e Pr?grammes Division of the Department of. co.rrecttve Ser~IC~S l~td
down a policy which implie~ that secu~1o/ ts the only hmttatton
which might make educational proviSion any dtfferent for
prisoners than for free citizens:
.
The educational and training opportunities open to pnsoners should
aproximate as closely as ~ossible those a~ailablc . to the g~neral adul~
public, but are always subject to the spee~al rc.q~trcments tmposed b)
sccuritv considerations, public safety and pohctes latd down by the
10
Commissioner of Corrective Services and the Minister of the Day .
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The most telling of Mr Justice Nagle's cnnc1sms focused on
the quality rather than the quantity of education in New South
Wales prisons:
Rather than recei\'ing encouragement from prison officers the reverse is
frequently the case. They are often both actively and passively
discouraged. There is no sympathy displayed by some prison staff to
efforts by prisoners to better themselves and, at times, they are positively
obstructionist. One prisoner was unable to sit for an examination because
he was transferred to another gaol on the same day. Another complained
that he had such difficult~ in obtaining basic materials, such as pens and
papers, that he was unable to do his course. 11
The remedial classes now available for inmates are designed for primary
school children . The mode of instruction and the documentary material
provided are inappro priate for adults. For instance, the prize for the
successful completion of remedial essay courses was animal stamps.
People in remedial classes are openly called illiterate and made the butt
of derision by prison officers and inmates.12

Perhaps prisoner education in every State could do with a
Royal Commission to shake it up. A number of the problems
pointed to by Mr Justice Nagle have been rectified since. Certainly
it would now be extremely rare for prisoners to want for pen and
paper, and prisoners are no longer rewarded for their efforts with
animal stamps.
Education is the responsibility of the Programmes Division of
the Department of Correcti\·e Services. As of December 1978 the
education side of the Programmes Division (which is also responsible for recreation) employed 15 full time staff. Most of these
were qualified teachers. Formerly the programs officers were on
secondment from the Education Department, but they are now
fully fledged employees of the Department of Corrective Services.
The number of educationalists employed in New South Wales
prisons is large enough to be able to offer teachers a meaningful
career structure \\'ithin the prisons system. The attraction of such
a career structure is less like!\' to be available in small States which
bring their teachers \\·ithin the prisons department. The full time
programs officers in fact do very little teaching. They are primarily
coordinators for some 65 to 85 part time teachers who come
into the prisons. and for correspondence courses, apprenticeship
training, and study release programs. The part time teachers are
paid for an annual load of 17,000 hours of teaching - equivalent
to the workload of appro..;imately 11 full time teachers.
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Compared with other States New ~outh. Wales has a good
record in placing prisoners in apprenncesh1ps. Th:re \\'ere 39
inmates doing apprenticeships in prison as of 26 Apnl 1979. Just
three years prior to this, however, there had been 140 New South
Wales prisoners doing apprenticeships. The Department of Labour
and Industry has been by and large happy to ac~redit priso~ workshops for apprenticeship purposes, and the resistance agamst the
admission of older men to apprenticeships has been perhaps less
apparent in New South Wales than in many other S~ates. The
apprenticin·g of prisoners in New South Wales has also m the pa~t
been facilitated by the willingness of the Deaprtment to permit
prisoners to attend technical colleges for block release cour~es.
Some worthwhile attc::mpts to bridge the gap bet\veen trammg
and work are being initiated in New South Wales. Sections of the
rebuilt Bathurst jail have been put aside for training of prisoners
in low level skills such as basic concreting, roof tiling and fork lift
truck operation. Such courses will hopefully provide some so~t of
ticket at the end of the training, and span only a short nme.
Already the technical courses listed in Table 11.3 are being run
inside New South Wales prisons. Until recently a highly successful
liquor services course was being run by the East Sydney Tech~ical
College at the Malabar Training Centre. The course tramed
prisoners for jobs as barmen. Students must now go out to the
T able 11.3

Some Internal Technical Courses in
New South Wales Prisons

Course

Where Held

Duration of
Course

Special Welding
Painting and Paper I langing
Commercial Cooking

Malabar Training

3 months
6 months
3 months

Welding
Woodturning

Cessnock

3 months

House Drainage
Carpentry and Joinery

Goulburn

1 year
3 years

Bricklaying

Central Industrial Prison,
Long Bay

3 years

Meat Cutting and Slicing

Metropolitan Remand
Centre, Long Bay

1 rear
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College because of an inability of the College to continue staffing
inside the prison.
One of the proposals being considered for coordinating
industry and training in New South Wales is for small industries
to be set up initially for their value for training. If the venture is a
success in tt::rms of training, then it can be expanded into a
productive industry. It is only when an industry is established as a
training success that monitoring of its performance in terms of
both training and production begins. Such a proposal seems to be
well conceived. It averts the danger of another Parramatta Linen
Service by fully recognising that the special problems of prison
industry mean that a considerable proportion of the attempts to
establish prison enterprises will be failures. When the industry is
started in only a small way, without the fanfare and irreversible
commitment of large capital investment, ineffective industries
can be abandoned as soon as the ineffectiveness becomes apparent.
It is planned to pilot this incrementalist approach to new
prison industries with motor vehicle detailing courses of three
months duration. Basic restoration skills such as panel beating and
repairing upholstery will be taught as preparation for jobs with
employers such as used car dealers. If this is popular with prisoners
and successful in imparting marketable skills, then it can be
expanded into an industry which services perhaps go,·ernment
,·ehicles which are being put up for sale.
The area where New South Wales has made more progress than
any other State, except possibly Western Australia. is in the
pro,·ision of training opportunities on study release programs.
Approximately 75 prisoners attend outside educational activities
from the Malabar Training Centre and many other prisons also
have programs for release to technical college. Spot checks are
made by a custodial officer who pays unannounced ,·isits to
schools and colleges to check attendance and behaviour.

1. Report of tbe Royal Commission into New Soutb Wales Prisons (:\ew
South Wales Government Printer, Sydney, 1978), p. 229.
2. The report is incorrect here in that Cooma does not emplo~· any of
its inmates on forestry activities.
3. Ibid., p. 232.
4. As of April 1979 employment at the Parramatta Linen Ser\'ice had
expanded to 145 inmates from Parramatta Gaol, up to 60 residential inmates

from Silverwater, 15 Work Rdease II prisonc::rs . .1nJ ~5. ic::malc:: inmatc::s
from ;\\ulawa. The considerable: in ere as.: '' .15 Juc: pnm:ml~ to the intro·
duct ion of a two shift scheme on 2 .'\ pril 19 79.
5. Ibid .. p. 231.
6. Ibid .. p. 236 .
7. Ibid .. p. 236.
8. Ibid., p. 229.
9. Ibid .. p. 336.
J_
10. Programmes Di,·ision - Dep.1rtment oi Cl>rrec£1\ e Sen·iccs. P -''1·
osopby cllld Cer1er.11 Objatit•cs. 1978. p. 1.
11. Op. cit., p. 241.
12. Ibid., p. 244.

Part III

12

Constraints on the Efficient
Operation of Prison Industry
Policies for the Future

Part II of this work set out some of the facts on the nature of
work in Australian prisons. Part III moves on to a consideration
of some possible future policy directions for the employment of
prisoners in jail and on release. Before embarking on this policy
analysis, we must take stock of the constraints which hamper any
policy program for prison industry. Policy which is not firmly
grounded in a practical appreciation of these difficulties is doomed
to failure.
Prisoners Are a Poor Quality Workforce
Part I of this book has re,·iewed a considerable body of
evidence which shows that prisoners are typically uneducated,
lacking in vocational skills, and often have a history of chronic
unemployment. Whatever the reasons for this, one consequence
is that in aggregate they constitute a workforce of poor quality.
The fact that the skill levels of the workforce are so low often
means that the trade instructor will spend a larger proportion of
his time doing the more skilled parts of a job himself rather than
supervising and monitoring production and engaging in training.
The problem of the poor quality of the workmanship of unskilled
workers therefore becomes compounded by inadequate quality
control.
Industrial enterprises can compensate for the unskilled nature
of their workforce with a systematic program of on-the-job
training. In Chapter 15 I will argue that such programs are
necessary and possible in a prison setting. Nevertheless, the
constraint which makes this difficult is the high labour turnover in
prison industries - both because of completion of sentence and
transfer from institution to institution for security and other
reasons. To take a typical example, the furniture shop at the
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Cessnock prison in New South Wales has taken out figures which
show an average retention period of 10Y2 weeks.
In addition to being relatively unskilled workers, prisoners are
also in many cases comparatively unmotivated workers. Rudoff1
has shown empirically that prisoners have significantly less positive
attitudes to work than several comparison groups of nonprisoners.
This should not surprise us given that we know prisoners often
come from backgrounds of either dull repetitive work or unemployment . The alienated attitudes to work which prisoners
bring to prison are undoubtedly worsened in prison by structures
which make high levels of motivation for the efficient use of work
time unlikely:
Without doubt the prisoners' relaxed attitude to work is partly due to
the changed meaning of time in the prison context. The custodial aspect
of a closed prison's focal task leads to a rigid time-tabling and demarc·
ation of activities, for purposes of control, which highlight the exact
length of time spent on each activity. Further, because of this, each day
closely resembles its predecessors and inmates have difficulty in reckon·
ing the passage of time meaningfully . If time becomes meaningless its
value is diminished, and it ceases to be a commodity to be utilised as
effectively as possible. Such a perception may be reinforced if there is
insufficient work to go round anyway, or if that provided appears to
fulfil a largely symbolic function (Davies, 1974, p. 102). 2

Sometimes the only kind of motivation which prisoners have is
to make life as difficult as possible for the prison administration
whom they despise. This leads to industrial sabotage at a level not
experienced by most commercial operations. Few outside
canneries would haYe to put up with a worker placing the cardboard core of a toilet roll in a can of fruit, as recently happened in
one Victorian prison industry.
On the other hand, although prisoners have low levels of
motivation, it is also true that the non-work existence of the
prisoner holds fewer attractions than is the case for the free
worker. Work for the unskilled prison worker is therefore more
likely to represent one of the relatively more interesting and
fulfilling aspects of the day than is the case for the unskilled free
\Vorker. As Mr Jack Cohen, President of Furniture Workshops Inc.
which operates out of a prison in Minnesota with a mixture of free
and prison workers . told Business H'eek magazine:
They don't ha,·e as many di,·ersions as the outside workers. They aren't
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·
. k TheY'\'e told me
thinking about what they're going to do ~Iter. ''or .3
.
that their working hours are the best part ot thc•r day.

Prison Industry Cannot Have an Opt~mal Mix of Investment
Between Manpower and Capital Equipment
.
Because rison work is assumed to ~a,·e ,·alue ~~~ply ~sa way
f keeping ~risoners occupied . correcn?nal admmlstranons are
0
d
re to push more ·workers' mto workshops than are
·
b · g Parkin
un er pressu
.ded In many organisations bureaucratic pressures n~
nee's L.aw into force (that is, work expands to fill the ttme a~·a•l·
s~~e for its completion). But prisons are one of :he \'e,ry few ~- pes
~f organisations where the fulfillment of Parkinson s La~v IS an
official! approved management goal. At worst, a situat~on _can
. . n ~ prison industry where prisoners are fore,·er runnmg t~to
an~~ •other Even in the industries which are least cluttered ~·•th
~~necessar-Y manpower it is often difficult
wor,k_ers to dem·e ~
sense of accomplishment from 'a goo~ day s work m the sense o
testing the limits of their work ca~actty. Should any~.n~ at~e~~~
that what would everyone else m the workshop m t
·
more fundamental consequence o_f. the ·~akew~rk' nature
of rison industry is that it prm·ides a dtsmcennve f~r mvest~e~t
· p h ology which replaces labour even where such mnm anon IS
~~r~~~l~ in the interests of profitability .4 What often happen;£
therefore is that the prison industry budget does not start o
with sufficient money to set up enough workshops to usefull~
em loy all prisoners willing to work. Those _that are set up, how
eve~ will often be undercapitalised to the pomt whe~e they cannot
run 'p rofitably. It might be that it would be better m t~e long run
to start off with industries which employ fewer p_nsone:s but
make profits, and for those profits then to be used m settmg_ up
other industries which will create employ~ent. In the f~nal
10
analysis profitable industries. sustain growth m employment
a
way that unprofitable industnes can never do.
b
The choice, however, is not betw~en ~npro_fita~le 1a ~ur
intensive industries and profitable cap1tal mtens1ve m_dustn~~
More often than not it will indeed be ~he . la~our mtensn e
operation which is more profitable. The pomt lS stmp~y .that the
exigencies of prison_admini_stration create pr~ssures for 1mestm~~t~
in the labour intens1ve optiOn e\·en when 1t IS not. the m~re pr~
able. These exigencies, and the poor understandmg whtch pnson

ror

A
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ad.mi~istrators have of their consequences, constitute one of the
prmc1ple reasons ~or wresting control of prison industry out of the

han.ds of cx-supenntendents and giving it over to businessmen and
busmesswomen.
People ~ith . business experience can plan an investment
str~~egy wh1ch Simultaneously ~ptimises the long term profit~blhty and labour usage o~ ~n mdustry program. Prison super~ntenden~s and people of S1m1lar backgrounds will almost invarIably des1gn a program which sacrifices these goals to maximum
sh~:>rt t~rm labour. usage. A .r~tional total investment program for
pnson mdustry, g1~en pr~va1hng pay rates for prisoners, is bound
to be more la.bour mtens1ve than industry outside. This is because
the comparauve advantage of prison industry lies with its cheap
labour ~esouree. One of the reasons why prison industry is so
econo~1cally successful in countries like Singapore is that it takes
pla.ce m a country bursting with managerial expertise in the
rational exploitation of cheap labour .
Un.til well . into the. Industrial Revolution prisons in western
countnes, partt~ularly m frontier societies suffering from labour
shortages, remamed by and large profitable. s Since that time,
however, t~ey have become a severe drain on the public purse
because wh1le upkeep and custodial costs have increased in real
terms, the value of the raw u~skilled ~abour power of prisoners has
undoub~ed~y suf~ered ~ relat1ve decline.6 This happened as western capttaltsm shifted mto an era where the greatest profits were
to be. made less .from investment in cheap unskilled labour than
from mvestment m technology and skilled manpower.7
. Th~ modern day situation is not that it is impossible to run
pnson mdu.stry profit~bly. It is just that while the 18th and 19th
cen~ry .pnson supenntendent could run a prison industry at a
profit .without trymg. the 20th century administrator must resort
t~ rational planmng to exploit. the comparative advantage which
his cheap labour force affords him. No longer will any old industr\'
do. If entrepreneurs who exploit the cheap labour of Asia~
:worker~ ~ere .not ec~nomically discerning in the types of
mdust.nes m which they m\·ested, then their activities would run at
a loss JUSt as surely as do Australian prison industries .
. An~ther constraint which compromises the economic
rationality of.pr.ison .in~u.stry investment decisions is that of space.
Workshop bu1ldmgs m Jails are not custom built. They are usuall~·
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too small. Thick walls may make modifications difficult . Security
rather than industrial producti\ iry has been the icon which has
guided the architect's hand . Small ,..·orks~ops often mean tha~
prison industries are . not able to . exploit the. adYantag:~s ot
economies of scale wh1ch rna\' be a,·atlable to outstde competttors.
hen in prisons where the architecture does permit large economic
units, the administration may deem such sprawling workspaces
undesirable from a custodial point of ,·iew.
The Markets Open to Prison Products Arc Limited
Trade unions are blamed for almost e,·ery problem in .-\ustralian society, so it should not surprise us to find that they are also
blamed for the failure of prison industry. Historically . trade
unions did play a strategic role in the decline of prison industry .
At one time or another in most countries of the world prisoners
have been used quite consciously by governments under pressure
from private interests to undermine the pay rates and working
conditions of unionists. Throughout the history of the western
world there have been many occasions when prison labour has
been used to break strikes. In 19th century Australia prisoners
were an enemy to the working class movement in the same way as
were Chinese and Kanaka labourers imported by employers to
work for slave labour rates and to break strikes. Just as we must
understand Australian working class racism as in part an historical
legacy of that era,s so we must understand working class resentment of prisoners as in some small measure a legacy of an era
when prison labour was used as an instrument of employer
interests.
The trade union movement in Australia was certainly instrumental in pressuring the first State Labor governments in the
early part of the century to downgrade prison industry to its
present sorry status. Indeed trade unions were instrumental in
winning limitations on the types of products which could be
manufactured in prisons even before the era of Labor j2:0Vernments in Australia.9
Today there are still conflicts of interest between trade unions
and prison labour. When prison industries arc established in trades
suffering from long term technological unemployment (for
example, the printing trades) then the prison industry will ha,·e
a small, but nevertheless real, effect in putting union members out
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of jobs. In later ch_ap_ters I will discuss how this conflict of interest
~an b_e somewha~ hm1ted by concentrating prison industry training
m sk_1lls for wh~ch . there are labour shortages. Even where the
confl1ct does ex1st m the most bald fashion, the trade unionists
I h_ave. spoken to have e~presse~ t_he view that they would have no
ObJeCtiOn so long as pnsoners JOmed their union and were paid
award wages. 10. Mo~ern trade union _o~ficials are not as implacably
opposed to pnson mdustry an~ tr~mmg as most prison adminis·
trators would suppose. The pomt IS that prison administrations
often do not want to establish a dialogue with the unions because
wer~ t_he b~ack cl?ud of union ?pposition to be blown away the
a?mmtstr~tlons mtght be left Without a plausible excuse for the
dtsmal_ p~tght of_ prison industry. The New South Wales Royal
Co~m1sston ~ast1gated the Department of Corrective Services for
acttvely shymg away from dialogue with the unions and
concluded that:
'
There _has been successful cooperation with the unions in England and
no good reason why there should not be similar cooperation
there
here. 1

:s

I~ is indisputably true that union opposition to the marketing
of_pnson products does somet_in:es ~urface. For example, when the
pnnt _shop from Fremantle Jail dtsplayed their work at a local
shopp1~g centre, union o~p~siti_on to the industry was ignited to
~he pomt_ where se\·ere hm1tanons were placed on the markets
tor the pnnt shop.
~e\:ertheless the argument that union opposition is the major
const_ra~n.t o~ the capacity of p~iso_ns to market their products is
a m} st~fJcatl?n. The almost ub1qu1tous marketing constraint on
.\ust~a.han pnson industries is that they cannot sell their products
to pmate purchasers. ?ut ~nly_ to government agencies or govern·
~ent supported ag~nC!e~ . It pnsoners print TAB tickets, then that
JUSt as ~~rely .?epm·~s tree trJde_ unionists of work as printing in
~ompetmon With pm·ate _enter~nse. The concern of governments
1_s not s.o. muc~ 0\·er_ pumng um~n members out of jobs but over
LO~petltlon wtth pm·ate enterpnse. In my travels for this research
pr_OJ~Ct I heard more_ s_torie~ of manufacturers complaining to the
'~m1ster of competition trom prison industry than 1 did of
J1sgruntled trade unions.
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We have seen that Western Australia is the onlv State which
does not have an explicit policy of limiting the ·marketing of
prison products almost exclusively to the public sector. While this
marketing constraint is severe, it is reasonably well compensated
for by the privileged access which prison industry is gi\·en to
public sector markets. While the latter has not gone as far as in the
United States where legislative force is often gi\·en to preferential
treatment for prison products in public purchasing, the de fucto
advantages to prison industry are real enough.
Marketing difficulties for any industry based on winning
contracts have disastrous consequences when the uneven supply of
orders makes work-flow administration a problem. While the
marketing difficulties of Australian prison industries are real
enough, what has been argued is that the extent that these are due
to union opposition has been exaggerated, and that while the
constraint of not selling on the private market is severe, it is
compensated for by privileged access to public markets. The
marketing problems of prison industry in :\.ustralia stem largely
from the want of tenacious marketing managers inside prison
administrations who have private sector experience.

Production Flow in Prison Industries is Subject to Continual
Interruption
Administrative priorities of prisons tend to make industry
functions subservient to custodial and even rehabilitative functions.
This is tendency is exacerbated by the fact that trade instructors
or industry supervisors are generally lower status personnel than
senior custodial officers, psychologists, and other staff members
who from time to time decide to pull a prisoner off the
production line to see them or have them do something. A whole
workshop might be held up because a key \vorker in the production process, perhaps the only worker who is skilled enough to
use a particular machine, has been called away.
Duckworth and Young in their paper on 'Industry and Trade
Training in Western Australian Prisons' 12 recount how at one
meeting of trade instructors from Fremantle prison a participant
passed around a list of 3 5 reasons why inmates in his shop had left
their work during the previous fortnight . The list is presented
below.
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Legal Aid
Showers
Bank Practice
Social Worker
Welfare
Visits
Contact Visits
Assessment and Orientation Officers
Deputy Superintendent
Doctors Parade
Treatment Parade
School
Dentist
Psychologist
Reception Room
Recreation Office
Canteen
Psychiatrist

Division
Superintendent's Parade
Photographs
Pros & Cons Meeting
Probation and Parole
Library
Occupational Therapy
Guitar Practice
Prison Officer's Parade
Vocational Guidance
School Guidance Officers
Tutor
Classification Committee
Lawyers
Detectives
Warrant Officer
Cell Cleaning

Duckworth and Young explained the consequences of such
interruptions:
. . . the constant fracturing of the working day due to appointments
and activities outside the shop, lessens the commitment to the task in
hand. Not infrequently inmates complain about the effect of these
interruptions on their work. An instructor at one of the outstations told
of one of his trainees, a transfer from Bun bury, who had been particularly annoyed by the fact that, whilst in that institution , the sport periods
consistently pre\'ented him from seeing a complete job through from
start to finish. It may well be that for many inmates, the fractured dailv
timetable lessens the commitment to take workshop time seriouslr . 13

One of the solutions to the problem proposed by Duckworth
and Young is a late (10.00 pm) lockup at Fremantle. Many of the
visits and recreational acti\'ities in the list mentioned could then be
completed after work in the evening. It is possible that the
increased value of prison production under such a scheme could
compensate for its increased custodial costs. Should it be concluded that this would not be the case, an option which entails
fewer custodial costs would be a staggered four-day week whereby
each employment area works for four weekdays, leaving one day
free for interviews and other commitments. Duckworth and
Young have suggested the following model for a prison with fi,·e
main employment areas. A. B, C, 0, and E.14

Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri

l~ orki11g

Ojj'

B.C. D. E
A,C,D,I:.
A. B. D. I:.
A,B ,C.E
A,B,C.D

A

H-3

B

c

D

E

Industrial Productivity is a Low Priority in a Prison Environme~t
In 197 3 a new rural prison was opened at Woodford m
Queensland. For the 1977-78 financial year the new prison had a
daily average of 171 inmates. The idea was for it to grow into a
major prison farm. Although the prison gr~w, ~he crops barely
grew at all. In deciding where to locate a pnson It hardly seemed
to matter that the decomposed granite on which it was supposed
to stand was very poor soil. This contrasts with the situation in
Sweden where it is said that a basic decision is made to locate a
factory or a primary industry in a particular geographical area so
that products in demand on the free market can be produced.
Thereafter the prison facility is constructed within and around the
industrial site .15
Swedish prisons operate in the context of a very different
climate of concerns than Australian prisons, howe\·er . In the latter ,
security and retribution take precedence ?\'er all else, inclu?ing
work. Hence prisoners will be allocated to JObs les~ on the _basts of
their vocational skills and interests than on the baSIS of thetr status
as a prisoner. This constrains the efficient allocation of manpower
for maximum productivity. Prison 'heavies' might be given important and remunerative industry jobs not because they are the best
qualified for those jobs but because it is a way for the administration to buy off a degree of cooperation from them. Similarly,
'escape-minded' prisoners might be given jobs offering few
opportunities for trouble, even though they might be totally
unsuited for those jobs. Work related criteria also quite rightly
take second place to various non-security criteria. Even though an
industry in one prison might be short of a fitter, for examp.le,
fitters may be transferred to other prisons where those sktlls
cannot be used so that they might be closer to relatives.
The predominance of security also has consequences for the
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morale of the workforce . As one prisoner from a lock-up workshop in Pentridge told me :
Being able to look out a window helps with your attitude to work. A
locked up environment is not a good working environment. We might
work harder if we didn't feel so closed in while we're working.

Security constraints also mean that some prisoners might have
to be kept away from sharp tools, and that work time must be
wasted on ensuring that all tools have been returned at the end of
the day. Shadow-boards can make this constraint only a minor
one. The trade instructor in the leather shop at Boggo Road jail
told me that in his 19 years in the job he could recall only three or
four knives being lost. Two of these had turned out to be cases
where one prisoner had flushed the knife down the toilet in a
spiteful attempt to get another prisoner into trouble.
The more general problem is that the custodial staff of prisons
regard the ,·ocational development of prisoners as unimportant.
On any of an infinite variety of issues one therefore regularly finds
the custodial staff taking a line in oppositon to that which might
impro,·e the work prospects of prisoners. Take the following quite
shocking example. Recommendation 184 of the New South Wales
Royal Commission into Prisons was that: 'All statutory prohibitions against the employment of ex-prisoners should be repealed'.
One would have thought that few people would disagree with
this, 16 yet the New South Wales Prison Officers' Union at its
meeting on 29 June 1978 carried a resolution stating baldly that
it did disagree with such a recommendation. The lesson from this
is that no reform aimed at the vocational development of
prisoners, no matter how obviously desirable it might seem to be,
can be introduced without first making an effort to educate
custodial staff to the value of the reform.
Reward Systems Which Motivate Work in Normal Industrial
Settings Can Undergo a 'Process of Inversion' in Prisons
One of the most worthwhile theoretical contributions to an
understanding of the constraints on the efficient operation of
prison industry is Karen Legge's 'Work in Prison: The Process of
lm·crsion '. 17 Legge points out that prisoners are rarely allocated to
work on the basis of their capacity as a worker, but rather
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according to their status as a prisoner. In any case. says ~egge, the
jobs in an industry which are re~ar~ed as ~ost. Important
according to the status and rew~rd cntena of. outst~e mdustry. are
often low status jobs in the pnson commumty. H1g~ status JObs
are not necessarily those which require the most sk1ll, but those
which open up illegitimate opportunities:
It has been recorded , especially in studies of American c.ustodial prisons,
that the inmates rank highly prison jobs that eithe~ pronde access to and
control over the distribution of goods and sernces (valued b): those
mmates whose position in the inmate system has been charactensed by
the terms 'merchant' and the 'life') or pro,·ide access to and control of
mfo rmation (valued by the 'politicians' and the 'cool') (Heffernan, 1972,

p. 77).18

In prison the relationship between work done and rewa~ds
received has broken down. 'Strategic placement and effective
informal connections rather than individual productivity are the
crucial methods for the attainment of material goods' .19 Daniel
Glaser has provided some concrete illustrations of how u:"official
bartering can be a more important source of remuneration than
industry payments:
Sometimes the dentist's clerk can move an inmate ahead on a waiting
list in exchange for a few packages of cigarettes, the kitcl~en or bakery
worker can sneak out food for his friends or for those With somethmg
to trade for it, the inmate worker allegedly 'close' to a key officer c~n
claim to 'put in a good word' for someone, or an inm~te clerk can adv1~
others on what he has cypt:d or heard that mar be of mterest to them.

Insightful though Legge's analysis of the reali.ty .of the ~tatus
and reward structures which motivate prisoners IS , 1t descnbes a
situation which is not totally inevitable . If prisoners \~ere pai~
award wages for their labour, then the 'f~w packa~es of c.1garettes
received by the clerk in exchange for mformatton or mfluence
becomes a trivial reward. Legge correctly shows that: 'ln a
'normal' industrial organisation, consistently inadequate work
performance may be sanctioned by the threat of expulsion. ln. the
prison context this practice is inverted, as it is the 'good' pnson
worker \Vho stands the best chance of lea,·ing the system (through
parole) while the troublesome or inefficient worker is retained
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longer'.2 1 Again it is not inevitable for troublesome and inefficient
workers to be retained in a prison workshop. Under a system of
satisfactory employment conditions a repeatedly troublesome or
inefficient prison worker could be sacked, and if the pay were
good this would be a serious negative sanction. The prisoner might
have to go into an unemployment yard where he would receive
only ' unemployment benefits' until he successfully applied for a
job in another workshop.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have argued that prison workshops have to
face many constraints on efficiency which outside workshops do
not have to bear. It is inevitable that prison industries will not be
as productive as comparable enterprises outside. Nevertheless, the
constraints on prison industry have often been exaggerated by
those who use them as an excuse for inaction, and the fact that
reforms exist which can remove many of the constraints has been
suppressed. Some of the compensating advantages of prison
industry o\·er private enterprise have also been ignored by many
writers on the subject.
While it is inevitable that prison industry will be less profitable than private industry, it is wrong to assume that prison
industry cannot make some profit. Prison industry can be, and in
some other parts of the world already is, profitable.
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Reorganising Prison Industry

This chapter will ar~e. for a ~umber of specific policy
proposals for the reorgamsauon of pnson industries in Australia
so that they might fare better against the constraints discussed in
Chapter 12. As we move into the realm of specific reform
proposals, we should not lose sight of the fact that the most
~mportant reforms are general, not specific. For instance, the most
1m~or~ant reform of all is. to ~ave work which is intrinsically
sa~1sfymg rather than the ahenatmg tasks which are ubiquitous in
pn~ons (such as s~ining br~ss doorknobs and locks again and
ag~m). ~ha~ co.ns~ltutes thts vague concept of intrinsic work
satisfaction ts d1ff1cult to specify. From our discussion of the
backbreaking work in the cement products industries at Yatala
and. Fremantle prisons we can see that it can appear in some
unhke!y places. A trade instruc.tor from a prison foundry in
Gla~er s study has captured a feeling for how intrinsic work satisfaction. can. arise in seemingly the most dirty and unpleasant of
work s1tuat1ons:
The first two weeks to a. mo.nth after a young man is assigned to the
~oundry. \\C try to get h1m mto condition, physical and mental. This
mcludes the hard work, ~nd the heat from pouring molten metal; he is
taught t? respect ~olten 1ron, but not to fear it, and to be familiar with
th.e ~ouune operauon of the work. Pride and accomplishment is instilled
w1th1n the you~g man as he builds a mold, and then sees his finished
product. It prondcs an excellent motive. I

E\·en though the most important recommendation which
coul~ b~ mad~ w~uld be that all industries established in fu rure

prov1?e JObs ,with .mherent work satisfactions, this will not be one
of th1s book s policy proposals. The reason for this is that I wish
~o a\·oid p~li~y proposals which are platitudinous and do not
1mply a defm1te course of action by government agencies. While
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<tlmost everyone would agree on the vague goal of making prison
industry less alienating, it would be difficult to find an agreed way
of monitoring improvement of prison industry in this respect. My
policy proposals will be restricted to imprO\·ements on which the
performance of departments can be readily assessed.
just as there is a danger in suggesting reforms which are too
general, it would be foolish to put forward proposals which are
too specific. It is tempting to suggest that because bakeries ha,·e in
a number of Australian prisons proven to be the most profitable,
,·aluable for training, and intrinsically rewarding industries available, more capital should be invested in bakeries. One is tempted
to argue that more investment should go to industries such as
\'chicle repair, panel beating, tyre retreading and automati,·e
detailing because, as Rinaldi has pointed out: 'Prison labour which
gi,·es Australian inmates most job satisfaction is without any
doubt that connected with motor vehicles' .2 Perhaps Australian
prisons should experiment with some of the successful industries
which have been innovated overseas - for example, manufacture
of false teeth,3 grinding opticallenses, 4 renovating houses outside
the prison for resale, s microfilming services,6 musical instrument
repair ,7 fibreglass products manufacture, a typewriter repair ,9
refrigeration repair,lO upholstery work. 11 Detailed suggestions
such as these will not be proposed, however, because while they
might be appropriate for some States, in others there will be
circumstances peculiar to the particular State which would render
the proposal unworkable. As far as possible the proposals will
be limited to structural reforms which are appropriate to all
Australian jurisdictions.
Prison industry will remain a shambles in Australia until more
aggressive measures are taken to find markets for prison produce.
The practice where most sales are to State government departments should continue since it avoids constant distraction of
administrative effort onto defusing conflicts with private interests.
Nevertheless, it is proposed that:
1. No prisons department should have a policy which precludes sales
to private enterprise purchasers. Each marketing proposal should be
judged on its merits.

The policy in most States of prohibiting private sector sales
unnecessarily ties the hands of marketing personnel. \Vhile the
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pu.blic sector is .quite a big enough market to accommodate most
pnson output, It should be po.ssible to undertake private sector
~ales where such sales are. not hkely t~ evoke substantial oppositIOn, o~ ~he~e the markeu.ng proposal IS so good that fighting the
opposmon IS a worthwhile mvestment of administrative effort:
2. N~ prisons d~partrnent sh.oul~ have a policy which precludes
pnvate compames from commg mto prisons to employ prison labour
and sell the pro.ducts manufactured on the open market. Indeed,
departmental pohcy should encourage this.

!he l~ck of m~rk~ting ~nd product~on expertise in the public

~ervtce . will make It fmanctally more VIable with certain types of

mdus.tnes to ren~ out the s~a~e and .labour force of the prison
to p~tvate enterpnse. Just as 1t 1s ~oohsh ~ot to use this option at
all, It would be an equally. blmd closmg off of options to
completely han~ over pnson .mdustry to private enterprise. The
?ature of the mtx between pnvate and public enterprise in prison
mdust~ should be ~etermined by a case by case assessment of the
econom1c and vocattonal development benefits of each investment
proposal. The problem is that prisons departments in Australia
hav~ .generally ~roved incompetent at making rational economic
deciSions of .this .sort. ~he Victorian Government is seeking a
pos~ttve s?lut10n m settmg up a Prison Industries Corporation.
Rational 10\'estment and marketing decisions will not be made
unless control o\·~r thes~ ~ecisions is taken away from people
~,·hose ?nly expenence IS m prison administration and/or trade
mstructton.
3. Each State should establish a Prison Industries Corporation which
has a budge.t and annual report in the form of a statement of profit
or. loss by mdustry. Both of these should be independent of the
pnsons department budget and annual report. The corporation should
have a .board of dir~ctors. dominated by top managers from private
enterpnse. but also mcludmg representatives from the prisons department, ~c Department of Employment and Youth Affairs, and the
trade unaon movement.

_. T~e ~rison In.dustries C?rporation would probably be more
~tte.cm·e 10 that It \Vould have freedom from interference over

Its tm·estment decisions. that is to the extent that it can operate
as a .normal .business concern. The board would not be a
com':lme~ whtch makes all in.vestment and marketing decisions,
but 10 thts sense would act m the same way as the board of
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directors of any private company. Day to day decisions would be
made by the managing director, his or her marketing manager
and other staff answerable to the corporation. Members of the
board of the corporation who were not executives with pri,·ate
enterprise experience would be selected not only as representati\·es
of a certain interest (for example, trade unions) but also because
of their understanding of business decision making. £\'en more
important than expertise is contacts. The experience of the
Singapore Prison Industries Corporation is that the most valuable
type of board member is the senior executive of a large multinational corporation who can drum up business simply by picking
up a telephone.
There would have to be some respects in which a Prison
Industries Corporation could not act like a normal diversified
manufacturing corporation. First, there would have to be a limited
right of veto of the prisons department on any industrial activity
which posed a threat to security. Second, profit would not be the
only variable which was to be maximised. Investment decisions
would have to be made so as to optimally raise profits, numbers of
prisoners employed and numbers of prisoners acquiring marketable vocational skills. Not only would the profitability of workshops have to be monitored, but the number of trademen's tickets
issued and the number of job placements made in the industry
upon release would need to be reported to the board for each
workshop.
With respect to the latter point, the recommendation of Econ
Incorporated in its model program for prison work in Connecticut
should be heeded:
. . . in the case of industries, we would place the responsibility for
assuring an effective job placement linkage of ex-inmate industrial
workers on the shoulders of the Director of lndustries. 12

The system of incentives for the expansion of prison industries
must be changed so that industry supervisors who find jobs for
ex-prisoners in their industry outside are given more capital to
expand their workshops, while industries who find jobs for no
one are starved of capital and allowed to wither away. The
financial carrot is likely to be a more effective way of fostering
training in marketable skills than any admini strati\'e ed ict:
4. The duty statement of trade instructors (industry supervisors)
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sh.ould include a requirement to assist prisoners to find jobs upon
release.
5. The number of known cases of job placements from a prison
workshop to outside employment in the same industry upon release
should be recorded for each workshop.
6. Workshops with a good job placement record should be given preferential treatment in applications for capital investment, while industries with no evidence of job placement after a reasonable trial period
should not be considered for further investment.

An explicit system of financial incentives to foster a job placement linkage with industry would have the complementary
advantage of providing an incentive for improved classification of
prisoners. Trade instructors would become keen to ensure that
classification procedures gave them a good chance of getting
prisoners for their shop who were genuinely interested in the type
of work offered.
Notwithstanding the comments on this point in the previous
chapter, there are not likely to be many major conflicts in
attempts to jointly maximise profits and numbers of prisoners
employed. High technology industry which is capital intensive and
employs only a small number of highly skilled workers is the least
likely type of industry to be economically viable in a prison
setting. As the Nagle Royal Commission implied , there are ways
of employing prisoners constructively that involve no capital
investment at all, and since under present conditions their labour
is bought at virtually no cost, what excuse can there be for not
using their labour in some way?
A primary objective of the Department should be the provision of work
for everyone in its control, using originality and inventiveness . . . In
maximum security institutions overseas, even when a prisoner is confined
to his own cell, simple assembly work is provided.t3

Simple assembly work within the confines of a cell is neither
the most profitable nor the most rehabilitative way of using a
prisoner's labour. Yet on both criteria, having assembly work
a\·ailable as an option is preferable to having all prisoners sitting
in their cells doing nothiog. In the end, there can be no excuses
for work not being available to every prisoner who wants it. This
is not to suggest that decades of neglect can be remedied overnight. In Australia today it is an unusual maximum security prison
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which has more than 30 per cent of its inmates effecti\·eh·
employed . It is proposed that:
7. Each State set itself the goal of by 1990 ha\ing a full day's work
available to e\·ery prisoner who wantS to work.

Concomitantly, and in accordance with the Western Australian
departmental policy that: 'The prisoner shall retain the full rights
and obligations of a citizen except such rights which must necessarily be lost as a result of loss of his liberty', 14 prisoners should
not be forced to work:
8. Prisoners should have the right to decline the opportunity to work.

Since people in the free community ha,·e a right to unemployment and by and large to unemployment benefits which permit
a subsistence level of ex istence , this right should also be a\·ailable
to prisoners. Putting aside these moral arguments, productive
efficiency is best served by a willing workforce . The question of
remuneration to unemployed prisoners will be considered later
in the context of the discussion of prisoners' pay generally.
Irrespective of whether the proposal for a Prison Industry
Corporation is accepted, certain related reforms to ensure the
more businesslike operation of prison industry are necessary:
9. Capital investment in prison industry should not be constrained by
a process of application to treasury for funds. Industry profits
should go into an industry account and from there be invested in
industry expansion.
10. Failing the establishment of a Prison Industries Corporation, Industry
Advisory Committees should be recruited from the private sector to
help industry supervisors to establish shop operating standards
comparable with commercial workshops and to provide an independent monitor of shop productivity and job satisfaction of workers.
11. Industry supervisors sh ould be periodically pulled out of the artificial
situation of the prison workshop and sent out to fam iliarise themselves with new production, supervisory, quality control, and
training1 5 techniques in private enterprise.
12. The recommendations of the Nagle Royal Commission into New
South Wales Prisons with respect to the standardisation of accounting
standards for prison industries so that the performance of different
industries within the system can be compared should be adopted
by all States.
13. All States should invest in senior managerial, marketing, and industrial
design personnel who have experience in outside industry.
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The reasons for the first of the above proposals have been
treated in some detail in previous chapters, notably Chapter nine
on Victoria. The most important reason for proposal nine is that
a situation where industry profits go to treasury provides little
incentive for profitability. Application to treasury for capital
funds is an inhibition on optimal timing of investment and
possibly on necessary risk taking.
Proposals 10 and 11 relate to the need to revitalise 19th
century prison industries with 20th century commercial know
how . The Industry Advisory Committee was a recommendation of
the Econ Incorporated model program for prison industry prepared for the United States government.16 A working example of
such a committee exists in Australia with the Management
Committee of the Pentridge computer industry. The advantages of
that committee in overcoming private enterprise opposition to
the prison industry, ensuring the relevance of the program to
up-to-date commercial realities, and fostering job contacts for
prisoners with outside employers were discussed in Chapter nine.
Policy proposal 12 is not meant to apply only to the summary
recommendation of the Nagle Royal Commission on accounting
which is limited to the terse suggestion that: 'Accounting methods
used in prison industry should be capable of external interpretation and assessment' .17 Within the body of the report there is a
more detailed consideration of what needs to be done. In essence
this amounts to a systematic reporting of all real costs of each
prison industry balanced against the returns costed at competitive
commercial prices. Each State needs to bring together its people
with accounting expertise, something which I do not presume to
ha,·e , to decide on a method of accounting which is consistently
followed across all jails and industries in the system so that meaningful comparisons between them are possible. As Mr justice Nagle
pointed out, people interested in evaluating the performance of
prison industry must be able to ascertain the ratio of capital to
earning capacity and labour employed for a prison industry with
other industries within the outside the prison system. How the
managers of prison industries in all States have even pretended to
ha,·e been making realistic business decisions in the past with the
haphazard figures which ha,·e been available is a mystery.
Accounting methods must of course in the final analysis be
oriented towards the goal of profit maximisation. Existing costing
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methods clearly are not. Witness the common practice of charging
prices on the basis of cost of materials plus a certain percentage.
A more rational policy would be to tender for contracts where the
cost ad\'antages of prison labour afford the max imum chance of
being able to undercut commercial tenders, and a,·oiding tenders
where the cost disadvantages of prison industry outweigh the
advantages. The price would be set as high as possible in the light
of the prices which were likely to be set by other suppliers . Blind
tendering for any type of contract on a fixed price formula is
likely to result in both fewer successful tenders and lower a\·erage
returns.
The reasons for proposal 13 have been argued in some detail
in Chapter 12. When travelling around the States for this research I
found it an illuminating exercise when confronted with glaring
examples of industries which were not operating at full capacity
for want of contracts to ask the question: ' whose responsibility is
it to find markets?' In most States the typical reply was a blank
stare from the most junior trade instructor to the most senior
officer of the administration. The replies were not very much
more assured when I asked questions about whose job it was to
keep figures on and monitor the productive performance of
specific industries. If left to the goodwill of trade instructors such
chores do not get done since they can only have the effect of
creating more work for them.
Australian prison administrations have shown false economy in
skimping on investment in managerial expertise for their prison
industries. In the few cases where Australian prison administrations have invested in industry managerial personnel, there can
be little dispute that those personnel have earned their salaries
many times over by increasing production through the rationalising of industry or hunting down markets. Even in Victoria,
where the most notable investments in industry management have
occurred in recent years, there is still great excess capacity in the
industries. This excess capacity could be used if only there were
the marketing personnel to chase further contracts. In United
States prisons investment in marketing management has been
greater than in Australia. Yet even there Econ Incorporated were
so confident about the capacity of marketing personnel to earn
their own salaries many times over that their recommendation was
that: 'marketing staff be hired with remuneration based upon a
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commission on sales above existing levels' .11l
Prison industry is unlikely to become either profitable or
useful in maintaining the work habit among prisoners while the
average working day in almost all Australian prisons remains
between four to five hours after excluding time for lunch, smokos,
musters, etc.
14. A 35 hour working week should be normal practice in Australian
prisons.
1 S. Normal practice in Australian prisons should be that prisoners arc not
puUed off production for interviews and other interruptions. Such
matters should be attended to outside working hours.

16. Each industry workshop should have a time clock and require the usc
of a time card by each prisoner. When fewer than 3 S hours were
worked for any reason other than sickness, pay would be reduced
accordingly. When more than 3 5 hours were worked pay would be
increased at overtime rates.

In many other parts of the world prisons manage to run a 35
hour or longer working week. The only real obstacle to this
happening in Australia is administrative inertia. As Rinaldi has
pointed out:
Unlike workers in the free community, prisoners do not have to prepare
a meal nor spend an hour or more each morning and evening in trains or
buses to reach their place of employment.19

Rinaldi goes on to argue that the main obstacle to a full
working week is that some 70 per cent of our prisoners are kept in
maximum security type custody, 'not because they require this
form of security but because prison buildings do not permit any
other form'.20 He points out that by using prison labour many of
our maximum security areas could be converted to medium or
minimum security without enormous cost simply by removing
existing gates and doors. The South Australian Department of
Correctional Services is currently doing just this in its maximum
securitv wing at the Cadell prison. Prisoners there will use an alarm
clock to get themselves up for work in time for an eight hour day .
Once we have a situation where prisoners can let themselves
out of their cells, the primary impediment to a full working week
is remoYed. This impediment is· that prisoners cannot be let out
of their cells until the day shift of custodial officers comes on
duty and must be put back in their cells before they go home. For
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those prisoners who must be kept in maximum security
accommodation, this problem will remain. :\e\ ertheless, it may be
that it is justified in economic terms to bear the increased
custodial costs of a late lock-up so that prison industry can be
made financially viable.
There are other ways of avoiding more minor encroachments
on the working day. Duckworth and Young's 21 suggestion of a
staggered four day (or four and a half day) \\'Orking week bears
careful consideration as a way of making proposal 15 practicable.
The two hour lunch break which is typical in Australian prisons
can readily be shortened through the pro\·ision of cut lunches to
be consumed in the workshop.
In Chapter 12 we discussed the problem of the changed
meaning of time in the prison context - how it becomes less
meaningful as a commodity to be used efficiently. Perhaps the
premium which is placed on keeping appointments, getting things
done on time, and using time effectively is one of the more
oppressive features of complex industrialised societies. Like it or
not, the fact remains that if prisons and prisoners are going to play
an active role in the productive processes of this kind of society,
they must be jolted out of the comfort of pre-industrial attitudes
to time. In practice, that oppressive machine , the time clock, has
proven to be one way of achieving this. Clocking on and off was
one of the features of the highly developed industrial program
at the Coldingley prison in Britain. The introduction of time
clocks was also one of the recommendations of Econ Incorporated
for American prisons.22
Correctional opinion throughout the world is increasingly in
favour of the payment of national minimum levels of remuneration for prisoners who work a full working week. The payment of
outside levels of remuneration is also quite possible in the case
of prisoners who are not working a 35 hour week, but such
payment would have to be calculated at hourly rates. Finland,
Costa Rica and the U.S.S.R. already pay national minimum wage
rates to a large proportion of their prisoners. The Canadian cabinet
has approved the principle of the payment of the Federal
Minimum Wage to inmates employed in industries which are self
supporting and has commenced a pilot project at the Joyceville
Institution, Ontario, to assess the impact of such minimum wage
payments.23 In many Swedish, Singapore and American prisons
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wages approaching national minimum levels are now being paid
to prisoners.
The influential U.S. National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals recommend that:
Inmates should be compensated for all work performed that is of
economic benefit to the correctional authority or another public or
private entity. As a long-range objective to be implemented by 1978,
such compensation should be at rates representing the prevailing waS(e
for work of the same type in the \'icinity of the correctional facility.Z4

The Nagle Royal Commission into N.S.W. Prisons came down
clearly against the payment of award wages to prisoners, though
it did argue for increased levels of pay. The opposition of Mr
Justice Nagle is ironical since one of the fundamental principles of
imprisonment which he stressed in other sections of the report is
the very principle that criminologists overseas have used as the
rationale for not depriving prisoners of full rights to earn a living:
While in prison, the inmate should lose only his liberty and such rights
as expressly or by necessary implication result from that loss of
liberty.2S

Virtually all writers on the subject of prison industry agree
that miniscule levels of payment to prisoners are one of the most
important reasons for the low productivity of prison industry .
Any discussion of the problems of prison industry with prisoners
always brings a barrage of resentment over low pay rates. Such
resentment was exemplified by a prisoner from Parramatta who
said angrily :
Th.e screws stand around doing nothing all day watching us work and get
pa1d $200 a week . We work all day and get $2 a week.

While prisoner producti,·ity would undoubtedly rise if they
were paid normal wages, the question concerning the cost
conscious administrator is whether this rise in productivity would
be sufficient to pay for the increased costs of labour. This is an
empirical question which could only be answered in practice. A
reasonable solution is to follo\v the Canadian lead and approve the
payment of award wages only in those industries where a profit
(or a break even situation) could be achieved under those circum·
stances. Ultimately. a prison industries system run on business
principles should ha\·e no industries which run at a long term loss.
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But even if competent businessmen were to take over prison
industries tomorrow it would be manv \'ears before most of them
would run profitably. In the interim, it \VOuld not be unreasonable
to give prisoners the choice of being unemployed or working at
the below award standards of pay v.·hich the le\·el of production
in their industry could support. Such a transition would encourage
the (accurate) view that there is a common interest between
administration and prisoners in increasing industry efficiency.
The pr~fitability analysis performed by Econ Incorporated
found that It was feasible to pay Connecticut prisoners reasonably
high wages and achieve an overall profit of 10 per cent of sales. 26
The net cost of paying prisoners award wages is not as great as it
might at first seem. It is after all the public purse which benefits
from any tax the prisoner might pay, which is relieved of the
responsibility for paying welfare benefits to the prisoner's family,
and which is recompensed out of the prisoner's wages for the cost
of his food and board.
Prisoners' pay rates in Australia are low by international standards. Queensland prisoners, who mostly receive se\·en cents a day,
are worse off than prisoners almost anywhere in the world. One
Prisons Department official told me that there were some
prisoners in Queensland who received nothing for their work and
many who received less than seven cents a day . Award wages for
prisoners in jurisdictions such as Queensland and the Northern
Territory would be difficult to sell politically. Undoubtedly the
payment of award wages to the predominantly Aboriginal
prisoners in the Northern Territory would lead critics to invoke
the principle of lesser eligibility by attempting to suggest that
Aborigines were better off inside jail than out. Bad as employment prospects are for Aborigines in the l\orthern Territory,
however, employment opportunities in Northern Territory prisons
have a long way to go before they can match opportunities outside
~at the moment there is no industry at either major prison). Even
1f the number of job opportunities and the pay rate for Aboriginal
prisoners were increased to the point where they were better off
than Aborigines outside, one would have thought that the social
problem would lie with the poor economic circumstances of
Aborigines outside, not with their improved conditions while in
jail.
Nevertheless, recognising the political difficulties of intro·
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ducing award wages, it is suggested that a politically acceptable
interim measure would be the introduction of incentive payment
schemes such as have been introduced in Victoria. The evidence
from Victoria (reported in Chapter 9) is that increased production
from the introduction of incentive payments more than compensates for increased labour costs. In these circumstances some of
the most conservative of prisons officials have found the incentive
payment scheme not only acceptable but desirable. Their support
for the scheme also partly arises from the fact that they find the
tougher prisoners easier to manage with the carrot than with the
stick . Ultimately it is quite possible that further increases in
productivity leading to further increases in pay levels would lead
to the point where it was actually cheaper to pay award wages and
subtract food and board from those wages. It is therefore proposed that :
17. Each State set itself the target of by 1990 paying award wages to all
prisoners who work in industries where such wages can be paid
"'ithout the industry running at a loss.
18. All States move towards substantially higher rates of pay for prisoners
by introducing incentive payment schemes immediately.

It has already been proposed that prisoners should have the
right to be unemployed, but that a choice to forego work should
result in loss of wages and only a subsistence level of support by
the state. The same should apply to prisoners who decide to
engage in full time education rather than work. People can and do
undertake full time education outside prison, and they should also
be able to do so in prison. When people outside make this choice
they must sur\'i\·e on the meagre subsistence prO\·ided by, say, a
TEAS allowance. So should prisoners undertaking full time
education be supplied with no more than room and board plus a
few dollars a week spending money to pay for small necessities
and only occasional luxuries. It would be dangerous to take the
principle of greater eligibility discussed in Chapter three so far as
to render committing a crime and being sent to jail one of the
easier ways of undertaking full time education.
The Coldingley prison in Britain is an interesting model in the
way that it treats the unemployed in prison similarly to the
unemployed outside. They must 'apply' for jobs which are
ad,·enised at certain rates of pay, are 'interviewed', can be 'sacked',
and made to 'sign on' as unemployed.
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In addition to pay rates, gate money, if paid at all, is inadequate in Australia when compared to many other countries. The
empirical evidence reviewed in Chapter four is consistent with the
view that when prisoners are released with a reasonable amount in
their pockets they are less likely to reoffend. Gate money is not so
much a handout as a social investment. The state has a special
responsibility to provide financially for prisoners when a job
cannot be found for them on release. Prisoners who had a job
before being incarcerated but cannot get a job on release because
they are ex-prisoners are doubly penalised . On grounds of equity
the state has a special responsibility to financially support such
prisoners during this difficult period after they have served their
penalty. There is consequently a good case, both on these equitable grounds and for crime prevention, to make gate money
payments very much higher when a job cannot be found. If
prisons departments knew that they would not have to pay out
so much in gate money if they succeeded in finding a job for a
releasee which was acceptable to him according to the normal
Commonwealth Employment Service criteria, then they might
be more diligent in doing what they could to improve his job
prospects:
19. Gate money should be set at no less than $50 for prisoners who are
placed in a job, and $300 for prisoners who are not placed in a job
after serving a term of six months or more.27

The latter figure of $300 would be barely enough to survive
for an unemployed releasee who was waiting for a few weeks to
receive his first unemployment benefits cheque and who had to
pay a bond on rented accommodation. Another form of transitional aid which seems to have proven in practice to be of considerable benefit in forestalling a return to crime is the Glebe
House concept of the New South Wales Prisoners' Action Group.
The half way house is run by ex-prisoners for prisoners. That
means that the people running the house are sensitive to the
unique problems which prisoners face in trying to make a new
start. If a prisoner is flat broke upon release then he is not
required to pay rent to the half way house until he develops an
earning capacity:
20. Half way houses which provide transitional accommodation for
prisoners should be subsidised by the state.
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A final criticism of the financial treatment of prisoners
concerns arts and crafts products not created in working hours. In
Queensland and the Northern Territory prisoners cannot sell their
art and craft work for private gain except by clandestine means.
Such a system is a disincentive to creative effort and fosters
corrupt deals with prison officers to get some of the more ,·aluable
pieces onto the market.
21. Other States should consider the New South Wales policy of aUowing
inmates to set a minimum and maximum price for their art and craft
products and gi\ing them 70 per cent of the price if sold.

Another area where prisoners do not have equal protection
with free workers is with respect to compensation for accidents or
injuries sustained at work:
Australian prison administrations and courts have probably the worst
records in the world in resisting claims by inmates for compensation for
injuries sustained on the job. In an early N .S.W. case the court held that
the State had no duty of care towards prisoners but even if such a duty
existed it was against public policy to allow actions for negligence to be
maintained by prisoners. Gibson v. Young (1899) 21 S.R. (N.S.W.) 7.28

In the absence of any legal protection for prison workers it is
now an administrative practice in several States (New South Wales
and South Australia in particular) to make ex gratia payments
equal to amounts which might have been granted as workers
compensation. Prisoner workers do seem to suffer from a great
number of industrial injuries. This might be due in part to a disproportionately high number of cases of self-mutilation. Howe\·er,
infrequent or non-existent inspections by State departments of
labour and industry are probably also a factor. The problem here
is not unique to prisons, but a more general one of laxness when
one State government department is inspecting another. In some
States the practice is supposed to be that prisons departments call
in occupational health and safety inspectors, but in practice they
rarely or never do so:
22. Until such time as the law is changed to provide workers compensation protection to prisoners, all States should make ex gratia
payments to injured prison workers a routine practice.
2 3. Each state should negotiate a definite routine of regular inspections
of each prison industry by the relevant industrial safety authority.

Many of the employment conditions of prisoners are
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undoubtedly worse than those of outside workers because
prisoners are not unionised. For example, if union organisers had
been regularly \'isiting the row of workshops at Risdon jail in
which all walls and ceilings were covered with asbestos. it is
possible that this problem would have been rectified earlier than
1t was. It is likely that most union opposition to prison industry
would evaporate if prisoners were paid award wages and joined
the appropriate union. Union opposition to work release, e,·en
during periods of high unemployment, is non-existent precisely
because the prisoners are becoming union members.
Most prisoners who had a job were union members before
entering prison and will be union members again upon release.
Moreover, what I ha,·e been arguing throughout this book is that
the community , including the trade union mo,·ement, should
regard prisoners as fully fledged members of the workforce with
all of the working rights of people outside. This should include
the right to join a trade union. Comeau has suggested that trade
union participation could have definite rehabilitative value for
prisoners:
A unjon could prove to be rehabilitative in a number of ways. Leadership
qualities among inmates would be developed; participation by the
institutional population in this legitimate grievance structure would
encourage and stimulate in the inmates those qualities of citizen involvement which they would encounter upon their release from the institution;
together with administrative and legislative reform, the bargaining
activities within the instituion would have the potential to remove many
of the dehumanising, deplorable conditions which have been allowed to
persist within many institutions - thus making the facilities more
conducive to rehabilitation; the opportunity to become involved in
meaningful employment within and upon release from the institution
would be enhanced by the bargaining objectives and by the possible
involvement of the prison unions with national or international unions;
and the ability to negotiate for a fair wage would enable the inmate to
assist his dependents and/or to save a sum of money which would
increase the likelihood of his successful entry into the general society
upon his release. 29

Even though union opposition to prison industry is probably
a less serious problem than opposition from adversely affected
n ufacturers, there is a major difference between the two types
of opposition which makes it more worthwhile to concentrate on
the unions. That difference is that if the central trade union
authority, the Australian Council of Trade Unions (A.C.T.U.),
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were to decide at a congress that prisoners were to be regarded as
fully fledged members of the labour force with full rights to union
membership, workers compensation, and award wages, then
affiliated trade unions would almost certainly implement this
policy. However, ha\'ing a comparable resolution of support for
prison industry carried by a major employers' association would
count for nothing with an individual manufacturer who felt that
he was ha,·ing his livelihood threatened by a competing prison
industry. Even though the problem of trade union opposition to
prison industry is grossly exaggerated by prison administrators, it
is worthwhile to take initiatives to attempt to lay it to rest so that
it can no longer be used as an excuse for inaction on prison
industry . It is therefore recommended that:
24. All States encourage prisoners to join trade unions and retain union
memberships held prior to admission to prison.
25, A discussion be held with key members of the executive of the
A.C.T .U. to win support for the notion that prisoners sh ould be
regarded as fuUy fledged members of the labour force with fuU rights
to union membership, workers compensation and award wages.

Up to this point the discussion has been directed at manufacturing industries. It is ironical that most of the opposition to prison
industry which has been highlighted in the literature has related to
manufacturing acti,·ities. Primary industries in prisons are often
concentrated in areas such as dairying and fruit growing where
go,·ernments ha,·e been paying bounties to encourage producers to
withdraw from production. Such prison industries are hardly in
the national economic interest.
Most prison farms in Australia are not paragons of producti\·e
efficiency. It is not unfair to say that some prison farms with a
workforce of perhaps 60 prisoners derive little more produce than
single families operating properties of similar size in the same
district. Certainly farm production is useful in saving money on
prison food bills. :'\e,·ertheless, capital investment in farming is less
useful, both in terms of profits and the value of skills learnt , than
investment in many types of manufacturing. Since the industrial
re,·olution self sufficiency in food has been bad economics. The
criteria for capital in\·estment should not be the romantic notion
of self sufficienc\', but maximum return on investment combined
with maximum benefit to the prisoners. An insightful analysis of
the further disad,·antages of prison farms appears in the report of
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the Mitchell Committee on Criminal Law and Penal Methods
Reform in South Australia. I could do no better than to quote
their arguments at length:
Since a farm obviously cannot be run within the confines of a conventional prison, t~e answer ~ade to_ t~e criticism th~t it is theref?~e not
suitable for pnson work 1s that 1t IS perfectly su1table to a mm1mum
security prison. In our opinion this is the case on!} 1f the criminological
aims of minimum security predominate and not the requirements of the
farm. For the great majority of prisoners it is reasonably clear that the
two are incompatible. The purpose of transferring a prisoner who is
approaching his release dat_e fr~m maxi?"um t~ sub-maxi~~m. ~curi_ty
is to start the process of easmg h1m back mto soc1et}' by fam1han~mg h1':'
with reduced regimentation and restriction of movement. If a pnsoner IS
not sent to maximum security in the first place, the aim is similarly to
keep to a minimum the difference between his life in prison and life in
the community. It is true that a prison farm which is run with reasonable
freedom of movement and individual responsibilit}' for getting jobs done
is consistent with these aims. But it also has a basic characteristic which
is incompatible with them. This is that most prisoners correctly do not
regard a farm as bearing much resemblance to society as they know it ...
the great majority of prisoners reflect the distribution of population in
Australia generally and in South Australia in particular in that they come
from urban backgrounds to which farming activities have no relevance.
It is not evidence of institutionalisation for them to feel more at home
at an urban prison in the area from which they come than at a prison
farm in a country district nowhere near their own area. The greater ease
of visiting, the availability of prison work of more usual kinds, the
greater protection from the climate and the mere consciousness of being
in the proximity of a centre of population, all give the urban prisons a
considerable psychological advantage over prison farms, even if to the
outsider many of the physical facilities of the latter appear to be superior.
The major objection to farming as prison work is that for the great
majority of prisoners its influence runs counter to the aims of the submaximum security detention to which alone it is appropriate. For
similar reasons it fails also to meet the criterion of width of appeal. There
are no doubt a few offenders from country districts to whom it is attractive, and perhaps a few who take to it for no obvious or predictable
reason. But for the majority of prisoners the work it entails is not
purposive, because they have no interest in farm products beyond
consuming some of them in a processed form as food, and no intention
of engaging in farming after release. Neither is the work interesting, for
in addition to having no desire to do it in the first place, most prisoners
find routine farm work boring and, under most climatic circumstances,
uncomfortable. It is difficult to see any rehabilitative purpose being
served by removing a prisoner from one environment to another which,
for reasons which appear to him to be sound, he likes less and requiring
him to do work which, for reasons which appear to him to be equally
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sound, he positively dislikes. As to relative cheapness of installation an~
maintenance, it is obvious that no farm on any scale can meet th1s
criterion, particularly with a low-grade labou~ f?rce. We conclu_de tha~
farming is unsuitable as prison work. ~t ~est It IS ~ very expens1ve wa?
of meeting the needs of a small mm~nty of pnson_e_rs. _At worst 1t
positively conflicts with the criminological and rehab1htauve purposes
which it is supposed to scrve. 30

For all of the foregoing reasons, the ~itchell C~mmittee
recommended the closing of the Cadell pnson farm m South
Australia. Even though I fully accept the above_ argu~ents of _the
Committee a recommendation to close an existmg pnson requ1res
a detailed ~conomic and administrative analysis such as is beyond
the scope of this book. Moreover, it ha~ been s~en in Part II that
some existing prison farms are supenor e_nv1ronmen~s . to the
maximum security institutions which are the1r only re~hsuc alternative. Finally , in some remote areas farm produce IS the only
type of production for which m_arkets could ~e found. Hence, the
compelling arguments of the Mitchell_ Committee should only be
taken so far as to imply that no new pnson farms be co~t~mplated,
and that only in exceptional circumstances should ex1stmg farms
be expanded:
26. No further prison farms should be built in A~sttalia. I~ s~ould _also
be a generally accepted principle that expansiOn of extsong pnson
farms should not take place.

1. D. Glaser, Tbe Effectivelless of .1 Prison and Parole System (Bobbs·
.\terrill. New York, 1969) , p. 164.
.
.
.
.
2 F Rinaldi Priso11 L1bour i11 Australia (Australian Nauonal UntverSJty,
Canbe.rra: Penology Paper No.4, 1973), p.
C?nsistent with th~ eviden~e
presented in this book from other States, Rmaldt found that 101 •~mates m
New South Wales prisons were enrolled in correspondence courses m motor
mechanics. No other correspondence trade course had as many as 30 enr?l·
ments. Employment prospects for workers with training in these automou,·e
trades are also generally good.
.
.
. .
3. A dental laboratory is one of the larger pns.on mdu~tnes m T~xas.
'jobs Behind Bars: Boon to Prisoners and Taxpayers, U.S ..\t•ws .md Uorld
R,•port, June 20, 1977.
.
.
.
.
-l. Grinding optical lenses is a successful pnson mdustry m Connecucut
and is being considered for introduction into Michigan.
5. Sue Collins. an industrial designer seconded to the New South Wales
Department of Corrective Services, has suggested this as. a. profitab~e prison
industrY for that State which would fulfill multiple trammg functions m a
,·ariety ·of basic trade skills.
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6 . .\\icrofilming is a labour intensi,·e acti,·ity \\hll'h 10\0hes capttal
investment only of the order of $30,000 for an iniual operattng c.IpaCJty . It
is undergoing boom growth, particularly in the pub he sector .\ m1crofilming
sen•ice bureau was one of the nC\\ industries recommended by Econ Incorporated m their LEAA funded model program for prison mdustry. Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, Study oj tbt' Economic .111,1 Rt'/.>,,bt/-

it<ltive .-\spats of Prison Industry, \"olume 1'1· .-\1t.1lysis oj Prison !11.iustries
<111d Recommend,lfions for C/.langr (U.S. Department of justice, Washington
D.C., 1978).
7. This was another of the recommendations of Econ Incorporated (Ibid.).
Whtle the capital investment for this industry is also small, it \\ ould demand
the full time employment of an industrr expert and a training course of some
six months duration.
8. Contrary to many peoples' expectations the manufacture of fibreglass
products such a~ boats is not highly capita~ inten~i,·e. It is an mdust_r~.· ''~ere
job placement tS not dependent on havmg a formal trade qualtftcauon.
Workers get employment if they have experience and can do the job. Being
able to operate a chopper gun or make a mould from a blueprint are marketable skills.
9. This industry has already been attempted once in New South Wales. It
has the advantage that public sector use of typewriters is considerable and
that training courses for repairers need only be of 10 weeks duration. I have
spoken to officers of IBM in Australia who expressed some interest in the
possibility of running training programs in prisons.
10. New South Wales is currently experiencing a shortage of refrigeration
mechanics. See Manpower Programmes Section, Department of Employment and Industrial Relations, Fmployment Pro~pt'crs b) Industry and
Occupation. A Labour Markl!t Analysis (Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, 1978), p. 17 3.
11. Sue Collins, an industrial designer on secondment to the New South
Wales Department of Corrective Services, is keen to expand into furniture
upholstery work in that State's prisons.
12. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, op. cit., pp. 76-77.
13. Report of the Royal Commission into New South Wales Prisons
(N S.W. Government Printer, Sydney, 1978), p. 235.
14. Basic Principles and Objectives of tbe Department of Corrections
(Perth, 12 June 1978).
15. Duckworth and Young in their discussion groups with Western
nuo~uau··m trade instructors found that the instructors were keen to improve
training skills:
It became clear during discussions with instructors that they would very
much like the opportunity of attending courses in two particular areas.
The first of these relates to techniques of trade instruction. Several men
felt that though they arc competent tradesmen, they need to become
familiar with modern teaching methods. Secondly, there was strong
support for the idea of an opportunity to regularly keep up to date with
the latest developments in their particular trade areas. Techniques,
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technology and materials are changing rapidly in most trade areas and it
is essential that instructors in the prison service be given the opportunity
to keep abreast of the de\·elopments, if on top of the other djfficulties of
their situation, they are to avoid imparting out-of-date knowledge.

A .. Duckworth and f. Young, Industry and Trade Training in West Australian
Pnsons (Paper prepared for the executive committee, Department of
Corrections, Perth , 19 78), p . 15.
16. Op. cit.
17. Op. cit., p. 384.
18. Op. cit., p. 148.
19. Rinaldi, op. cit., p. 31.
20. Ibid., p . 32 .
21. Op. cit.
22 . Op. cit.
2 3. R eorganisation of Industries in the Canadia,1 Penitentiary Service
(Canadian Penitentiary Service, 1977).
24. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, Corrections (National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Washington D.C., 1973), p. 387.
25. Report of the Royal Commission into New South Wales Prisons
op. cit., p. 41.
'
26. Op. cit.
27. This proposal is based in part of the thinking of the Econ Incorpo rated report, op. cit., p . H .
In t~e event of failure to place the worker, industries would compensate
the tnmate for non-perfo.rmance through the mechanism of gate money
upon release. The magmtude of the gate money compensation would
depend upon the highest skill level achieved by the inmate worker in any
Free Venture Industry shop. Specifically, the gate money payment
would equal S 1.500 1f the worker had achieved the level of a skilled
workman, S 1.200 1f the worker had achieved a semi-skilled level and
S90~ if the worker \\ere u~skilled. We anticipate that the average cost to
pronde JOb placement sernces to ex-offenders would run about $300 per
client.
28. Rinaldi, op. cit . p. H.
29. Comeau, 'Labour L'nions for Prison Inmates', Buffalo L«w Review,
21, 1972, pp. 963-98-t. Quoted in Rinaldi, op. cit., p. 23 .
30. Criminal La\\ and Penal ~iethods Reform Committee of South
Australia, First R,·porr S,•u l<'tlcing and Corrections (South Australian
Go\·ernmenr Printer. 197 3). pp. 112-113.
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Work Release

Imprisonment which incorporates daily release to work is a
sanction which could be handed down by the courts as a sentence.
This court determined type of work release is in effect a half way
house between probation and full imprisonment. Australian work
release programs have never been of the court determined type.
Rather, entry to them has been a privilege bestowed by prison
administrations upon selected offenders serving the latter part of
their sentence. Work release in Australia has therefore operated as
a half way out point between imprisonment and parole rather than
as a half way in option. The question of whether offenders should
be sentenced to work release by Australian courts will not be
considered in this book. An answer to this question could only be
attempted in the context of a comprehensi\'e review of the range
of sentencing options available to the judiciary and whether work
release could equitably be incorporated into a sentencing system.
The Desirability of Work Release
The e\·idence on the impact of work release programs on
recidivism was reviewed in Chapter four. While there is e\'idence
which calls into question the efficacy of work release, notably the
findings of Waldo and Chiricos, I there is a preponderance of evaluations reaching favourable conclusions about the effect of work
release on recidivism and reintegration into the free community.
Apart from the overall impact of work release, a comparison of
work releasees who recidivate with those who do not, provides
further evidence consistent with the efficacy of this type of
program. The Research and Statistics Di\·ision of the New South
Wales Department of Corrective Services have shown that work
releasees who succeed on parole are more likely to have spent a
longer period on work release, to ha\·e been discharged with a
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greater amount of earnings in their pockets as a result of the
longer period working, and to ha\·e stayed on with the work
release job on completion of sentence.2 Taking maximum
a~\·antage of the. s.upposcd .benefits of the program is associated
w1th reduced rec1d1v1sm . It IS therefore reasonable to assume that
ben~fits such ~s placing more money in the pocket of the releasee
are m fact havmg a desirable crime preventive effect.
. .All of the statistical e\·idence which exists would seem to
md1cate tha~ such limited Australian work release programs as
have been mtr?duced have been outstanding successes. The
West~rn Au~t~ahan Department of Corrections has kept comprehensive sta ttst1cs on the 1,65 0 prisoners who have been through its
work release program between 1970 and 1978:
To date the programme has been regarded as successful in that over the
past seven years the absconding rates has remained at a static 3 S% of the
total participants in the programme; the drunkenness rate whe~eby work
~eleasees have b~en rem~ved. from. the programme for being under the
tnfl~enc~ of, or tntroductng liquor tnto an institution has remained at a
static 4~o! and the total breakdown rate during the work release period
has remamed at 9% of the total number undertaking work release. 3

. The New South Wales figures on removal from work release
pamt an almost equally favourable picture:
Since the inception of work release, thirty two men (16%) have been
removed from th~ scheme. Of these removals, eleven (34%) were for
further offen~es mcludmg four escapes, fourteen (44%) for breach of
house regulations and seven (2 2°o) for other reasons. It must be noted
that not all remo\·als rep~esenr failure on work release. Twenty five of
the removals may be classsf1ed as breakdowns while the remaining seven
were removed because of general unsuitability and health reasons.4

Senior officers of the Queensland Prisons' Department told me
that between 1969 and 1974 there was not one case of absconding
under the Quee?~land. work release program. This is perhaps not
altogether surpnsmg smce work release has been generally availabl: only to Queensland prisoners serving the last two months of
the1r sentence.
American ~tudies. ~a,·: established that the desire of prisoners
to support thet~ famlites IS one of the most important reasons for
wantmg to get mto work release programs. ln one North Carolina
study •. for exa~ple, 76 per cent of prisoners gave family support
as the1r most Important reason. 5 .-\ Western Australian study by
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Roe,6 however, found that on!~ 15 per cent of respondents ga\·e
this as their main reason for wanting to participate in work release.
The laner finding could be explained by the fact that only 25 per
cent of the work releasees in the study were married. Further
analysis revealed that all of the married prisoners in the study
listed family support as either the most or the second most
important reason for wanting ,,·ork release.
'To obtain work experience· was the reason for wanting work
release which was most often rated as important by Roe's Western
Australian inmates. Work experience of course is most relevant
where it is in a job in which the prisoner has already had some
\'ocational training in prison. One of the main conclusions of the
nationwide study of work release programs prepared by Swanson7
for the Manpower Administration of the U.S. Department of
Labor was that inmate attitudes to programs seemed to be most
po~itive where prison vocational training was followed by work
whtch was relevant to that training. Unfortunately, Australian
work release programs have made little effort to relate work
release job placement to prior training. This again emphasises the
problem of discontinuity to which continual reference has been
made in this book.
. A~erican in~estigations of work release show that the great
?'laJOnty of participants are placed into unskilled or semi-skilled
JObs (usually 60-80 per cent unskilled o r semi-skilled).S New
~outh Wales data show that 51 per cent of work release jobs fall
mto these categories (compared to 41 per cent for the general
workforce).? Roe's data indicates that 'semi-skilled' jobs are more
common than either 'routine' or 'skilled' work, but that 'skilled'
work is clearly the least common. 10 It would seem that Australian
work releasees are possibly being placed in more skilled jobs on
average than their American counterparts. This might reflect the
fact that work release is used far more selectively (and in a more
class biased fashion) in Australia.
The fact that work release is only made available to an elite of
mode.! prisoners and that the jobs are not all unskilled might
explam the rather surprising finding from a New South Wales
st~dy that only 15 per cent of work rclcasees said that they
:dtsltked' their job. 11 While only 42 per cent said that they were
happy' with their jobs, 42 per cent were at least 'accepting' of
them.
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To consider the other side of the coin, scattered evidence
wo_ul? see~ to suggest that more often than not employers are
satisfied With the performance of their work release employees 12
Elder and Cohen's 13 study found that for only seven (eight per
cent) of 90 work. releasees was the employer dissatisfied. Swanson
concluded from h1s study of 74 employers that:
The aver~ge employer surveyed indicated the work release ro ram was
Work
an effecuve tool in helping offenders and benefitting the
releasees are mostly employed as unskilled labor but are seen as better
than the average cmp_loyce. The strongest points in favour of the releasee
as an empl?yee are _h1s dependability , ability to get along, conscientious·
nefss, ~n_d h1s enrh_us1asm. The work releasee's weakest attribute is his lack
o trammg and sk 11ls.14

co~p!y.

he will stay on with the employer after completion of sentence are
one of the main criteria for the granting of work release in Queensland. In New South Wales more systematic figures have been kept.
These indicate that a substantial proportion of work releasees do
stay on for at least some time (see Table 14.1 ). Of course there
may be others who move on to employment in the same field in
w·hich they gained work release experience, perhaps with another
firm of the same type in their home town.
Table 14.1 Period of Employment with Work Release Firm Subsequent
to End of Sentence for 361 New South Wales Work Releasees•

Left
immediately
on release

~erein

lie some of the reasons for my surprise to discover that
even m the face of the record levels of unemployment of late 1978
and early 197~ employers were calling the Silverwater Work
R~lease Centre m New South Wales asking for work releasees and
be1_ng turned away because there were insufficient prisoners to
sattsfy all such requests. As one Department of Corrective Services
~eport. st~tes: '~he N.S:~· w~rk release scheme is experiencing
little difficulty m obtammg JObs for inmates because of real
advantages ~o employers who hire work releasees' _1s These real
advantages mclude the fact that the employer is guaranteed a
~egr~e of labour ~tabili_ty by virtue of the fact that the prisoner is
hkel~ to stay With h1m for the duration of his sentence and
poss1bly lon_ger. Undoubtedly many work releasees are keen to
1mprove the1r chan~cs of parole by exemplary work performance.
More~ver,_ as_ pomted out _in C_hapter 12, the prisoner's
non·work~ng l~fe has so few sattsfacuons when compared with the
~on-workmg hfe of the free worker that the prisoner may be more
likely tha~ the normal employee to invest a large part of his
psycholog1cal com~itment to work . One of the many favourable
consequen~es of th1s. for the employer might be that the work
releasee will be less hkely to take 'sickies' than the free worker.
Work releasees do stay on with their employer often enough
~o make e~pl?~·me_nr at the completion of sentence one of the
1mporta~t JUStifications for a work release program. The Queensland Pnsons Departme~t claims that 70 per cent of its work
~~leasees st~y on for a t1me after release. This extraordinarily high
•gure poSSibly reflects the fact that guarantees by the inmate that

17 3

:-lumber
~fc,

211
58.4

1-3

4-11

12-23

24·35

weeks

weeks

weeks

;;:et>ks

40

53

31

17
4.7

11.1

14.7

8.6

36

;;:aks

Tot.1!

9

361

2.5

100.0

• This table is adapted from New South Wales Department of Corrective
Services Research and Statistics Division Publication No. 19 , Tht' Performcwce of Work Releasees Otl Parole, Table 7, p. 16.

Prison administrators in States which do not ha,·e a substantial
work release program often use the excuse that it would be
impossible during a period of high unemployment to find work
for their inmates. Although this sounds like a plausible excuse, it
is in fact a feeble one. Admittedly there will always be some
prisoners who are difficult to place because of their lack of skills.
But with sufficient determination even these can be placed. If
required, doorknocking of employers and systematic working
through the yellow pages of the telephone book can be resorted
to, as can a call for special assistance from the Department of
Employment and Youth Affairs Handicapped and Special Employment Group's Counsellors. If the worst comes to the worst, a
prisoner can be placed in a job which has such appalling working
conditions that labour turnover among free workers is rampant.
The unskilled prisoner might quite reasonably decide that even
this kind of work is better than rotting in prison or working in the
perhaps equally unattractive, and decidedly less remunerative,
prison industries. While employment in a grossly exploitative
outside industry would be justified as a last resort in some
individual cases, it would be shortsighted policy to encourage the
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use of prisoners in such industries. If our goal is to interest
prisoners in legitimate work as a more attractive option to
illegitimate work, then we should hark back to Hawkins' warning
that: 'Patients undergoing aversive therapy do not usually become
addicted to emetics or electric shocks' _16
The Economics of Work Release
Even if all of the other supposed advantages of work release
are proven with more thorough research to be unfounded, the fact
will remain that work release is economically advantageous for all
concerned - the prisons department, the prisoner, the prisoner's
family, the Department of Social Security (which would otherwise
be paying welfare benefits to the prisoner's family), and perhaps
also the Taxation Department. If indeed the work releasee is a
better worker than the employer would otherwise have got, then
he also is benefitting financially.
American studies have consistently demonstrated the financial
savings to prison administrations of running work release
programs_l7 In the Australian context, setting up work release
hostels for the first time certainly involves an initial capital investment which might or might not be offset by savings on the future
costs of building new prisons to house equal numbers of prisoners.
The initial capital outlay need not be great. For example, the
suggestion I heard in Adelaide of using vacant houses bought up
by the State for freeway construction would involve minimal
costs.
The ongoing sa\·ings of work release programs are beyond
dispute . Existing work release programs in Australia save prisons
departments money, in contrast with existing prison industry
programs which almost invariably cost departments money.
Hence , if it is deemed desirable that prisoners be allowed to work,
then work release is the most economical way to do it. While
prison industry implies the considerable cost of the salaries of
trade instructors, work release does not. Work release also takes
some of the pressure off demands to increase the numbers of
custodial staff because a significant proportion of the prison
population no longer has to be supervised for the greater part of
the day. Putting a hundred inmates on work release rather than
prison industry frees a lot of costly floor space which would otherwise have to be de\·oted to prison workshops. It also saves on the
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all too often unprofitable capital investment in machinery to fill
the workspace. Imagine , for example, the savings to the New
South Wales Department of Corrective Services if the 130
prisoners working at the Parramatta Linen Service had been put
on work release instead, and the $13.7 million invested in that
industry had never been spent.
The most visible return to the department from work release
is the money extracted from the prisoner's pay packet each week
to notionally cover the cost of his board and lodgings. In New
South Wales this amount is set at 15 per cent of average male
weekly earnings for New South Wales as published quarterly by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics. Unlike any profits which might
accrue from the employment of prisoners in prison industry, the
return out of the work releasee's pay packet is guaranteed and
risk free. Finally, work release saves the department the cost of
paying money to prisoners for the purchase of tobacco and the
like. It also removes the otherwise pressing need to increase the
amount of gate money paid to prisoners on release.
Some enterprising Australian economist can do a detailed costbenefit analysis of work release if he or she likes. I think it would
be a wasted research effort because it would tell us what we
already know from the American studies - that not only is work
release less costly to run than traditional incarceration (both in
terms of marginal costing and aggregate costing) but that there is a
net gain to the public purse from such programs. 18
Who Should Go on Work Release?
There is a temptation for prison administrations to place
limitations on what types of prisoners should be allowed on
work release. The most common limitation is to restrict entry
to prisoners who are serving their last six months of sentence.
There are two rationales normally given for this: (i) The purpose
of work release is to ease the transition from prison to the free
community, not to be an alternative to imprisonment. (ii) Inmates
are less likely to attempt escape during the latter part of their
se ntence.
The first rationale treats reintegration of the offender into the
free community as the only purpose of work release. Easing the
transition from incarceration to freedom is surely one of the least
convincing justifications for work release. This criterion alone
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does . not make work release any more justifiable than,
allowmg day release to attend a social function. The
adva_ntages of w?rk release, such as cost savings to the
puttmg money tn the offender's pocket so that he does not
to st~al on release, ~aintaining the work habit, opening up
vocatw~al OJ:>portu~ltles, and allowing the offender the pride
supportmg h1s fam1ly, are equally applicable at the beginnin
g
a sentence.
. The second_ rationale, while also incorporating more than a
gram of truth, 1s nev~rt~e.less a weak one. Undoubtedly it is true
tha~ offenders are significantly more likely to attempt escape
durmg the early
. part
h ofb their sentence. We have seen , however,
t h at a b scond mg as een rare on Australian work release
progr~ms. A low rate of escape has also been a feature of the
Amen~n program~ . 19 It _should not surprise us that it is unusual
k
for pnsoners to nsk losmg the great opportunity which
So
it
seems
justified
to
risk
some
incre
wo~
release affords them.
. h .
ase m
an es~ape ~ate, wh IC _Is at prese~t more than acceptably low, b
allowmg pnsoners servmg the earlier part of their sentence into th~
program.
The most irrational li~i.tati?n of all is to prohibit violent or
se~u.al offe_nd~rs. fr~m ~art1~1patmg in work release. At the time of
~ntmg, this hm~ta~10~ IS ~e1~g a~plied in New South Wales. In the
first place, the hm!t~tlon IS Irrational because such evidence as we
ha,·e ~uggests that nolent and sexual offenders are, if anything,
less likely to create problems on work release and subsequent
parole than other r~·pes of offend~r~ .. Tables 14.2 and 14.3 present
data collected by th_e research diVISIOns of the New South Wales
and Weste~n ~ustrahan dep~~~ents on work release failure rates
by type ot ottence . The dehnltlons of failure are different in the
~o. States: the :--Ie~,· Sou~~ Wales definition is based on reconn,cnon or breac~ ot c~~~~~1ons_ on subsequent parole, while the
\\estern Austr a han detmmon IS based on revocation of work
release or escape '~ hile_ on work release. The New South Wales
data sho_w that whll~ e1ght per cent of all 361 offenders in the
stud~· fa1led. none ot the 52 ,·iolent and sexual offenders failed
For the 278 Western Australian w()rk releasees, 15 per cent failed
O\·eral! .. but only 12 per cent of the 83 violent and sexual offend~rs ta1le_~ · For the \\":stern Australian sample, however, the
nolent ottenders on their own had a failure rate of 16 per cent.
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Even if it could be shown that violent and sexual offenders

trere much more likely to create problems ~n wor~ rele_ase than
other types of offenders, to refrain from takmg a _nsk With them
even during the last few_ months of sentence IS to offer the

community scant protectiOn. After the few months .when ~he
offender might have been on work release follows possibly a hfetime of freedom day and ~ight in the_ o~ts~de .c?mmumty. _The
community must be convmced that. 1t IS J_ustlfJed_ to. parually
sacrifice what is only a minimal duratiOn of mcapaCitation of the
offender in the hope that the program might occasionally result
in a lifetime devoid of further crime. It is not always easy to
convince the community of this. A strong and persuasi,·e minister
is required for the task. If the community c~nnot be convi_nced,
then prison administrations should freely admit that any po~1cy of
denying work release to violent and . s~xual offenders. IS _not
rational, but is rather an inadequate pohucal response
.
f to Irranon.
20
ally based community demands for protectiOn rom cnme.
Australia's Poor Record On Work Release
Even though we have seen that the reasons for having a large
and growing work release program are compelling, there has been a
deplorable lack of political and administrative will in Australia to
encourage work release. Such programs as exist are
and large a
form of privilege for the elite of the prisoner population, often yet
another way that the white collar criminal or the educated
offender derives special advantages over the more common
working class or black offender . We saw in Chapter four how there
is considerable evidence to show that it is unskilled prisoners and
the prisoners most at risk who have most to gain by v~cational
programs. Work release in Australia is largely made available to
those who need it least.
There are reasons for the lack of political will to make work
release available to people so disreputable in the eyes of the
community as sex offenders or Aboriginal prisoners. The press
seizes on every sensational instance of an offence or escape
perpetrated by a prisoner on day release. But this is true in other
countries as well. Community fear of crime and concern about
protection from criminals is nowhere near as great in Australia as
in the United States. Yet most States in the U.S. have demonstrated the political will to explain to the community the advan-
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rages to them of having a work release program for offenders, or at
least they have succeeded in doing so to a far greater extent than
in Australia .
Table 14.4 compares the size of the work release programs in
American States in 1971 with those in Australia in February, 1979.
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Table 14.4

Comparison of the Percentages of Inmates on Work Release:
U.S. State Prisons Versus Australian Prisons2 2
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Ou oj'

%of
1\'o 011
prison
work
pop. on
release work release

120
Delaware
District of
326
Columbia
575
South Carolina
450
Wisconsin
47
Alaska
North Carolina 1,075
25
llawaii
40
Utah
133
Oregon
650
Florida
115
Iowa
35
Rhode Island
300
Maryland
125
Washington
10
New Hampshire
146
Tennessee
17
South Dakota
40
Nebraska
10
Montana
150
Indiana
12
Idaho
125
Louisiana
150
Virginia
125
New Jersey
36
Minnesota
3
North Dako ta
36
Colorado
300
California
100
Illinois

20.0
19.2
17.6
17.3
11.8
10.7
9.8
7.4
7.3

7.2
7.2
6.4
6.0

5.1
4.6
4.4

4.4
4.0

.\'o

011

pnson

work
pop. 011
release work release
Georgia

85

~\ichigan

104

Oak lahoma
Connecticut
Arizona
New Mexico
Massachusetts
Texas
Alabama
Arkansas
Kentucky
Maine
Mi~~sippi

Nevada
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Vermont
West Virginia
Wyoming

35
14

12
7
15

36

1.4
1.1
1.1

0.9
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.2

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

3.7
3.3

3.1
3.0
2.5
2.3
2.2
2.2
1.9
1.7
1.4

AUSTRALIA, 1979
Western Australia
New South Wales•
Queensland
Victoria
South Australia
Tasmania
Northern Territory

44
55
7
1
none
none
none

* Includes prisoners on both Work Release I and Work Release II.

3.3
1.4
0.4

0.1
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The comparison is an unfair one to many of the American States
which ha\'e substantially expanded their work release programs
since 1971. By 197 3, Vermont, one of the States listed as having
no work releasees in 1971 , had 27 per cent of its felon population
assigned to work release. 21 At the time of writing Western
Australia has by far the largest Australian work release scheme in
terms of the percentage of the prison population on the scheme.
But even as long ago as 1971 there were at least 20 American
States with bigger work release programs in percentage terms than
today's Western Australian program.
Conclusion and Policy Proposals
Western Australia has shown the way to other States not only
by developing the largest work release program in Australia but
by setting down in writing the fact that the objective of the
Department of Corrections is to achieve a target of 10 per cent of
its prison population being on work release at any given time.
Other States could do well to follow this example by also setting
themselves such an objective.
The Western Australian practice of buying up old buildings
located near major public transport routes for work release hostels
is clearly the most desirable way of accommodating work releasees
since it permits flexibility of location and avoids the problem of
releasees returning to prison with contraband. Inevitably , however,
budgetary restraints will influence what kind of accommodation
might be provided for work releasees in particular States. A work
release program run from a segregated yard of a maximum security
prison is certainly better than no program at all, and the risk of
contraband is insufficient reason for refusing to have work release.
The policy proposals with respect to work release are therefore
as follows:
1. Each State should set itSelf the target of having 10 per cent of itS
prison population on work release by the end of 1985.
2. Each State should buy up existing buildings located close to major
public transport routes to house work releasees.
3. Work releasees should be paid award wages and join the appropriate
union.
4. There should be no rules restricting what types of prisoners are
eligible for work release.
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5. Employment counseUors from the Department of Employment and
Youth Affairs Handicapped Persons and Special Employment Gr~ups
Section ·should be available to assist every work releasee to obtam a
placement in a job which uses skiUs learnt in training progra~s and
which is in accord with the vocational preferences of the pnsoner.
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There is no necessary incompatibility between the goals of
prison industry productivity and \'OCational training. On the
contrary, there is a necessary complementarity between the two.
How many times have Australian prisons attempted to run crash
training courses in areas such as bricklaying, on ly to find that their
graduates cannot hold down a job in the trade because they find
the pace and the duration of work as a commercial bricklayer
beyond them? In prison they have learnt only the basic skills;
they have not learnt how to apply them in a realistic work
situation. If they are given the opportunity to follow up their
bricklaying training with prison work as a bricklayer at all, it will
be only for a couple of hours at a stretch, with no deadlines to
meet, no requirements that certain strict quality and quantity
standards be met within a time limit. Skills are no use to an
employer unless they can be applied efficiently in practice.
Dealing With the Problem of Discontinuity
The contention of this book is that on one hand prison
industry can be made more productive by being able to call on a
more skilled workforce, and on the other hand programs to
develop vocational skills can be made more effective by establishing a link with prison industry to enable the skills to be applied
in a realistic work situation. Quite apart from the sheer practical
necessity of the latter, psychological commitment to trade
training will be increased if the prisoner can immediately move
into a situation where he can use his skills to make something of
practical value.
Throughout this book I have stressed the fact that the fundamental importance of the link between training and production
is in most States compromised by administrative structures which
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tend to make training-education and industry separate administrative functions. In some States decisions in one area are made
almost independently of decision in the other. Some of the details
of how this happens were discussed in Part II :
1. All States should consider the feasibility of reorganising their prisons
bureaucracy to ensure cooperative planning between trainingeducation and industry.

It is not being suggested that conflicts between productivity as
a goal and training as a goal are never a problem. They very often
are. What is being argued is that if these conflicts can be confronted and resolved rather than ignored, then both industry and
training will be the richer for the encounter. To illustrate, a
worker who is learning the skills required for one part of a job
might hold up many other workers who are already skilled in their
responsibilities. A solution might be to have a training module
attached to the industry so that trainees are kept off the production line until they ha\·e acquired a modicum of skill. Let us
suppose that the skill is welding. What we can say with some
confidence is that the industry is more likely to get a highlv
productive worker from a prisoner who has spent a couple df
weeks in a welding training module attached to it than from the
graduate of a welding course run independently by the education
di\·ision of the department.
It is crucial that the problem of discontinuity in the flow
through classification-training-work-job placement be confronted
by reference to the question of what kind of industry should be
the choice for capital im·estment. Scattered throughout this book
ha\·e been arguments for a number of important criteria in making
im·estment decisions - the industry should be profitable; it should
pro\·ide training in marketable skills; and so on. What we must
now do is to organise these scattered principles into a coherent
strategy for industry 1m·estment decisions.
The greatest single risk of any investment strategy is that the
profit goal, being as tangible and hard headed as it is, will come to
subordinate all others . The solution I would propose for controlling this risk is to opt for an investment decision strategy which
requires the new indusrr~ · proposal to satisfy certain other criteria
before an im·estigation of profitability is even considered. The
proposal is that a sequential series of seven questions be asked of
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. industry investment decision. If the answer to the first
b
an \
.
.
u'cstion is 'no' then the remaining s1:x questions WI 11 not e\·en e
th
q
,
.
. . , h
asked. If the answer to the second question IS no , t en
e
remaining five questions wil~ not be aske_d, and so o~. fhe _se\·en
questions are: (i) Does the md~~try _av01d ~he creatl?n of ~~sur
mountable security problems? (u) W11l the JO~s prov1dcd b~ the
industry be intrinsically rewarding t? most. pnsone_rs employed?
(iii) Will a substantial proportion ot the pnson~rs 1m·olved learn
\'ocational skills which will enable them to f1ll labour market
vacancies upon release? (iv) Can markets be f?und for the
products which would be produced? (v) Can th~ m~ustry make
a profit? (vi) What would be the return on capital mvestme~t?
(\·ii) What would be the ratio of prisoners employed to capital
.
.
im·csted?
Only if the first five questions were answered m ~he ~ffJrm
ative would the more detailed quantitative analyses 1mphed by
questions (six) and (seven) begin .. The str~tegy_ i~ therefore _ba~ed
on the investment proposal mectmg ce~am_ mm1mun: quahtatJve
requirements before the rigorous quantitative analys1s necessary
for a rational business decision takes over. One of the reasons for
asking the qualitative questions f_irst is that the costs of undertaking the quantitative research _will not be wasted as~ resul_t o~ a
subsequent rejection of the proJeCt on one of the earltcr cntena.
The sequential strategy would also have the ad~a~tage_ for a
Prison Industries Corporation that it would have to ha1sc_ wtth and
win the approval of other agencies on o!lly the f1rst three
questions. From then on, it wou!d have th_e nght to go ahe~d and
make its own choices on rational busmess grounds Without
bureaucratic interference, just like any business corporati?n.
The reasons for security being the basis of the first. qu~stl~n
need hardly be argued. Job satisfaction. is the next c_nre~tOn m
o rder of precedence precisely bec~use i~ IS ~he goal wh1ch '.s most
like ly to be compromised. Jo~ sa~J~fac_non hcs at t~e oppoSite end
of the continuum from prof1tab1hty m terms of 1ts con~reteness
and its capacity to resist bur_eaucratic _impositi?n . Money IS po~e:.
the job satisfaction of vo1celess pnsoners IS not. An exphc1t
attempt must be made to reverse the inevit_able superiority _of
money over human being~ b~cause ~he m~st Important po,tentJal
value of prison industry IS 111 helpm~ pnsone~s t~ _bche\e that
legitimate work can be more rewardmg than Jl!eg1t1m ate work.
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E.ven in hard e~onomic terms, if prisoners are given a chance to
di~co\·e: a meamngful world of legitimate work , then the profits of
pnson m?u~try .rna):' represen t small sums compared to the savings
to the cnmmal JUStice system from not having to deal with those
who have been turned away from illegitimate work.
.
Realising that it is possible for legitimate work to be rewarding
IS of course of limited value if such work cannot be fou nd upon
release. ~~n.ce the ne~t que~tion in order of precedence concerns
the ac9u•snwn of skills wh1ch can be used to fill labour market
vacanc1e~. Even in periods .of high ~nemployment , acute shortages
of certam types of \'OCatlonal sk11ls exist . Having prisoners fill
these labour market. vacancies .is a small way of reducing
unemployment, fostenng economic growth and reducing crime.
Even thoug~ the dev~lopment o~ marketable skills in prisoners is
~uch an ~bv1?usly des1~able pubhc pol~cy goal, it is almost totally
•gnored m mdustry mvestment decisions. Data about labour
market vacancies, including projections into the future are available from the Manpo~er ~e~tion of the Department of Employment and Youth Affairs m Its regular publication Employment
Prospe~ts by Industry and Occupation: A Labour Market
Ant1lyszs. 1 Its projections , although somewhat uncertain at times
should ne\·ertheless be an invaluable planning aid to prison~
departments:
2. The Industries and Training Divisions of all prisons deparonents
shoul~ place the~selves on the mailing list for , and use in their
plannmg. the publication Employment Prospects by Industry and
OccupatiOn: A Labour Market Analysis.

The remaining four principles are self-evident and details of
their i~plementation are beyond the competence of this writer.
Self-evident though it might be that the question of whether
markets .can be fo~nd should be asked, prison industry planners
often fa1l to ask It. Many , perhaps most, prison industries in
Australia run at considerable losses for want of markets.
Classification
The problem of discontinuity begins with classification. Glib
assessments. to the effect .that 'so an.d so is a bit short in his shop'
ofte~ .con.sntute ~e. t?tahty ~f consideration which is given to the
classi~Icanon of mdl\'ldual pnsoners to work locations. On other
occasions one can observe the chairperson of a classification
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committee. after noting the fact that a prisoner has a certain type
of work history , say ' I suppose you would like to . . . ' In my
limited experience of sitting in on classification committees it
would seem less common for the chairperson to ask the
open-ended question 'What kind of work, if any, would you like
to do?'
Prisoners pick up most of their information about what work
and educational opportunities are available from the informal
prisoners' grapevine. While this system frequently works well
enough, departments should take greater initiatives of their own to
inform prisoners of all of the work and training options available.
In some States all admissions are interviewed by an education
officer and informed of the opportunities available prior to classification. This kind of procedure is obviously preferable to
prO\·iding written information since those prisoners who have the
greatest need for assistance are the illiterate offenders. A survey of
96 Yatala prisoners conducted by Andrew Sawyer recently found
that more prisoners first got the idea of enrolling in a course at the
inter\'iew with the Education Officer than from any other source. 2
3. AJI prisoners should be inter"iewed prior to classification about their
long term vocational and educational aspirations, if any. At this
interview the prisoner should be informed of all work and educational
options a\'ailable in the prison and in other prisons within the system.

When a prisoner h as a very specific vocational aspiration which
may or may not be realistically achievable, specialised vocational
guidance personnel from another department should be brought in
to counsel him. Thi s suggestion does not apply to the Western
Australian Department of Corrections which has a vocational
guidance officer on its own staff.
Classification committees should have more information
a\ ailable to them on both \'acancies which are currently a\•ailable
in different workshops throughout the prisons system and
\ acancies which are likely to become available in the near future.
If the proposal of Chapter 13 of having lists of prison industry
vacancies (and their rates of pay) posted on notice boards !.O that
'unemployed' prisoners might apply for them were adopted, then
this would concomitantly generate a set of information on
\·acancies which could be used in classification.
Opportunities for prisoners to apply for a change of work
should be kept open at all times. The :\ew South Wales inno\·ation
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of a Programs Review Committee in each prison to continually
monitor the educational and vocational progress of each prisoner
deserves consideration by other States. 3 The whole question of
classification of prisoners in Australia will be the subject of a
forthcoming special report by David Biles of the Australian
Institute of Criminology.
Government Training Schemes
With the exception of Western Australia and New South Wales,
prisons departments have abysmal records in placing prisoners in
apprenticeships, and e\o·en the former two States (with 2 5 and 39
apprentices respectively) have not had enviable success. All States
need to develop more responsive attitudes towards the difficulties
of prison training from their respective apprenticeship boards.
The Australian government has finally come to realise that this
country is suffering from an acute shortage of skilled tradespersons,
and that this is a significant factor in our level of unemployment.
Consequently, funding is being provided for a number of trade
training activities. The programs include CRAFT, a system of
government funded rebates for employers who take on
apprentices; NEAT subsidies for on-the-job training; the Special
Youth Support Training Program for unemployed people between
15 and 24 years of age; subsidies for pre-apprenticeship courses;
and trainer training courses and subsidies.4 With the exception of
a minimal degree of NEAT funding for work releases in New
South Wales, prisons have been excluded from all of these forms
of assistance.
The attitude of officers of the Department of Employment
and Youth Affairs with whom I spoke about this matter seemed to
be that the care of prisoners, including their trade training, was a
State go\.·ernment responsibility. In reply it could be pointed out
that unemployment is a Federal responsibility, that prisoners are
a chronically unemployed group, and that often it is the unemployment which is causally prior to the imprisonment.
The more fundamental point is that prisoners should be
regarded as fully fledged members of the work force with all of
the work and training rights of non-prisoners. This includes equal
rights of access to Commonwealth funded training programs. Their
penalty is depri,·ation of liberty, not deprivation of the right to
undertake an apprenticeship.
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Jn general terms, the skills of the Departr:'ent of Employr:'ent
and Youth Affairs should be more heavtly used by pr.tsons
departments. The latter .c~n never ho~e to match :he exp:rnse of
he former in trade tram mg. NEAT tm•oh·ement m "or~ release
~n-the-job training placements in New South Wales 1~ to be
welcomed. The administrators of NEAT ha,·e great expene~c: of
such matters as monitoring the pe:f?rm.a~ce of s~bstdtsed
emplovers to ensure that worthwhile trammg IS m fact takmg place.
If the 'same programs were run by prisons departments they would
be the worse for lacking this experience:
~. The Department of Employment and You.th. Affairs should accept the
principle that prisoners have rights for trammg support equal to those
of free workers.

What Sort of Trade Training?
.
. .
A common view is that worthwhile vocattonal tr~mmg ca~n~t
take place in prison because of the high turno\·~r of mmates. fhts
is a mistaken view. Because the majority of pnso~e~s are totally
unskilled, the most appropriate forms ?f .tr~d~ trammg for the~
arc in low level skills. Even if a person ts m Jatl for fe.wer than stx
months, he may be able to undertake a. worrhwhtle 10. week
course, perhaps in typewriter repair, fork hft t~uck op~ran.on, or
welding. The good thi~g about. basic courses m wel~mg IS that
they are valuable in their own nght and can help a pnsoner get a
job. But they can also be used as t~e grounding for more a?~·an~ed
welding courses which justify the tssuan~e .of a trade quahftcatton
ticket. Prisoners universally find trade trat~mg more valuabl~ when
it gives them some sort of certificate (whtch does not mennon the
name of the prison).
.
For only a tiny proportion of the pnsone.rs who pass thro~gh
a prison woodwork shop wo~ld i: b~ appropnate to e'•en con~tder
the possibility of an apprenttceshtp m carpentry. ~h~ shop mtght,
however, produce a great number of timber machmtsts who ha.ve
learnt how to maintain a machine and how to read a wood gram.
In training people in specific skills rath~r tha.n to be all round
tradespersons prison worksh~ps are m~vmg wtth th~ curren~ .of
modern training trends. Raptdly changmg techn~logtcal realmes
mean that the old craft system where the appre~ttce lea.rns everything there is to know about his ancient trad~ ts breakmg dow~.
Skills must be learnt with the full expectations that they wtll
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become obsolete before long. When this happens the worker must
be retrained in another set of related skills. An extended and
comprehensive training for a lifetime at the beginning of a tradesperson's career must be replaced by shorter periods of training in
more specific skills dotted throughout a lifetime .
The automotive trades can provide us with a little case study
of how a large and compelx trade can be broken down into a
number of short courses in specific skills. This is a good case study
to choose since Australia suffers from a shortage of motor
mechanics, and, as we have seen in earlier chapters, corr~spond
ence course enrolments tend to indicate that Australian prisoners
are more enthusiastic about leaning in the automotive trades than
in any other area. The penitentiary at Marion, Illinois runs the
following automotive trades courses:

Automatic transnms10ns: A 12 or 13 week course in which
students become familiar with disassembly, diagnosis of malfunction, adjustment and assembly of a number of typical automatic
transmissions. Instruction includes trouble identification and
operation check using a dynomaster.
Front end: An eight week course in which the class becomes
familiar with the use of various alignment equipment and criteria.
Brake adjustment: A four week course in which students become
adept at adjusting brakes, cylinders and the other equipment
im·oh·ed in this field, including grinding brake drums, replacing
or adjusting brake shoes, wheel balancing and diagnostic work.
E~zfne

tune-up: Students develop a working knowledge of all
maJor brands of electronic diagnostic equipment. They are taught
to disassemble the engine and identify and replace all components,
make necessary adjustments and check their results on diagnostic
equipment.
. Wa~hine tool operation: Basic operating skills are taught for

engme lathes, horizontal and vertical milling machines, surface
grinders and various other machine shop equipment. A working
knowledge of machine tools, blue-print reading and shop maths as
well as safety practices, identification of metals and use of
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precision measuring devices is taught. L'pon completion of ~e
course the student is equipped with the skills needed as a machme
operator.
Of course the prisoner who wants to de\·elop employment
skills as a generalist rather than as a specialist can do more than
one course.
American experience is that outside employers can often be
attracted to come into prisons to run training programs in specific
skills which they require.s One reason for this is undoubtedly the
public relations value of having the corporation being seen to d?
something for a disadvantaged group. More importantly though, It
is a way of recruiting trainees fo r their industries without having
to pay them full wages during the training period. This concept
is a perfect way of overcoming the discontinuity between prison
trade training and job placement. Such programs do not seem to
have been attempted in Australia:
5. Efforts should be made to attract private employers into prisons to
run training courses in skills which could be used in their industry.

Education for Its Own Sake
We saw in Chapter four that there is very little evidence ~o
support a connection between recidivism and general_ acaden:uc
education which is not related to a particular vocational skill.
General education can improve one's employment prospects, but
such an improvement requires years rather than months of full
time schooling, so most prisoners are not in prison long enough to
make significant gains. But education has value quite independent
of its use (or Jack thereof) for getting jobs and reducing crime.
Most prisoners have missed out on the excitement of learning,
the sense of achievement at mastering a branch of human knowledge, the wonderment of disco\'ering new ideas and challenging
old one, the feeling of being able to contribute to a democracy as
an informed citizen. These things, which are intrinsically valuable,
and which prisoners have been by and large denied, are th_ei_r
right. Prisoners, in accordance with the principle of greater eligibility argued in Chapter three, deserve greater access to educational resources, than other members of the community. This is
especially true of Aboriginal and women prisoners. Given the
unarguable justice of the claim of prisoners on our national educ-
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ati~nal r~sour~es, it is a. deplorable situation that there are many
maJor pnsons m Australia such as Townsville, with a daily average
of well over 300 inmates, where prisoners have no access to
education:
6. Every prisoner wh o wan ts to e ngage in fuU time o r part time
education sho uld be able to.

Research by Foley-Jones and Broadhurst6 in Western Australia
shows that most prisoners prefer part time to full time education.
In this survey, only 38 per cent of respondents said that they were
not interested in education. The extraordinarily high levels of
enrolment in correspondence courses among prisoners in all
States' (levels far in excess of those among the general adult
population) testify to the fact that the strong interest in education
dem~nstrated by such surveys is backed up by a degree of action .
Admmedly, substantial proportions of the prisoners who enrol
in courses do not complete them. Nevertheless, the fact that such
extraordinary numbers of prisoners begin courses testifies to the
fact that it is a mystification to blandly assert that prisoners are
not interested in improving themselves.
Education may be so attractive because in prison the alternatives to being a student are so much less appealing than they are
in the outside community. Alone in a cell at night, studying is
s~mething to do. Finally, 'in a prison school the inmate may find
himself on an equal basis scholastically with his classmates and not
burdened with a reputation for misconduct as he often was in
schools on the outside'. s
Education must be made rewarding for prisoners. Traditional
modes of schooling are not the answer for men and women who
have turned their backs on schooling in the community, indeed for
whom the embittering experiences of failure and rejection in the
tra?itional school may have been the beginnings of their
delmquent career. One of the reasons that the teaching machine
seems to be so successfully used in American prisons is that it
provides immediate reinforcement for learning, so that from the
outset the rewarding aspects of learning become apparent.
If in prison the inmate can only learn how to learn, then a
self-sustaining process might be set in train which will be with the
prisoner for the rest of his life. Special efforts to encourage
prisoners are worthwhile because so many prisoners express the
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view that 'it is too late for me': and so many of them have basic
educational problems such as tllireracy which they would like to
see rectified, but they hesitate to admit to their problem because
of the bravado requirements of inmate culture.
In spite of the importance of making educ~tio~ rew~rding,
many prison routines ha,·e the effect of mak1~g 1t qutt.e the
opposite. Attending educational classes may depnve t~e pnsoner
of the only time in the day when he can engage m ~ertam types of
leisure activities which he enjoys. At Geelong pnson, whenever
the guard is called away from the tower overlooking the prison
schoolroom (something which happens frequent!~) classes mu~t
cease immediately. Classes ha,·e even been termmated for ~hts
reason when guest lecturers from outside have bee~ teach1~g.
Such security constraints can. rende.r education a ~1scouragmg
experience. The hegemon~ ot ~ecunty over .educ~uon reac.hed
its highest point in the case ot Numer v Mtller m the Umted
States [165 F.2d.986 (9th Cir. 1940)] in which the court upheld
a warden's refusal to allow a prisoner to undertake a correspondence course because upon release he intended to apply his knowledge to writing a book about ·brutal' prison of~icers_. 9
Because of the unimportance of education m the nor.mal
priorities of prison administrations, it is possible for pnson
teachers to have an easy ride. No one in the administration cares
much if they do their job badly. Prisoners to whom I spoke often
had harsh words to say about teachers not attending classes and
appointments as agreed, failing to organis~ time.tables or te.xtbooks,
and generally being more interested m pnson teachmg as a
'novelty' or a 'glamour' job t~a.n. in t~e prisoners t~e.mselves. An
example of this is teachers vtstttng htgh schools gtvmg talks on
prisons rather than being at work. 10
.
.
In the course of this study I have spoken to pnson teachers m
most major prisons in the country. The criticism that the teachers
most often made of other teachers was that they were more
concerned with the external appearances of success than with real
educational achievement. It is more prestigious to have three
students graduate with a B.A. than 30 students complete a course
on basic literacy and numeracy, or migrant English. It rna~ be t.hat
the greater benefit has gone to the prisoner who for the ftrst ttme
can read a rule without saving 'three of the big ones and two of
the little ones', to the priso~er \.vho came to one teacher with tears
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in his eves when he was first able to read a letter from his
daughte/
A diffe~ent way of substituting the appearance for the reality
of succe~s IS by overly concentrating on the quantity rather than
the quality of education. Some teachers criticised others who
attempted to impress by continually trying to push up their
correspondence course enrolments. The climbing enrolment
figures look good in the annual report but conceal the fact that
the propo:tion of prisoners who were failing to complete the
course wh1ch. they had begun was concomitantly increasing. It
should sometimes be the responsibility of a teacher to discourage a
student from undertaking a correspondence course which he
ca~not handle. Studying by correspondence, without the direct
assistance and encouragement of a teacher in a face-to-face
situation, is difficult for the best of students. When prison teachers
cannot provide som~ direct interpersonal backup to a corresponde~c~ student ~ho IS undertaking a course which is a little too
difficult for h1m, then failure is almost inevitable. A person who
has probably failed aU of his life has failed again. Enrolment in the
~orrespondence course has done more harm than good. The most
Important responsibility of prison teachers is to structure success
experiences for people whose lives typically have been devoid of a
sense of achievement. Often that means going through the content
of a correspondence course with the prisoner who wishes to enrol
so that he can discover for himself that it is beyond him .
One of the ways of making prison education more sensitive to
th~ special problems of prisoners is to make greater use of both
pnsoners and. ex-prisoners in the teaching of courses. This point
was made telhngly by the Nagle Royal Commission:
ln. addition: the Department has never attempted to make use of
some teaching qualifications. The 1974 Departmental
survey mdJcated that th~re were twenty-two prisoners with university
degrees and Se\·enteen With teachers' college diplomas. It could well be
that some of these represent securitr risks and could not be employed as
teachers, b.ur. some prisoners in open institutions have complained to
the Comm!ss10n that they have the necessary qualifications but are not
used to assiSt the departmental education programme .11
pnsone~s ,~·nh

Similarly, the skills of many prison officers are wasted. Witness
the prison officer who would be well equipped to teach art but
whom the programs officer cannot get off the roster for tower
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duty so that he might do so. This is another example of an
unreasonable subordination of education to security, especially if
the department subsequently employs an outside art teacher.
rhere are other reasons for breaking down the division between
professional and custodial staff. For one, it is sometimes a source
of resentment that the more interesting side of corrections is
always left to the professional staff.
A fundamental educational requirement for our prisons is
greater availability of reading material. Many prison libraries are a
motley little collection of discards from other private and public
libraries. The access of prisoners to current periodicals and newspapers is also subject to some restriction in most prisons. The
~agle Royal Commission was vocal on this point:
At Bathurst, Superintendent Pallot refused the request of the then
Education Officer, Mr Higgins, to allow prisoners to have The Australian.
!lis argument was: 'Not long ago they didn't have any papers at all'. Any
papers allowed at Bathurst were censored.
Some prison staff advocate censorship of newspapers for the sake of
good order. Publications banned at various institutions have included
The Tribune, The Nation Review, The Democratic Labor Party publications, Playboy and Tht• llltcmatir:e Criminology journal, to cite but a
few.12

Today New South Wales prisons still place restrictions on what
kinds of printed material are allowed in. If one of the goals of
education is to develop a capacity to contribute to a democracy as
an informed citizen, then such restrictions are a serious encroac~
ment on educational objectives:
7. Except on grounds of cost, prisoners should not be denied access to
any publication which is legally available to the general community.

Since the focus of this book is not upon education for its own
sake, but on improving the employment prospects of prisoners,
the foregoing discussion has been necessarily sketchy. The
problems of the prison educator have a subtlety and degree of
\·ariation which demand a major work de\'oted to them alone.
Perhaps the most important responsibilities of the prison educator
arc neither vocational nor purely academic but in that amorphous
collection of quasi-educational activities which include music,
crafts, games, art, debating, and many others. It may be that the
most crucial contribution of prison educators is in helping
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pri~on~rs to find themselves through an activity which uncovers

the1r h1dden talents or even their zest for life. The big issue of how
be~t the educator might achieve this is both beyond the scope of
th1s book and beyond the competence of this author to even
partially answer.
Study Release
. r-:so matter how good an educational program is mounted
w1thm the walls of a prison. the educational resources available
can never match those outside in the community. This is especially
true of technical training in specialised vocational skills. In Part II
we saw how the unavailability of study release in some States
preclude~ many prisoners who wish to undertake apprenticeships
from domg so because of an inability to attend block release
courses. In the United States, 45 of the 54 jurisdictions have study
release programs. 13 In Australia, only Western Australia and New
South Wales have small programs. Moreover, the Western Aust·
ralian program has been all but abandoned, having been attacked
recently in a report on parole and imprisonment by Crown
Counsel Parker:
Full time (including extensive part time) study leave, is a serious
departure from the basic concept of imprisonment in the Prisons Act,
and substantially affects the punishment and deterrent aspects of a
sentence. For these reasons it is su~&ested that no further grants of leave
for this purpose ought to be made. IT

Parker d?es not bother to specify in what way study release is
a departure from the ·basic concept' of imprisonment. A departure
from my basic concept of imprison ment would be to fail to make
e\·ery effort to make educational resources which are available to
free people also a\'ailable to prisoners. In contrast, Parker's inten·
tion seems to be to make imprisonment as unrewarding and mean·
ingless an experience as possible. Perhaps they should be returned
to breaking rocks?
8. Study release should be available to all prisoners who wish it and
who meet the same security criteria as for work release.

Pre-Release Courses
The sudden transition from the regimented life of prison to
the often empty freedom of the first few months after release
might in some cases be attenuated by a pre-release course which

seeks to prepare the offender for his new life . The most comprehensi,·e pre-release program in Australia is run at the Yatala
Labour prison in South Australia. Students spend six Friday afternoons recei,;ng lectures and participating in discussions on legal
rights <for example, tenancy problems, hire purchase, rights with
police), finance and budgeting, employment, re-establishing
interpersonal relationships, alcohol and drug dependency, and
resources in the community for guidance and ad,·ice. Attendance at the course is compulsory in the sense that all prisoners
approaching release must attend the first session. They can,
however, give a reason at that first session for wanting to opt
out of the remaining sessions, and when that request is made
it is generally granted. The rationale given by the department for
this degree of compulsion is that it is a way of ensuring that
non-motivated releasees, who are the main targets of the course,
are exposed to it.
Pre-release courses in other parts of the world also often
include components on sex education and basic survival skills
such as how to read a telephone book, roadmap, or bus time·
table. In Western Australia one worthwhile pre-release course,
which is popular with prisoners,IS enables them to acquire a
dri,·er's licence if they do not have one already. A driver's licence
is a necessary requirement for some jobs, and having the extra
mobility of being able to drive is both of assistance in job search
and extends the geographical range within which job offers can
be accepted. One American study has produced evidence suggesti,·e of a correlation between possession of a driver's licence and a
better post-release employment history .16
fhe most important type of pre-release counselling and assistance of all is with respect to the job market. This will be the
subject of the next chapter.

1. Manpower Programmes Section, Department of Employment and
Industrial Relations, Employmrnt Prospects by lndust~y and Occupation· A
I clbour ,\1arket Analysis (Australian Government Publishing Service.
Canberra).
2. Internal document, South Australian Department of Correctional
Sen·iccs, 1978.
3. See Chapter 11.
-l. These programs are outlined in the publication of the National
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Finding Jobs on Release

This chapter draws out some policy proposals with respect to
the provision of job placement services for prison releasees. First.
however, it was decided to conduct 3 sur.·e,· to obtain some
estimate of what proportion of prison rdeasees were being placed
in or themselves finding jobs in the difficult economic circumstances of late 1978 and early 1979 .
The Work History Survey
The aim of the survey was to follow up a sample of some 300
prison releasees to find how many got jobs, how long it took them
to find a job, and whether the jobs they found were related to any
work or trade training they had while in prison. The Handicapped
Persons and Special Employment Groups Section of the Depart·
ment of Employment and Youth Affairs, in particular Mr Peter
Brookhouse and his staff, gave their full support to the project.
It was officers of the Department of Employment and Youth
Affairs who conducted all of the interviews for the study, except
in Tasmania where the Prisons Department Welfare Officer did the
pre-release interviews.

The Sample: Prisoners who had not served a term of at least three
months were excluded from the survey. Since a primary purpose
of the research was to ascertain whether prisoners were finding
jobs related to prison work or training, it was important to
exclude prisoners who were not in for long enough to have under·
taken much in the way of vocational programs. Interviews were
conducted at the prisons listed in Table 16.1. At these prisons,
interviews were solicited with all releasees during September and
October 1978 who had served more than three months.
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Table 16.1

Prisons Included in the Work History Survey
.\'o of
illtt'rt'i<'U:S
obt.ziu,•d

Goulburn (:-.:.S.W.)
Cessnock (~.S. W .)
i\~alabar Training Centre (:-.I.S.W.)
S1lverwater Complex (~.S.W.)
Parramana (:-.:.S.W.)
Pentridge (\'ic.)
Ararat (Vic.)
Townsville (Qid.)
Wacol (Qid.)
Boggo Road (Qid.)
Yatala (S.A.)
Wooroloo (W.A.)
Risd on (Tas.)
Prison not coded on interview schedule
TOTAL INTERVIEWS

38
24
18

15
11

48
45
25
22
13
40
9

32
4
344

~eaders familiar with. Austral!an prisons will recognise the
abo\ e as a ~o~d cross-sect1on of pnsons in this country. Nevertheless, no cla1m ~~ made that the sample is random or representative
of the population of releasees who had served sentences of more
th.an ~hre~ months . The selection of prisons was not random Five
cntena gu1ded the selection:
·
(i)

The prisons were sel,ec~e~ from among the prisons which
"ere on the authors 1tmerary for this research project.

(ii)

It "as deemed desirable to have at least one prison from
each State.

(iii)

Staffing problems \Vere more acute in some State offices of
the Department of Employment and Youth Affairs than
others. Hence, some States (particularly Western Australia)
could not bear as hea\y an interviewing load as others.
Prisons which were likely to have very few releasees who
~ad s~n·ed more than three months were not considered for
mclusJO~ .. Fo~ e~ample, Adelaide Gaol was excluded

because 1t
(\')

IS

pnmanly a remand prison.

Preference in the selection process was given to prisons
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which provided some iorms of work or training, so that it
would be possible to explore the effects of prison work and
training for a substantial proportion of the sample. This is
why the Malabar Training Centre and not the Central
Industrial Prison at Long Bay was the choice for the study.
At each of these prisons all releasees during September and
October 1978 were asked to cooperate in the study. For those
who wished to register \\ith the Commonwealth Employment
Service cooperation was fairly automatic since the survey inter\·iew was integrated with the pre-release employment inten·iew.
However, many other prisoners ha\·e no reason to register with the
CES. There were several releasees who might ha\·e been in the
sample but who were returning to New Zealand, one who was
returning to France, one who o wed many thousands of dollars and
planned to go into hiding, some :\borigines who were returning to
reserves, several who were going: on invalid or old age pensions, a
number who were self-employed, and others who were returning
to a life of crime and had no intention of either seeking work or
giving their address to the CES. It would have been difficult to
systematically ascertain just how many releasees did not grant an
interview for these and other reasons. Sometimes the inten·iewing
officer was told of prisoners who refused to be interviewed, but no
doubt there were many other cases where the releasee asked a
prison officer if he could be excluded from the study and this
request was granted without the interviewing officer being
informed.
Essentially, we have a sample of all releasees from the above
list of prisons who have served more than three months and who
wish to register with the CES, plus a number of others who did
not wish to register but were willing to cooperate in the study.
But even this cannot be guaranteed. In some States pressures on
the time of the interviewing officers from the Department of
Employment and Youth Affairs were considerable, and I am sure
there were occasions when prisoners were released before the
interveiwing officer could catch up to them.
Procedure: At the pre-release interview, an agreement was reached
between the interviewing officer and the prisoner as to which local
CES office the prisoner would go to for his unemployment
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benefits and/or assistance in finding a job. His file, usually with
the standard employment history (ES 1) form of the CES filled
out, was then sent on t~ that office. For 41 of the 344 prisoners,
an ES 1 form was not f1lled out. These were primarily prisoners
:-vho ~olunteer~d t~ participate in the survey but who had no
mtentton of regtstenng with the CES.
In some cases a releasee presented at a different CES office to
the one .he had nominated in the pre-release interview. If the
releas~e ~nformed the interviewing officer at this second office
that hts file ha~ been sent to the first office, then the file would be
~ent from the ftrst to the second office. Where the prisoner did not
mform the second o.ffice that he had agreed to present elsewhere,
problems arose. Vanable efforts were made in different States to
try to track these people down: In some cases the releasee's parole
officer was contacted to enqutre as to why the prisoner had not
presented at the CES office as agreed. If the answer was that he
had moved to a different locality, then a check was made at the
local CES office there . In Queensland, a letter went to all local
CES off.ices requesting them to check with each prison releasee
who registered to en~ure that they were not a stray survey participant. How many pnsoners turned up to a CES office different
fro~ that n~minated ~y them without informing the second CES
?fflce ~nd without bemg subsequently traced as having done so is
1mposstble to ascertain.
On 1 March 1979 all ES 1 forms belonging to survey participants were collected from regional CES offices and sent to head
office of the Department of Employment and Youth Affairs.
Some of the ESt ~orms were difficult to decipher. It was often
not easy to_~etennme whether the releasee had ever shown up at
the. CES otftce he had nominated, and if he had, what kind of
assJStanc~ and referrals had been provided. It was clear that for
many pnsoners the pre-release interview was the last that the
CE? heard of t~em. and also that appearances at the CES were
takmg place Without being recorded on the file. What was
ob\·iously ~etic~ously recorded , however, was when a registrant
was place~ m a JOb by the CES or otherwise found a job himself
so that h1s unemployment benefits had to be terminated. The
vested interest of the goremment in recording these facts is clear.
~he d~ta .therefore gi,·es adequate information on what proportion ot pnsoners who registered with the CES obtained jobs
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,,hich became known to the CES. It tells us nothing about the
work histories of prisoners who never bothered to apply for
rcgisrratio!l with th~ CES; nor d.oes i~ tell u~ anything about how
many regtstered pnsoners obtamed JObs Without the CES ever
becoming aware of this.

Wbo Found jobs?: Of the 303 releasees who had ES1 forms (that
is, who registered with the CES) 19.1 per cent found a job 1 that
became known to the CES in the four to six months subsequent to
their release.2 Even if we were to adopt the extreme view that the
CES only became aware of half the jobs obtained by prison
rcleasees registered with it, we would still have a situation where
more than 60 per cent of the prison releasees could not obtain a
job Juring the four to six months follow-up. Compare this with
the six to eight per cent official unemployment rate among the
workforce generally.
Of course to say that 19.1 per cent of the prisoners found a
job in the four to six month period is not to say that the unemployment rate was 80.9 per cent. At any one time, more than
80.9 per cent of the sample were recorded as unemployed. During
the first few weeks of the study, almost 100 per cent were unemployed. The average time to the first job for those who eventually did find work was 5.8 weeks. Moreover, some of the 19.1 per
cent who held a job at some time during the follow-up were fired
or resigned within a short time after commencing work, so that
they were unemployed for nearly all of the study period.
Table 16.2 compares the percentage who obtained a job during
the study period for the samples obtained from the different
States. Excluding Western Australia, where the numbers are
Table 16.2
.\'S.W
0

o who got a job

No. who got
a Job
f\\'cragc weeks
to first job for
those who got
a job

Releasees who Obtained a j ob by State
I 'ic

QIJ

s .4.

26.9o.o

20.8%

5 6°o

14.3%

28

15

3

5

2.4
weeks

9.5
weeks

6.0
'' t:t:ks

10.6
\\·eeks

w\
oa.o
0

T.JS

21.9°o
7

8 .6
\\ eeks
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altogether too small to make a meaningful statement possible , the
worst results are from Queensland, where only three of the 60
releasees were known by the CES to have obtained a job.
If we break the sample down according to all of the subgroups
possible from the data coded for the sun·ey, we find that the
group of releasees who were most likely to obtain a job in the
minimum time were prisoners who had been on work release.
There were only 18 of them, but 9 had obtained jobs, the average
time to the first job in these 9 cases being a meagre 1.2 weeks. The
subgroup which fared worst in the employment market was also a
very small group
Aborigines. For a number of reasons, the most
important being the types of prisons and States in which the
sample was concentrated, Aborigines were under represented in
the survey. There were only 19 in the sample who were coded as
being of Aboriginal descent. One surprising finding was that none
of the Queensland releasees were coded as Aboriginal, possibly a
reflection of the Queensland Prisons Department's policy of not
distinguishing offenders by race. Of the 16 releasees who were
coded as Aboriginal and had an ES 1, only one is recorded as
obtaining a job. £\·en though work releasees and Aborigines were
the subgroups which performed best and worst respectively, the
numbers in both subgroups are far too small to permit statistically
meaningful statements, so we must consider some of the larger
subgroups.
Releasees who had a trade qualification or training in an
employment related skiU3 before going to prison were more likely
to find a tob on release Of the 61 tradespersons. 32.8 per cent
found a job, compared with only 15.7 per cent among the 242
respondents with no trade qualifications. Similarly, 29.6 per cent
of the respondents \\ ho had undertaken some form of educational
or trade training in prison found a job, compared with 16.1 per
cent among those who had undertaken no educational or trade
training inside.
In contrast, the general level of educational attainment of the
ex-offender bore no relationship to job market success on release.
Of those with onl~ a primary education 16.7 per cent found a job,
as did 19.8 per cent of those with some secondary education, and
14.3 per cent of those who had either completed secondary or
done some tertiar: education. The average number of weeks to the
first job among the three groups was 5.2, 5.9 and 5 .8 respectively.
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be that the prison releasee is a \ictim o.f discrimi~~tio~ in
·
t to the point where formal educational quahflcauons
emp Iovmen
k'll
h· h
·
are o( little advantage to him . Of course. tr~d~ s I s w IC ar~ ~~
,hort su ply are another matter. since_ If It IS. to an emplo) er s
·
.P d antage to fill a ,·acanc\·· tor a sk1lled
tradesperson.
econom1c a v
· d'
Th
·
profit making may take precedence over preJU ICC.
e pns~ner
"ho has completed secondar:· school, however, may b~ m a
position similar to that of black h1gh school graduatfJ ~ th~
United States. One American study of 16 to 21 yea~ o s oun
that nonwhite high school dropouts a~tual.ly had shghtly lowe:
rates of unemployment than did no~wh1~e htgh school graduate~.
Having held a work assignment m pns~~ (apart fr~m sw~epmg
or cleaning) had no effect on the probab1hty of gemng a JOb on
release (19 .0 per cent for workers. 20.0 per cent ~or no~-worker~).
One of the questions asked in the pre-rel~ase mterv1ew was: Is
the work that the releasee intends to s~ek 1~ any way r.elate~. to
· ·
he has had while semng hts, sentence?
wor k or trammg
, , Poss1ble
answers were ' Yes Definitely', 'Yes Partially and No. Interestin 1 , a high 33.3 per cent (but only 1.1 out of 35) ,of those.wh?,
~l·ves Definitely' found jobs. The f1gure for the Yes Pamally
~~~up was 12.7 per cent and 19.0 per ~ent for the 'Nos'. Although
the differences are suggestive. the cht-square value of 4.84 falls
short of statistical significance at the .05 le,·el.
f
As Table 16.3 shows, there is a consistent tendency or

It

01:1\'

Table 16.3

Releasees who Obtained a job by Age
-\gt' ,,, t'lc.J~('

17-20

21·25

26 35

who got a job

15.2%

19 .s•.

20 .8°o

:\ o. who got a job

12

22

16

5.5
weeks

i 4
\\ <:<:ks

0

o

Average weeks to
first job for those
who got a job

6.4
weeks

36 and ot•er

23.5°o
8
3.0
\\ eeks

employment success to be associatc.d w1th. greater age of the
releasees. The trend, though cons1st<:n t. IS not statistically
significant.
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How Skilled Were the jobs Obtained?: To examine the socioeconomic status of th~ jobs which were obtained by the minority
who. were su~cessful m. the labour market, the most skilled job
obtamed dunng the SIX month period was classified as either
:unskilled', 'Semi-skilled, skilled, or clerical and sales', or 'ProfessIonal. or ~anagerial' . The majority (54.9 per cent) found on ly
unsk11led JObs, 41.2 per cent obtained jobs in the middle socioecon?mic category, ,.,.·hile only two respondents (3 .9 per cent)
obtamed professional or managerial jobs.
Not ~rpri.singly, .it was those who had a trade qualification
be.fore ~o10g mto pnson who were more likely to get a more
sk~lled JOb. There was also a statistically significant tendency for
pr~soners who. had had s?me educational or trade training in
pnson to ~b~am. a m?re sk11led job on release. Among those who
ha~ no tram10g m pnson, 78.6 per cent of the jobs were unskilled,
w~de only 30.0 per cent of the jobs of those with some educational or trade training in prison were unskilled.
Were tbe jobs Relate~ to Priso~ Industry Work or Training?: Only
19 ·? per cen~ of the JObs obta10ed were in work of the same type
wh!ch the pnsoner had experienced in any of his prison industry
assignments. The worst resu!t he.re was with the 17-20 age group.
Not .one. of ~he 7~ releasees 10 this youngest age group obtained an
outs1de JOb 10 wh1ch he had had prison industry experience. There
was a .statistically significant tendency for those who had some
ed~cat~on or. trade training in prison to be more likely to obtain
a JOb m wh1ch the~· h.ad P.rison industry experience. This may
reflect. th~ fact that pn~on 10du.stry experience is more likely to
result. m JObs whe~ It IS combmed With related trade training
(that IS, when there IS some continuity between work and training).
To make such an inference, however, would be to go beyond the
data.
Only 13.8 per cent of the jobs obtained were in work which
used .t~e skills acquired in prison vocational training. This is a
surpnsmgly good result given the minimal amount of vocational
training which goes on in Australian prisons. Again the worst
result was. with ~he 1~-20 a~e group where none of the respondents obtamed a J.ob usmg pnson vocational training.
To the question 'Is the. ~ork that you intend to seek in any
way related to work or trammg you have had while serving your
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sentence?', only 11.3 per cent of respondents answered 'Y~s
Definitely', while 71.0 per c~nt ans\\ered 'No': Th?se who sa1d
that they intended to g~t ~ JOb r.el.l~~d to their pn.son .work or
training were in fact stattsncally s1gmttcantly more hkel) to b~th
get a job related to prison .work th~Y. had done, and to g~t a JOb
related to any prison vocational ua1010g they had ~~dertaken. We
can see therefore that doing prison work. o~ uammg, and then
being interested enough in that work or ua1.mng t? ~ant to seek a
job related to it on release, does_ hel.P a pnsoner s JOb. ~rospects.
The problem is that the nature ot pnso~ wor~ an~ tramm~ at the
time of this survey is such that only a tmy mm~nty of pnsoners
are interested enough to want to apply what, 1f anythmg, they
ha,·e learnt.
Survey Summary
.
On a reasonably systematic sample of 30 3 pnsoners ~ho
wished to register with the Commonwealth Employment Sernce,
onlv 19. 1 per cent found a job which became know~ t~ the CES
in the first four to six months after release. The maJonty of the
jobs found were in unskilled work. Prisoners who had underta~en
some form of trade or \'ocational training, either before entenng
prison or while they were in prison, were more likely ~o be a~~ng
those who found work. Those who had undertaken pnson trammg
were similarly more likely to ha,·e obtained a more highly skilled
job.
Having worked in prison, however, was unrelate? to labo.ur
market success and so was the general level of educational a~tam
ment of the prisoner. Th~ data .c~uld .be inte~~reted a~ cons1st~nt
with the ,·iew that while trammg 10 specific vocanonal sk11ls
improves job prospects, neither work nor education which is not
directed at specific vocational skills has that effe.ct. .
Given the criticisms which ha,·e been made 10 th1s book of the
irrele,·ance of most of the work and training that goes on in Australian prisons to the realities of the l.abour market, it is perhaps
surprising that 19.0 per cent of the JObs found ~ere relate.d to
prison work and 13. 8 per cent were related to pns?n vocational
training. Such figu res are a basis for hop: that ge~umely relev~nt
\\.'Ork and training might ha\·e a cons1derable 1mpact on JOb
prospects.
.
Finally, it must be pointed out that the h1gh general levels
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of unemployment prevailing in the community at the time of the
study were undoubtedly a factor in explaining the extraordinary
levels of unemployment among the prisoners.
The Importance of Assistance with Job Placement
Perhaps the m?s: str?ngly worded sentence in the Report of
the Royal ~o~~1ss~on mto N.S.W. Prisons was: 'The greatest
cause of rec!d1nsm IS the release ot: prisoners without support,
acc?mmodauon or enough money mto the same environment
wh1ch prompted them to turn to crime in the first place.'s Tony
Roux's survey of 882 Aust~alian recidivists who had spent more
than one term of ~t. lea.st SIX months in jail found that most of
them came out of ~at.l .w nh l:ss than $10 in their pockets. 6 Sixty
per cent of the rec1d1nsts satd ' Yes' to the question: 'Has lack of
~oney on release (that is for food, lodging, bare necessities) ever
dzrectly resulted in your committing an offence?'. There is one
easy way of solving the related problems of accommodation
~ubpport and money. That is by the prisoner finding a satisfactory

JO .

I~ t~e p~evious section it was shown that most prisoners are
not fmdmg J.obs. And for many, being without a job sometimes
means a chotce. between stealing and going hungry. Contrary to
the popu~ar behef~ of most Australians, stealing in order that a
person mtght eat IS not something that disappeared in the 19th
century. Recent chan~es in gO\·ernment policy on the payment of
unemployment benettts ha,·e made this increasingly a phenomenon of the late 20th centun·.
G?vernmen.t concern abo.ut people receiving unemployment
benefm. to which the~: were n~t entitled led to the setting up of
an enquu-y under the termer Vtce-chancellor of LaTrobe Uni\'ersity. Dr David M~·ers. in ,\ iarch 1977. A major source of concern
was t~at existing a~angements for the payment of unemployment
benefitS rwo weeks tn ad,·ance resulted in overpavment of benefit
to people who found a job in under the two weeks. Myers therefore recommended to the go\·ernment that payment in ad\·ance be
replaced .b~· retrospecti,·e payment at the end of the first two
weeks ot eligibility. He realised, however that this could cause
har~ship ~or the impro' erish~d .. Therefor~, while recommending
pa~ ment m arreJrs. he Jlso ms1sted on the importance of the
compensate~· measure of abolishing the seven day waiting period
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before the applicant becomes eligible for benefits, and stressed
that to introduce one measure without the other would cause
hardship. The government decided to introduce payment in
arrears, but also to retain the se\'en day waiting period in its
1977-78 budget:
(The Deparonent of Social Security l estimated paymem two weeks in
arrears would save the Treasury $60 million a year. The Depanment of
Social Security at the time estimated that it took a minimum period of
eighteen days between the date a person registered and the issue of a
cheque. At best, then, it was three weeks between date of employment
and receipt of cheque. This payment was for only se,·en days' benefit.
The unemployed then waited at least another fortnight for the next
cheque. This meant the unemployed family had to sur.·ive five weeks on
one week's dole payment. As most welfare agencies knew from experi·
ence, administrative delays extended this minimum period and this
fi,•e weeks was more often eight weeks in realiry.7

Some sections of the community are more subject to these
administrative delays than others. Prisoners have suggested to me
that they are particularly likely victims of bureaucratic mishaps
because their file will often have to pass from one part of the State
(where the prison is located) to another (where they go to li,·e or
seek work). An Aborigine released from jail in Alice Springs or
Darwin who sets out to return to live in one of the more remote
parts of the Northern Territory is lucky to receive his first
unemployment benefit cheque in under two months, if he recei\'es
one at all.
At least in one respect prisoners have an advantage o\'er other
unemployed people in that they receive on release a special
welfare benefit equal in value to one week's unemployment
benefit. In the Northern Territory prisoners are paid this money at
the jail before they are released. This ensures both that the
prisoner receives the money and saves him one of the many hassles
which distract him from the more important tasks of finding
accommodation and employment.
Janet Vaux has outlined some of the problems which prisoners
can encounter in getting hold of special benefit and dole money:
The main difficulty is proving their identity. Convicted prisoners who
hang onto their 1.0. release cards are O.K. as this is accepted by Social
Security and at least by some banks.
But prisoners on remand, who then get acquitted, ha\e more problems.
They don't always get an 1.0. card. and the court letter IS not accepted

as identification. ,\lost people don't have a copy of their birth certificate
or a passport. The onlr possible way they can prove who they are is to
get a letter from Prisoners Aid - which is accepted as identification.
Identification problems don't end when you're registered with the dole.
As payment is onl~ made by cheque, cashing the cheque means proving
your identity to a bank.
Graham, who came out of jail about six weeks ago, described how he
found a bank who would accept his 1.0. card as identification. But
after cashing his first cheque there, he threw away his 1.0. card. '1 went
to the same bank and tried to get my next cheque cashed. 1 had a driver's
licence. But they \\Ouldn't cash it for me.
1 tore the cheque up and threw it at the teller. 1 went home and came
back to the bank after a couple of hours. The teller brought the cheque
out - it was stuck together. and I got SSO out and put $50 in the bank.
The thing is 1 had to tear the cheque up and throw it at him before any·
thing happened'.s
1. Other States should consider emulating the Northern Terri tory by

reaching an arrangement with the Department of Social Security to
make possible parment of the special one week welfare benefit in jail
at the time of release.
2. The federal government's policy of replacing the payment of
unemployment benefits in advance with payment in arrears causes
hardship and is an important contributing factor to crime. The policy
should be re\·erscd.

We ha,·e seen that almost all prison releasees become victims of
the ine\·itable delays in receiving welfare benefits . Even the
minority who found jobs took an average of 5.8 weeks to do so.
There is considerable e\idence to show that the offender is at
maximum risk of recidi,·ism during the first few months after
release _9 If the ex-prisoner can keep out of trouble during this
difficult early phase of freedom, he then has a good chance of
long term success. Long term success is made all the more difficult
by short sighted go,·emrnent policies which put the releasee under
e'\tr J pressure precisely when that pressure is likely to be most
dama~inl!.

.\for; humane administration of welfare bandaids is less
important than curing the underlying problem of unemployment.
The real solution lies with helping ex-prisoners to find jobs. A
surYe~ conducted by Foley-Jones and Broadhurst among Western
.-\usrrali an prisoners 10 found that the kind of program for which
prisoners themseh·es e'\pressed the greatest desire was job inform·
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hired him and later found out about the criminal record.13 A
study of New York employment agencies found that 75 per cent
of them ask applicants about arrest records and 'as a matter of
regular procedure , do not refer any applicant with a record,
regardless of whether the arrest was followed by a conviction'.14
In addition to this type of research, there have been studies such
as that of Palys 1S which show that letters written to employers in
response to newspaper advertisements are less likely to elicit
fa\'Ourable replies if they mention the fact that the applicant has a
criminal record .
Australian data also paints a sorry picture of the extent of the
proble~ . The New South Wales Privacy Committee found that
approxtmately 53,000 name checks against criminal records were
made under ~e~· South Wale~ laws in 1976. In around 10 per cent
of cases, a cnmmal record ex1sted. 16 The Privacy Committee also
showed that during a three month period in 197 6, the New South
Wales Public Service Board refused employment to 37 people on
the s~rength of their criminal record. These rejections, however,
constituted onh' one seventh of those who were found to have
criminal records.I7
The landmark Australian study on this question is that of
18
Tony Roux . O?ly 23 per cent ~f Roux's 882 recidivists always
adopted the pohcy of never tellmg employers of their criminal
records. Of those ~,·ho did tell prospective employers, 66 per cent
had had the expene~ce of being told that 'it was company policy
n~t to employ ex-pnsoners'. Forty per cent of the same group of
pnson~rs had at som_e stage been gi,·en a chance by an employer
ostenstbly 'because ot your honest open approach'.
Fifty-eight per cent of the recidivists had on at least one
occasion lost a JOb because of a firm becoming aware of their past
record . For 57 of the recidivists this had happened on more than
five occasions.
The most staggering finding of Raux's research was that the
m?s~ common source for an employer being told about their past
cnmmal record was the police. Thirty-one per cent of the
recidi\·ists had lost a job as a result of the police informing an
employer of their past criminal record, and a further 12 per cent
~ere s~spicious that they might have lost a job because of police
mformmg. Ten per cent of the sample claimed to have definiteh·
lost a job because of police information on two or more occasions.

Some policemen that I have spoken to :1bout ~oux:s find_ing,
while pointing out that it might o,·:rsta_te the_ Situation, sm~e
criminals often want to blame the pohce t~r thetr p~oblems.' ha\ e
not expressed great surprise. a~. them . Policemen_ otten. ta~e ~he
,·iew that it is their respons1b1hty to pre\·ent cnme b> ,., arnmg
)eople against the risks posed by rec~di,·ist offender~. B~t let us
~·allow through the logic of this ~iew. I~ one ~mployer ts fnghten~d
off then the recidivist might fmd a JOb wtth another e~plo~ er
wh~ is equally at risk of victimisat.ion, but whom the p~h~ema~
does not inform of this risk. Nothmg has t~en been ach1e\ ed. b~
the policeman warning the first employer. It, ho\~e,·er, the policeman succeeds in warning the second, and the t~t~d. en:ployer, ad
infinitum, then what is achieved is that .the rectdt~ISt IS rendered
unemployable. Is this the policeman's ultimate goa_!.
.
.
It is true that there is a good case for pre_,·entmg ~ertam t) pes
of offenders from holding certain types of JObs. Ch1ld m~le~ters
should not be employed as schoolteachers, corporate cnm1?a~s
should not work as company directors, and so on. ~owe~·e~, It IS
surely not the role of the police to ~reach the conf1denttahty of
their files and take a decision into the1r own hands _as to whe~her a
particular person should be allowed to work m a particular
occupation.
f
It should surely be the responsibility of the court, as part ~
its sentence, to disbar a person from future emplo):me_n~ m
specified areas related to his offence. Beyond those JUdiCially
specified limitations , ex-offend~r~ should not. be subJeCt~d. to
arbitrary double penalties ~dmm1stered accordmg to the \\h1ms
of often ,·indictive police off1cers.
The most widely favoured approach . to th~ problem of
indiscriminate disclosure of information m pollee rec?rds ~ 0
employers was typified by an editorial in the ~~ge ~vntten . m
reaction to the revelation during 1978 that V1ctonan pollee
routinely disclosed the contents of criminal records to b~:>th
private and public employers without reference to any detatled
guidelines:
There should be clear guidelines, publici}' stared, laying do_wn by who~
and ro whom information may be given, for whar_ rc_asons, m what detaJ
and by what procedure. The police shou ld ~c sattsf1ed rhat rcquesrs for
information are made for \'alid and suffiCICnr reasons. job apphcan~s
should be warned where such information is likclr ro be soughr and rhe1r
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written .consent should be required before it is made available (Some
~ofmpana~s do folio\~ this practice already.) It would seem desira.ble that
m ormanon be confmed to actual convictions within the past 10
There ":lay be rare circumstances where for reasons of national se~:~:s:
or pubhc . saf~ty further information should be provided outside sue~
~eneral ~uadehnes. In such cases, some kind of judicial authority should
e. requared. A proper balance between public interest and personal
pnvacr ~emands a clearer and more strictly applied set of rules tha
those whach allow the present unsatisfactory practice. 19
n

More. or less the same principles have been put down more
systemattcally by the New South Wales Privacy Committee :20
(i)

No que~ti?ns sho~ld ~e asked or information given relating
to convtcttOns or tmpnsonment beyond ten years.

(ii)

No criminal record checking should be carried out without
the person's knowledge.

(iii)

No . adverse decisions should be taken without the person
havmg an opportunity for prior discussion.
All adverse decisions should be subject to review.

(iv)

. '":'hat I have tried to suggest above, however, is that these
pnnctples do not go far enough. Hopefully the Australian Law
Ref~rm Commission in its current refere~ce on privacy will
c?nstder. the b~oader question of the de facto inequity in sentencmg whtch a.nses from s~le~te? offenders being subjected to
doubt~ penalttes thr?ugh limttattons being placed on where they
can ''" ork lrr~s~ectt\·e of whether or not the Australian Law
Reform Commtsston takes up this challenge, it is to be hoped that
some of .the States will begin to thoroughly think through these
complex tssues as they affect their jurisdiction:
3 · The States should initiate an inquiry to determine the circumstances
where e.mployment discrimination against people with criminal
reco~ds _as reasonable; to determine who should be responsible for
making Judgments .to disbar offenders from certain types of employ·
~en~, ~nd. according to what rules; and to determine how anti·
da~cnmm~uon legislation can be made to apply to forms of discrimin·
~tl~n agamst people with a criminal record which falls outside these
hmats.

As part of thi~ research each State office of the Handicapped
Persons and Spectal Employment Groups Section of the Depart-
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ment of Employment and Youth Affairs was asked to find out
what was the policy of their State government on the employment
of ex-offenders. No State Government has a written policy or set
of guidelines which sets out the circumstances under which people
with a criminal record should not be employed. Some statutory
authorities, such as the Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works
and the Metropolitan Fire Brigade in that city ha,·e a definite
policy against the employment of certain cate~ories of ~ffender~.
The discrimination of State governments agamst ex-pnsoners ts
real and widespread, but is de facto rather than the result of the
application of any set of rules.
.
.
Governments must give a lead to pm·ate employers by takmg
on more ex-prisoners. It is therefore proposed that:
4. As a measure to reduce crime and to overcome discrimination in
employment, each State Public Service Board sho.uld undertak~ to
place in State government empl~yment one ~1rd of all P':ls~n
releasees, and use this undertakrng as the bas1s for a pubhc1ty
campaign to entice private employers to increase their intake of
ex-prisoners.

Foreign multinational corporations in particular often find it
good public relations to respond vigorously to a campaign to help
disadvantaged groups to help themselves. These motives might
be exploited in the cause of getting jobs for prisoners. Cynical
though this may seem, it is surely preferable to entice such
companies to spend their public relations resources on some token
employment for the disadvantaged than on, say, television
advertising.
A public relations campaign is necessary to show employers
that it is by and large a myth that the employment of an exprisoner increases their own risk of criminal victimisation. As
Bernie Matthews of the Parramatta Resurgents Group has pointed
out:
A crim is not going to be stupid enough to cack in his own nest by
stealing from his boss. If you're a safecracker, you'd be a mug to crack
the safe at work. You go somewhere else. Who would be the first person
they would point the finger at? It's harder for a crim to get a job than
other people, so when he gets one he is not going to throw it away by
doing something stupid.

In the United States it is common for an employee to put
down an amount of money as a bond which he loses if he steals
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from his employer - rather like the bond that tenants pay to landlords in Australia . A demonstration project funded by the U.S.
Department of Labor found that fewer than 2 per cent of bonded
ex-offenders defaulted whereas the default rates for non-offenders
a\·eraged bet\veen 10 and 15 per cent. 21 It would appear that
ex-prisoners are indeed not so stupid as to 'cack in their own
nests'.
Employers can be con\'inced that prisoners are better emplorment risks than their immediate prejudices would have them
belie\·e. There is really no need to resort to WaJler's22 suggestion
of paying a subsidy to employers who hire ex-prisoners.
The Role of t he Parole Officer
. For those prisoners who are released on parole, the parole
off1cer can play a useful role in providing assistance with job hunting. The empirical evidence would seem to be fairly pessimistic on
the question of whether probation or parole officers can ever
fulfill a psyc~ologically rehabilitative function during their brief
encounters w1th the offender.23 ~e,·enheless, the parole officer
certainly can be useful to the prisoner in many little practical
ways. A practical view on the functions of parole was admirably
expressed in the final paragraph of Phillip Bean's Rehabilitation
and Deviance:
What does seem clear is that prisoners are not enamoured with the aftercare system preferring to define it as a supplier of material needs rather
than a war of providmg insights. The soul-doctors are not to their liking.
If an~ message is clear it is that prisoners ought ro be listened to more
often, and hstemng to them does not mean interpreting what the,· sa,·.
Prisoners say, 'with a job and digs I'll be O.K.', they do not say <vith. a
job, with digs and some insights I'll be O.K.'. The prisoners' aims are less
grand1ose, bur on humanitarian grounds rather than treatment grounds
they ought to be given some credibility. After-care could begin, and end
at that point, unless or until prisoners ask for that 'something else' which
they do not appear to have done so as yer. 24

Sadly, many parole officers ,·iew helping offenders with 'a job
and ?igs' as ~ess !mportant than the imposition of 'insights'. It is
~ertamly not mevnable that parole officers play a constructi,·e role
m the area of employment. The ,·ery fact of having to appear at a
parole office in a certain locality at certain times may put geographical limitations on the capacity of a parolee to mo,·e around
the State looking for jobs in the places where jobs are available.
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Parole officers. in trying to 'motivate' the offende~ can put totally
unrealistic ideas in his head about the chances ot gemng a. g~od
job. When the parolee discovers that ~e has no chan.ce of ach~e,mg
the job success which the parole offtce~ ~as ~old htm t~ asp1re to,
he becomes all the more bitter and d1S1llus10ned. Th.1s pro?l~m
might be avoided if parole officers were given in-ser\'lce trammg
on the changing realities of the lab?~r ~arket.
.
While people who have ~o tra1.nm~ 1~ .employment counsell~ng
can often give inexpert advtce, thts CritiCISm shou~d not be .taken
too far. In general, the more people wh~ are h~lpmg the ~nsoner
with introductions to employers and ups on JOb ,·aca.nctes, the
better. If the parole officer can also help .m locatmg ch~ap
accommodation, this leaves the parolee ~ore tim~ and f!10ne~ to
spend on job search. Finally, if the ex-~nsoner f~1l~ to fmd a JOb,
if his unemployment cheque fails to arnve ~vhen It IS needed, then
he should be able to go to his parole off1cer to ask for money.
The Role of the Department of Employment .and Y out~ Affairs
Commonwealth Employment Service off1cers are likely to
assume the worst when they are confronted with a client who ~as
just completed a long stretch in jail. They know they ~re lookmg
at a person who probably has no skills, who has a~ m.te~rup~ed
work history, who will be the subject of emp~oyer d1scnmmat~on
because of his record, and who, because of hts protracted pe~10d
of incarceration, is often mentally out of shape to tackle a JO~.
With respect to his mental preparedness for ~ork.' the problem ts
not only one of the debilitating effects of 1~pnsonment per se.
It is the problem of getting back into full strtde that all of us feel
after a long vacation or illness. 25
.
.
.
Why should one be surprised then, when the mtervtewmg
officer, hopelessly harassed by a si~ua~i~n ~here he has .many
times more clients than jobs, fmds a JUStificatiOn for not havmg to
deal with one problem client by writing on his file:
'He is not to be referred. Potentially violent and dangerous.'
or:
'Pot. Undesirable character. Well known locally.'

CES officers do write these comments, and worse, on the files
of ex-prisoner clients. The average C~S ?fficer who has more
clients than he can handle will almost mcvltably tend to push the
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Apart from the ne~d to ensure that special efforts are made on
behalf of e\·el')' prisoner to move him up from the bottom of the
CES pile, the main rationale for this is concerned with the
problem of discontinuity_. The Department of Empl~yment and
Youth Affairs should be m there, represented and acm·e, at e\·ery
stage of decision making related to vocational development which
takes place in the prison. The Handicapped and Special Groups
officer should participate in classification, Program Re,·iew
Committees, the design of trade training programs, prison industry
investment decisions, pre-release courses, and job placement.
Indeed, it should be the officer from the Department of Employ·
ment and Youth Affairs who plays a major role in overcoming the
discontinuities in the linkages among classification-training-work·
job placement so that an unemployed offender who comes into
jail can flow through a total change process until at the end of his
sentence he walks into a satisfactory job. The Employment and
Youth Affairs officer's training and experience in the realities of
the outside labour market better equip him for that role than
anyone else.
Many of the smaller prisons in Australia would not require one
full time officer from the Department of Employment and Youth
Affairs. These smaller jails can be covered by an arrangement
where the employment officer is based at one jail and visits one,
or possibly two, others. In the era of public service staff cuts it
might seem unrealistic to propose that every major prison should
have attached to it a person from the Department of Employment
and Youth Affairs. The proposal would involve that Department
in employing perhaps 50 extra people for the purpose.
We must put the justifiability of such expenditure in the
context of the wider public interest, rather than view it narrowly
in comparison with the demands for increased staffing from other
sections of the Department of Employment and Youth Affairs. In
its efforts to control crime the public sector in this country
currently bears the cost of employing approximately 26,000
police officers, 4,000 prison officers, and many judges,
prosecutors and ancilliary court and justice department personnel,
not to mention a handful of grossly overpaid criminologists. In the
context of all of this expenditure, employing 50 extra officers to
make sure that prisoners get jobs seems a tiny investment for a
considerable return. Criminologists cannot empirically justify most
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of the nation 's expenditure on police, courts and corrections as
effective in reducing crime. The 'nothing works' syndrome is the
conventional criminological wisdom. In contrast, a case has been
made in this book that there is evidence to support the claim that
relatively small investments to place prisoners in legitimate work
can have an effect on crime.
It is a national disgrace that the majority of Australian
prisoners do not have an employment interview prior to release .26
More than 20 years ago in Britain a policy was introduced
whereby every prisoner would have the right to a pre-release interview with a Placing Officer of the Ministry of Labour (now the
Department of Employment) .
A pre-release interview alone is not enough. Vocational
counselling should be available to prisoners at all stages of their
sentence. In an interview a week before a prisoner is due to be
released, it is a little late to begin to arrange a placement under
NEAT for an on-the-job training program which he wishes to
commence as soon as he gets out.
Even in times of high unemployment, a CES officer can find
a job for a person who on the face of it would appear to be the
most unemployable of individuals, provided the officer is able to
expend an inordinate amount of time in doing so. It follows then,
that if placement officers were enabled to devote a considerable
time to each prisoner, nearly all of them could be placed. The
criminal record is not an insurmountable barrier to employment.
There is a direct relationship between government investment in
job placement assistance for prisoners and the number of prisoners
who get jobs. Of course. filling \·acancies with prisoners means that
those vacancies might not be available to non-prisoners. I have
argued, howe\·er. that such a partial shifting around of unemployment is justified on the grounds of both the principle of greater
eligibility and crime pre\·ention. Moreover, involvement of the
Department of Employment and Youth Affairs in prison work and
training from the outset should result in the turning out of many
prisoners who will fill labour market vacancies rather than take
jobs away from others:
S. An officer of the Handicapped Persons and Special Employment
Groups Section of the Department of Employment and Youth Affairs
should be based in every major prison in Australia. Every prisoner
should have the opportunity of an employment interview and job
placement assistance prior to release.
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In the preceding chapters the consequences of the fact that
Australian prisons are full of people who are unskilled, unemployed and uneducated have been considered. Before concluding
this discussion, special consideration must be given to two types
of prisoners who suffer from these problems even more intensely
than the remainder of the prison population - Aborigines and
women.
While women, constituting only 3.3 per cent of the daily
1
average Australian prisons population during March 1979, are
under represented in prison, the reverse is true of Aborigines. At
10 June 1976 there were 254 prisoners of Aboriginal descent in
New South Wales jails, constituting 6.9 per cent of the prison
population.2 Only half of one per cent of the general New South
Wales population is Aboriginal.
In South Australia Aborigines represent about three quarters
of a per cent of the total population of the State. But during
1968-69 25 per cent of prison admissions in South Australia and
15.3 per cent of the daily average prison population were
Aborigines.3 Similarly in Western Australia, while 2.1 per cent of
the total population are Aborigines, a third of the prison population are Aborigines. 4 The remaining jurisdictions do not keep
systematic figures on the proportions of their prisoners which
are Aboriginal,s though I was told by prison officials in the
Northern Territory that the Aboriginal proportion of their prison
population varies between 60 and 80 per cent.
Evidence from South Australia and Western Australia indicates
that the proportion of prisoners who are Aboriginal has been
increasing during the past decade.6 For the indigenous people of
Australia, imprisonment has become almost a normal part of their
lifestyle. In 1971 alone the number of Aborigines committed to
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a term of imprisonment in Western Australia equalled 36 per cent
of the adult Aboriginal population of that State. However, since
many people were imprisoned two or more times during the year,
when the number of distinct persons is isolated only 16 per cent
of the total Aboriginal population was actually involvedJ Even so,
this is a remarkable statistic for a single year. A similar situation
exists with juveniles. A South Australian survey showed that more
than 44 per cent of 10 to 17 year old Aboriginal children appeared
in court for offences between 1972 and 1977 .s Serious encounters
with the criminal justice system are par for the course for Australia's blacks.
In part, this is undoubtedly due to racial bias in the criminal
justice system, but it probably also reflects the fact that Aborigines have Jess to lose by engaging in forms of crime which might
land them in jail. If they live on a reserve they might find the
tight rules and regulations, Jack of freedom of movement, Jack of
control over how money is spent, and the like, not much worse in
prison than on the reserve. The prison superintendent might not
seem any more malevolent than the manager of the reserve and
the prison guards no worse than the local police who regulate their
lives when they are 'free'. In jail they might have bener food, a
more comfortable bed and superior recreational facilities (for
example, television) than they can enjoy outside. Being so poor,
blacks have more to gain by property crime than whites, and less
to Jose by engaging in any form of crime. Because of this rewardcost ratio, crime is a more rational activity for blacks than for
whites in Australian society.
The percentage of female prisoners who are Aboriginal is considerably higher than the proportion of male prisoners who are
Aboriginal. In New South Wales in 1971 Aborigines constituted 6
per cent of male prisoners and 15 per cent of females; in 1974 the
figures were 9 per cent and 13 per cent respectively .9 While a third
of the Western Australian male prison population are Aboriginal,
the female prison population has been bet\veen 60 and 7 6 per cent
Aboriginal. tO Biles 11 has sho\m how in e,·ery year between 1956
and 1969 the percentage of Aboriginals in prison was considerably higher for females than for males. The most dramatic comparison was for the 1965-66 financial ~·ear when 57 per cent of the
females compared with 17 per cent of the males were Aboriginal.
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superiority of a cooperative approach Foley-Jones and Tandowski
argued:
This .approach is much more in sympathy with what we know of
Abongmal culrurc and attitudes towards work. The cooperative situation
parallels to so~~ degrc~ traditional tribal attitudes towards property; it
tS a gr~up ~ct~vtty whtch woul? ~e conducted on an 'own pace, own
rewards basts •.n a. non-patcrn~ltsnc ~anner with which the Aboriginals
could more castly tdenttfy whtle catenn2 for the importance they place
on interpersonal relationships.l8
~

The theory did not translate to practice. When an attempt was
made to set up an Aboriginal handicrafts cooperative at the
Bandyup Women's Prison it foundered for want of interest on the
part of the Aboriginal inmates. Part of the reason for the failure
~ay lie with the f~ct ~hat the whole project was guided by the
tdeal of self-determmation - a laudable ideal, but one that is not
so readi~y applied to individuals who, ironically, have been utterly
demoralise~ by never before having been given the opportunity of
self-determmanon.
Simil~rly, there would seem to be especially good grounds
for runnmg pre-release courses in basic urban survival skills for
Aborigines. Foley-jones and Tandowski have shown empirically
that among female prisoners Aborigines make more errors than
whites on basic skills such as being able to use an alarm clock or
phone, or read a map or calendar. 19 Having established this,
ho":'e~er, Foley-jones and Tandowski go on to express a degree of
cymctsm about the value of surYi\·al skills courses for Aborigines:
At th.e .time .this study was ~a~ied out th<."re were only two metropolitan
Abongt~als tn Bandyup Tramm~ ~enrre. with the population consisting
predommantly ?f country Abongmals.. The relevance of possessing skills
sue~ as answen~g a nc-:v~pape~ ad\·ero.~ment where no newspapers arc
avatlable, of bcmg famtltar With the mtricacies of a public transport
system when the nearest bus stop is 1000 km away (buses have been
k?own not to stop. for ;\borigincs anyway> or being able to read a street
dtrectory when hvmg m a ~ne-street ~own or mission can clearly be
regarded. as doubrful. The fatl~re menno ned earlier of Aboriginals who
had prevtous~y undergone survtval skills training to complete the tasks
successf~lly m the present stud~· could be presumed to reflect the
'unleammg· of those survival skills due to lack of practice in the
'outback' environment to which they retumed.a>

. Here we have ~he essential dilemma ..'viost Aboriginal prisoners
m Western Austraha do not ha\·e urban surYival skills, do not need
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them and do not want them. But for those who, as a result of
some' unpredictable set of circumstances, end up li,·ing.in an urb~n
situation, their lack of survival skills may become ~ maJ~r factor m
their return to jail. Even the suggest.ion that surn~·al skill~ courses
should be made available to Aborigmes as an opnon, whtch only
those who will be living in an urban em·ironment would choose,
is an incomplete solution. This is because many of those who
mo,·e out into urban living will not ha\·e planned to do so b~fore
Jea\'ing prison; it will be something they drift into under the mflu.
ence of kin or peers after release.
Perhaps this is an area where the parole of!tcer ~an play a
useful role. When an Aboriginal parolee has dnfted I~to ~rban
Ji\'ing, the parole officer might take. him on a fe\~ CirCUits of
practical skills: looki~g up a bus timetable, catchm?. the bus,
looking up a number m the telep~one book and makmg a call,
cashing a cheque at the bank, m~kmg ~orne purch.ases at a supermarket and returning to the startmg pomt on a tram.
In Australia there are two Aboriginal workforces - an urban
workforce and a traditional (settlement) workforce. Aborigi~es
living on settlements are not 'employed' in the sense of holdmg
a job for which they are paid ~veekly wages. They. work to mak~
a contribution to the commumty, perhaps by huntmg, perhaps b~
fixing up one of the broken do~ .settleme~t ~ars, perhaps by
growing some vegetables, or repamng a butldm&. The~e work
acti\'ities on Aboriginal settlements can be the basts for tdeas ~n
how prison industry training can be extr.emely useful t~ Abongines. An Aborigine who can return t~ h1s settle.~ent With some
automotive repair skills, carpentry sktlls, the abthty to. do som.e
welding, or to grow some vegetables to improve .the dt~t of h~s
children will make a great improvement to the quah.ry of hfe of hts
people. Prison industry training could even result m e~plo~ment
for wages on the settlement, perhaps as a tradesperson s assistant.
Backhoe and plant operators are always difficult to get .for work
on settlements. An Aborigine who developed these. sk1ll~ co~ld
either find work for wages back on the settlement, or m a c1ty h~e
Alice Springs where backhoe and plant operators are much .m
demand. The 12 week course on fishing and navigation for Abonginal communities run by the Northern Territory Depar~~ent of
Fisheries and Wildlife is a model for how vocatiOnal trammg can
be made relevant to the special employment circumstances of a

. ·
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more traditional Aboriginal lifestyle.
As part of its :'\ational Strategy on Aboriginal Employment,
the Federal government announced that Aboriginal communities
who wished to could forego individual unemployment benefits in
favour of a block grant to the community at least equal to the
aggregate of unemployment benefits which individual community
members would have receh·ed. The community then uses these
monies as capital to ensure that community members are gainfully
employed in farming , fishing , building, cattle projects, manufacture of handicrafts, and the like. Such a scheme seems soundlv
based on an appreciation of the realities of work on Aboriginal
settlements. However, there is the problem of the community
member who leaves to go and live say, in Alice Springs, and finds
that for some time in that new situation he has no entitlement to
individual unemployment benefits.
I do not have a long string of policy proposals dealing with the
special problems of Aboriginal prisoners. The problems seem so
intractable that there are no readily apparent solutions. It is
certainly not enough to suggest that if all of the solutions
discussed in the earlier chapters were applied equally to blacks
and whites, then Aborigines would benefit from them as much as
whites. The many constraints on the effectiveness of prison vocational programs discussed throughout this book are qualitatively
worse for Aborigines. For how many white Australians is the
teaching of literacy made almost impossible because eyesight and
hearing have been seYerely impaired by years of poor nutrition and
health care?
Programs such as the course in Aboriginal history and culture
run by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies at Goulburn
Gaol have great intrinsic value. However, they make no contribution tov.·ards resoh·ing the fundamental economic problems
which land so many Aborigines in jail. The only Australian
program which has begun to make such a contribution is the
~EAT program discussed in Chapter eight which was jointly
initiated by the Western Australian Department of Corrections and
the Aboriginal Employment Section of the Departmenr of
Employment and Youth Affairs. Under this project NEAT funding
was used to train and employ Aboriginal prison releasees in six
local government shires. As pointed out in Chapter eight, it is too
early to fully e\·aluate this program. Nevertheless, experience \\.'ith
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than on_e would expect gi\'en that only three per cent of the prison
population are female , the numbers are too small in absolute terms
for cross-tabulation purposes.
. ~he second r~~son_ for women being starved of work and
trammg opportunit_Ies ~s _that women's prisons are typically so
small as to make It difficult to have sufficient inmates with a
common vocational interest to be able to mount a training
progra~. _Women's pri~ons are often so small that there would not
be suff~c1ent economies of scale to mount even one or two
economically viable industries. At best under the present circumstances, ":"omen can only hope for a choice among a few limited
work options.
But these c_ircumstances are not inevitable. There is no reason
why fe~ale_ pnsoners should be limited to the confines of their
own pr_Ison m work and training activities. If a woman wants to do
a weld_m~ course she should be able to join a welding training
group !~Side a male _prison, and she should then be able to apply
th~se skills_ through mdustry work in a metalwork shop in a male
pnson. Th1s proposal is not without precedent. As many as 45
women travel from the Mulawa Women's Prison to Parramatta
Gao~ each day to work beside men at the Parramatta Linen
Service. Ther~ have not be~n gre_at problems resulting from male
and female mmates workm~ s1de by side under supervision.
~n~eed , one a_d\·ant~ge of a m1xed sex working arrangement is that
It 1_s a low nsk, h1ghly supervised form of male-female contact
wh1ch ~ould help to ease the transition from the artificial single
sex society of th~ pri~on to the world of both sexes outside.
Whe~e women s. pnsons are not located near male prisons,
~here _will ~e considerable transport and administrati\·e costs
m hanng pn~oners go to male institutions each working da\·. It
may be that 1_t would be cheaper to send the women on stud\' or
wor_k_ release ~~ the outside community than to a male prison. In
addmon to bem_g cheaper, study and work release permit a wider
rang~ of \·ocauonal options. Howe\·er, the\· are not a \·iable
so~uuon to. the problem of escape prone pri"soners. All of these
thm~s _considered. the Western Australian polic~· of preferential
enr,~. mto .\vork release for women seems both equitable and
efficient. It IS therefore proposed that:
2. ~I States should ~t themselves the target of by 1990 ha,·ing proporoons of female pnsoners engaging in vocational training courses and
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working in industry jobs equal to those for males.

In order to make this policy achie\·able:
3. Industry and training acthilies in male prisons sho~ld be opened _up
to female prisoners who would travel to the male pnson each working
day.

and:
4. Other States should adopt the Western Australian policy of prefer·
entia! entry into work and study release for female prisoners.

Inequality, Crime, and Public Policy
.
. .
.
This book has been about reforms to public policies wh1ch
affect prisoners as a means to tackling the crir:ne probler:n Such an
emphasis hopefully will not dull th_e reader s p<;rcepnon _of t~e
fundamental insight that the most etfectn·e solutions to cnme l_1e
not in the realm of reforms to the criminal justice system but m
transforming the society which produces the gr_ist for the crin:i~al
justice mill. Treasury has a greater capacity to 1~plement policies
which will reduce crime than do all of the pnsons deparm1ents
combined. Most of the damage to the pO\·erry stricken Aborigine
has been done long before he enters prison. There is only a limited
amount which prisons can do to heal that damage after the e\·ent.
More likely, prisons will spread the infection rather than cure the
wounded.
Elsewhere I have discussed at length the consequences for
crime rates of macroeconomic policies which widen the gap in
wealth and power between rich and poor. 22 The purpose of
Prisons, Education, and Work has been more modest. It has been
to argue for limited reforms to redeploy the rehabilit~ti\~e
resources of corrections departments, so that the emphasis IS
placed on transforming the economic circumstances ?f th_e
indi\'idual who is thrown in jail, rather than on rearrangmg h1s
psyche.
. .
Being limited reforms they are more politically acce~table
than reforms which tamper with the social structure. Paradoxically,
1 am hopeful that many of the reforms I have proposed in th~s
book will appeal to both radicals and conservatives. My hope IS
that they will appeal to consen·ati\·es because _they might red~ce
working class crime and would sa,·e on pubhc sector spendmg;
Jnd that they would appeal to radicals because they hold out .rhe
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possibility of a more fulfilling and less improverished life for the
prisoner both while he is incarcerated and upon release.
One of the reasons I am hopeful that the proposed reforms
might enjoy a degree of political acceptance is that rather than
being reforms of the much maligned 'mollycoddling criminals'
type, they are reforms which have the socially acceptable gloss
of helping prisoners to put themselves back on their feet through
the dignity of their own work. The public will even approve of
gate money handouts to prisoners if they are seen as giving
prisoners a second start in life. This was the surprising finding
from a national public opinion poll in which Rossi et a/. 23 asked
2002 Americans the following question: 'At the present time,
most men when released from prison throughout the country
recei\·e between $20 and $50 to start life over. Would you be in
favour of or opposed to providing released prisoners with some
form of financial support, for example, like unemployment
insurance, until they found a job?'. Only 24 per cent of the sample
said that they would be opposed. Even more surprisingly, when
those who were not in favour were asked ' If it were shown that
such support reduced crime among men coming out of prison,
would you be in favour of it or not?', only 22 per cent said they
would still not be in favour.
Since the 'fair go' sentiment for the underdog is certainly no
less present in Australian than in American culture, there are
grounds for optimism about the political acceptability of the
reforms which ha\'e been proposed. The people and their
politicians are not ready to accept Sir .-\lexander Paterson's
famous paradox : ' It is impossible to train men for freedom in a
condition of captivity' . However, they will accept that given that
society is going to continue imprisonment, there are ways of
prisoners using their time and energy which will be more personally and socially useful than the opportunities available to them
at present.
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Postscript : Utopia Achieved?

Ha\'ing read this book it might be possible for the cynic to
suggest that if all of these wonderful reforms to increase the
profitability of prison industry and to improve the vocational
opportunities for prisoners were successful, it might become more
sensible to send more people to jail. During the era of galley
slavery and also the period just prior to the industrial revolution
(when New South Wales was established as a convict colony)
prisoners were a valuable economic resource. This undoubtedly
was a factor in explaining the extraordinarily high rates of imprisonment prevailing in these periods.
A return to profitability in prison industry would surely then
again create an incentive for the state to increase the use of
imprisonment. No so. While it has been argued in this book that
it is possible for prison industry to be profitable in the sense that
the \·alue of sales can exceed all real costs of prison industry
(including plant and trade instructors' salaries), the proposition
that the \·alue of sales could exceed all the costs of imprisonment
cannot be sustained. The latter might have been possible in an
era when custodial costs consisted of one lowly paid officer
wielding a whip to control perhaps fifty galley slaves in leg irons.
Twentieth century prison industry could never reach the point
where it could extract sufficient annual surplus value from each
prisoner to cm·er the annual fi\·e figure sum which it costs
to accommodate each inmate in a modern prison.
Similarly, it is doubtful whether prison vocational trammg
could e\·er become so effective in turning prisoners away from
crime as to counterbalance those more potent features of prison
life which tend to push prisoners further into crime. Keeping as
many people as possible out of prison would remain both sound
economics and good for crime pre\'ention.
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